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Abstract
Throughout the past decade, data sources have increased significantly in both
their size, availability, richness, complexity and dynamics. This data surplus is not only enabling new businesses, scientific achievements and economic
growth; it can also enable normal people to make better real-world decisions
if provided with the right tools. The class of multi-criteria decision support
queries is said to be one such set of tools, with skyline and top-k queries being
the main representatives. Over the past decades, skylines and top-k queries
have been extensively studied, yet due to a number of usability and trust
issues, they have yet to enjoy wide adoption in either practical scientific or
industrial applications. Simply put, the theoretical gain and intent of these
tools do not match the reality of how users make decisions. In this thesis,
we take a step forward in bridging the gap between the theory and intent of
multi-criteria decision support queries and how users actually analyze their
options and make decisions in real life. The thesis is separated into two parts.
In the first part, we investigate the use of skyline queries for exploratory
search, in which users pose a string of related queries, exploring the options
available to them. While this is a common usage pattern in real applications, utilizing skyline queries in such an interactive scenario is non-trivial.
Specifically, we study the effects of exploratory search on the usability of skyline queries, and introduce caching-based methods for their efficient computation in those settings. We also present a method for the targeted sampling
of k-representative skyline points, enabling a fixed size diverse and relevant
overview of all options.
In the second part, we investigate the expansion of multi-criteria decision
support queries into an open-world paradigm, where both unknown data and
latent attributes are expected to exist. Specifically, we investigate the impact
of open-world data on the conventional skyline paradigm and suggest a new
probabilistic open-world paradigm for future research. We also study general
open-world adaption by introducing a multi-criteria filtering method, capable
of automatically filtering documents with latent attributes. Finally, we present
an interdisciplinary work in Computer Science and Medicine, evaluating our
filtering method for real systematic reviews in Evidence-Based Medicine.
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Resumé
Datakilder er det seneste årti blevet betydeligt større, mere tilgængelige,
rigere, komplekse og dynamiske. Dette dataoverskud understøtter ikke blot
nye virksomheder, forskningsresultater og økonomisk vækst; det gør også normale mennesker i stand til at tage bedre beslutninger i det virkelige liv, givet
de rette værktøjer. Klassen af multi-kriterie beslutningsunderstøttende forespørgsler nævnes som netop sådanne værktøjer, hvor skyline og top-k forespørgsler er hovedrepræsentanterne. Over de seneste årtier er der udført omfattende forskning i skyline og top-k forespørgsler, men grundet en række
problemer med brugbarhed og troværdighed, så har de endnu ikke vundet indpas i hverken praktisk forskning eller industri. Kort sagt, så passer formålet,
og den teoretiske gevinst ved disse værktøjer, ikke overens med den måde
brugere tager beslutninger på i virkeligheden. I denne afhandling tager vi et
skridt nærmere at bygge bro mellem teorien og formålet bag multi-kriterie
beslutningsunderstøttende forespørgsler, og så den måde hvorpå brugere reelt
evaluerer deres muligheder og tager beslutninger. Afhandlingen er i to dele.
Første del undersøger brugen af skyline forespørgsler til udforskningssøgning, hvor brugere laver en række relaterede forespørgsler imens de undersøger
deres muligheder. Selvom dette er et normalt brugsmønster i virkelige systemer, så er brugen af skyline forespørgsler i sådan et interaktivt miljø ikke
trivielt. Specifikt, så undersøger vi effekten af udforskningssøgning på brugbarheden af skylines og introducerer en caching-baseret metode til effektiv
beregning af forespørgelser. Vi præsenterer også en metode til målrettet udvælgelse af k repræsentative skyline punkter, således vi understøtter et forskelligartet og relevant overblik over alle muligheder.
I anden del undersøger vi udvidelsen af multi-kriterie beslutningsunderstøttende forespørgsler til et åben-verden paradigme, hvor både ukendt data og
latente attributter forventes at eksistere. Specifikt, så undersøger vi påvirkningen af et åben-verden paradigme på den konventionelle skyline, og foreslår
et nyt probabilistisk åben-verden paradigme til fremtidig forskning. We undersøger også generel tilpasning til den åbne verden, ved at introducere et
multi-kriterie filtreringsværktøj, hvilket er i stand til automatisk at filtrere
dokumenter med latente attributter. Til sidst, så præsenterer vi et interdisciplinært projekt i Datalogi og Medicin, hvor vores filtreringsværktøj evalueres
på virkelige systematiske undersøgelser i evidensbaseret medicin.
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Overview
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Throughout the past decade, data sources have increased significantly in both
their size, availability, richness, complexity and dynamics. Never before have
users had more information readily available, enabling them to both learn
about the world and guide them in making better real-world decisions. Today, with the widespread adoption of services like Facebook, Netflix, AirBnB,
Yelp, Hulu etc., companies are using vast amounts of data about our preferences and needs, in order to support us in making everyday decisions: Which
movie should I watch?, Which restaurant should I go to?, Which hotel should
I choose?, Which friends should I talk to?. Such decision support tools help
these businesses thrive, but users are also increasingly relying on them in
order to handle the information and filtering overload they would otherwise
experience trying to evaluate all their options manually.
One type of decision support tool is the class of Multi-criteria decision
support queries. Given a dataset of different options and a set of attributes
describing those options, this general class of query techniques takes a set of
inclusion criteria on the attributes, and then automatically filters the dataset
such that only those options satisfying all inclusion criteria remain. Broadly
speaking two main types of multi-criteria decision support queries have been
proposed in the literature: Top-k queries [41] and Skyline queries [17].
A top-k query takes a dataset, attributes and a monotone ranking function
on those attributes, and then outputs the top k options with respect to the
score provided by the ranking function. Top-k queries have been studied
extensively in multitudes of settings and with various focuses (see [50] for a
literature survey as of 2008), yet suffers from the need for an explicit ranking
function describing user preferences.
A skyline query takes a substantially different approach by being preferenceagnostic, i.e. assuming the exact preferences of users are unknown or cannot
be known. Instead it aims to satisfy all users by only removing those options for which any rational user would prefer an available alternative (e.g.,
given two identical hotel rooms, except one is $10 cheaper, all rational users
3
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prefer the cheapest). More formally, the skyline query returns those points
maximizing any monotone ranking function. This formulation has the benefit
over top-k that it does not require a ranking function for each user, which
can be difficult to detect automatically and will likely be impossible for the
user to formulate themselves. However the skyline suffers from other issues,
such as lack of summarization, since skyline result sizes increase exponentially with the number of attributes or for certain data-distributions; lack of
transparency, since it is not clear why a point is a skyline point and why
others are not; lack of usability and interactivity, since how to use skylines and adapt them to user exploration is not well understood; and lack of
trustworthiness, since users do not trust that the data or skyline reflects
their preferences and thus still want to double-check excluded options (e.g., if
the closed-world data model is incomplete with respect with the open-world
reality of the user)
Over the past 15 years, skylines have been extensively studied, yet due
to issues like these, skylines have not yet been adopted in either practical
scientific or industrial applications. Simply put, the theoretical gain and intent
of skyline queries does not match the reality of how users make decisions.
In this thesis, we take a step forward in bridging the gap between the
theory and intent of multi-criteria decision support queries and how users
actually analyze their options and make decisions in real life. Since top-k
queries have been very extensively studied and require a ranking function, we
focus less on this particular approach and more on skylines, although part
of the work in this thesis applies to both query types. Skyline queries in
interactive and exploratory contexts have been studied (e.g., [10, 11, 64]),
however these works only partially solve the issues highlighted above and
make implicit closed-world assumptions about the user’s preferences, which
do not necessarily match open-world reality. We focus especially on the two
following broad subjects: the transparent and interactive use of skylines for
exploratory search, and the adaption of multi-criteria decision support queries
into an open-world data reality.
Hopefully this work can eventually help lead to a practical adoption of
these types of decision support tools, making manually processing search results much easier for millions of users worldwide; be it in industry or scientific
communities.

1.1

Notaton & definitions

This section provides some of the background information, definitions and
notation needed in order to fully understand the work covered in this thesis.
Relevant notation is summarized in Table 1.1. For each of the publications in
this thesis, slightly different notation was used, so to keep this introduction
consistent each of the following introductory chapters uses the notation shown

1.1. NOTATON & DEFINITIONS

S
n = |S|
D
d = |D|
n
o
R = p ∈ Rd
SC
RC
p, q
s, u, t, v, o
p[i], s[i]
D

E

C = C, C
C[i], D
C[i] E
P = P,P
h

i

P [i], P [i]

Sky(S, C)
st
DR(s)
DR(s, C)
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Data & space notation
Dataset S
Size of dataset S.
Attributes of S / Dimensions of S
Number of attributes in S / Dimensionality of S
Region of space
Points in S limited by constraints C
Region R limited by constraints C
Points in region R
Points in dataset S.
Value on attribute/dimension i of point p, s, resp.
Query notation
Constraints consisting of low/high limits
Lower/upper constraints on attribute/dimension i
Preferences consisting of low/high interval limits
Preference interval on attribute/dimension i
Skyline on S constrained by C
Point s dominates point t
Dominance region of point s
Dominance region of point s constrained by C
Table 1.1: Notation

here and is thus not fully consistent with (nor complete with respect to) the
original publications attached in Chapters 4–8.
Let S be a set of points over a set of dimensions (or attributes) D, where
the value of s ∈ S in dimension i ∈ D is denoted s[i]. We denote the size of
S as n and the size of D as d, where d is referred to as the dimensionality of
dataset S or point s. In the following sections, I will use the terms dimension
and attribute interchangeably, although I will strive to use attribute when
discussing semantic concerns (e.g., a price attribute) and dimension when
discussing computational concernsD(e.g.,Eadding a dimension to a subspace).
The set of constraints, C =

C, C , is a pair of d-dimensional points

indicating the minimum value, C[i], and the maximum value, C[i], for each
dimension i ∈ D.
Let R be the region of all d-dimensional space (assuming all i ∈ D are
numeric or numerically mapped) and a constraint region, RC , be the set of all
possible points satisfying constraints C:
n

o

RC = p ∈ R | ∀i ∈ D : C[i] ≤ p[i] ≤ C[i] .

6
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Observe that RC describes a d-dimensional hyper-rectangle covering a region
of space and hence possibly some subset of dataset S as well. We refer to this,
possibly empty, constrained subset of S as SC , i.e. the set of data points that
satisfy constraints C.
The set of preferences, P =

D

E

P , P , is a pair of d-dimensional points

h

i

indicating the preference interval, P [i], P [i] , for each dimension i ∈ D. A
normalized preference interval where P [i] = 0 and P [i] = 1 indicates no
knowledge of user preference on the dimension, while a preference interval
where P [i] = P [i] indicates complete knowledge. Any normalized interval
where P [i] > 0 ∨ P [i] < 1, and P [i] 6= P [i], indicates partial knowledge of
preferences.
The skyline operator is a multi-criteria decision support query defined
through the concept of dominance [17]: A point s ∈ S (or, analogously, p ∈ R)
dominates another point t ∈ S (or q ∈ R), denoted s  t, iff ∃i ∈ D : s[i] < t[i]
and ∀j ∈ D, s[j] ≤ t[j]. In other words, s is at least as small as t on every
attribute, and strictly smaller on at least one.
Flipping the relational operators (> and ≥ vs. < and ≤) or multiplying all
attributes by −1 changes dominance preference towards larger values. Note
that the publications summarised in Chapters 2 and 3 do not consistently
assume one or the other. The choice is arbitrary and bares no impact on any
of the contributions presented in this thesis. When relevant for notation in
the summaries, the underlying assumption and any impacts will however be
stated clearly.

_
Avg. cost of main dish

C
DR(s,C)

DR(t)

s

_
C
t
Distance to restaurant

Figure 1.1: Skyline example (restaurants in Manhattan)
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The conventional skyline (or just skyline) of S, denoted Sky(S), is the
subset of points not dominated by any other points in S:
Sky(S) = {s ∈ S | @t ∈ S : t  s} .
Figure 1.1 illustrates the skyline with an artificial restaurant search in Manhattan. Black points are skyline points (i.e., preferred restaurants), while white
points are points not in the skyline because they were dominated. Dominance
captures the idea that any rational person would prefer s over u if s  u, and
hence the skyline eliminates all dominated points since no rational user would
have preferred u over s.
More formally, the skyline returns all points maximizing some monotone
ranking function. Essentially the skyline is preference-agnostic since it makes
no assumptions on the actual preferences of users and instead produces a set
of points where no user will be missing his/her preferred option, i.e., every
possible monotone ranking function a user could have will be satisfied by the
skyline.
The constrained skyline is the set of points that satisfy the constraints while
not being dominated by any other points that also satisfy the constraints.
Equivalently, it is the skyline over input SC . More formally, given S, C, the
constrained skyline, denoted Sky(S, C), is:
Sky(S, C) = Sky(SC ) = {s ∈ SC | @t ∈ SC : t  s} .
Figure 1.1 also illustrates a constrained skyline
D asE the set of gray points
in the rectangle spanned by constraints C = C, C . Note here that the
constrained skyline can be very different from the conventional skyline (black
points) and that in fact any point can be a constrained skyline point given
the right constraints (the trivial example being constraints covering only that
point).
Every point s ∈ S (or p ∈ R) has a dominance region [34], denoted DR(s),
which is the hyper-rectangular region in which any point q is dominated by s.
The dominance region is equivalent to the dominance definition given above,
except it is defined on region R rather than dataset S, i.e.
DR(s) = {q ∈ R | s  q}
. In the presence of constraints C, each point s ∈ S (or p ∈ R) also induces
a constrained dominance region, denoted DR(s, C), which is the portion of
DR(s) that satisfies C. The gray rectangles in Figure 1.1 illustrate DR(t)
for a conventional skyline point and DR(s, C) for a constrained skyline point.
When using dominance as a pruning technique, DR(s) and DR(s, C) can be
used to limit the search space, since if s is a stable result, everything falling
into region DR(s) will be dominated.

8
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Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis covers two separate, but equally important, aspects of
bridging multi-criteria decision support queries to real users. First, in Chapter
2 we discuss exploratory search and usability of multi-criteria decision support
queries (especially skylines). Second, in Chapter 3 we discuss the implications
of open world data on decision support queries in general, discussing both
the faulty real-world assumptions underlying existing research and outlining
methods for determining the impact of open world data on query results.
In those two chapters we also outline each of the self-contained publications and manuscripts included as Chapters 4–8. The first three of these, On
the Suitability of Skyline Queries for Data Exploration (Chap. 4), Efficient
caching for constrained skyline queries (Chap. 5), and Taking the Big Picture:
Representative Skylines based on Significance and Diversity (Chap. 6), explore
different aspects of exploratory search and usability for skyline queries. The
last two, CrowdFilter: Semi-Automated Multi-Criteria Filtering in the Open
World (Chap. 7) and Crowdsourcing Citation Screening for Systematic Reviews (Chap. 8), study the implications of the open world and how to adapt
a multi-criteria filtering to open world influence.
The full list of included publications and manuscripts is as follows:
Chapter 4: Sean Chester, Michael L. Mortensen, Ira Assent. On the Suitability of Skyline Queries for Data Exploration. ExploreDB Workshop,
EDBT/ICDT, 2014. [27]
Chapter 5: Michael L. Mortensen, Sean Chester, Ira Assent, Matteo Magnani. Efficient caching for constrained skyline queries. EDBT, 2015. [86]
Chapter 6: Matteo Magnani, Ira Assent, Michael L. Mortensen. Taking the
Big Picture: representative skylines based on significance and diversity.
The VLDB Journal 23, 5 (October 2014). [78]
Chapter 7: Michael L. Mortensen, Byron C. Wallace, Tim Kraska, Ira Assent. CrowdFilter: Semi-Automated Multi-Criteria Filtering in the Open
World. To be submitted to KDD 2016 (Deadline Feb. 2016)
Chapter 8: Michael L. Mortensen, Byron C. Wallace, Gaelen P. Adam, Thomas
A. Trikalinos, Tim Kraska. Crowdsourcing Citation Screening for Systematic Reviews. Under review at The Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA).

1.3

Other Contributions

Beyond the publications listed in the previous section, I also co-authored the
following publications on skyline and open-world adaption:

1.3. OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS
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• Matteo Magnani, Ira Assent, Michael L. Mortensen. Anytime skyline
query processing for interactive systems. DBRank Workshop, VLDB,
2012 [76]
• Yeounoh Chung, Michael L. Mortensen, Carsten Binnig, Tim Kraska.
Estimating the Impact of Unknown Unknowns on Aggregate Query Results. Conditionally accepted at SIGMOD 2016 [30]
While not included as publications in my thesis, I will reference these
papers when appropriate for the discussion in Chapters 2 and 3.

Chapter 2

Exploratory Search with
Multi-Criteria Decision
Support Queries
A common issue with existing skyline research is that many approaches assume users are aware of their options and preferences straightaway, hence
enabling them to specify, e.g., their constraints and attributes of interest. In
reality however, this is not how users generally evaluate their options or make
decisions. User preferences are not fixed, but instead develop over time as the
breadth of options becomes clear to the user through exploration. Consider
a user looking for a good restaurant in Manhattan. He/she does not know
initially what his/her constraints are, what the options are, what the general
price range is, what one can expect in Manhattan or even what he/she is in
the mood for. All these concepts develop as part of the search process, when
available options become clear to the user.
Whether it is through varying range sliders to produce new results, or
checking a box to limit options as preferences evolve, a user does not simply
issue one query and then stop. Instead a common user interaction is a string
of related queries [79], making small incremental changes on either constraints
or query formulations, until eventually the user reaches a set where: (1) The
user now trusts they know the best options (trustworthiness); and (2) They
more clearly understand why certain options are included and why others are
not (transparency).
Despite the fact that this exploratory search pattern is very common in
real applications, no existing skyline research has investigated the implications
of exploratory search with skylines. In this chapter, we introduce three publications studying different aspects of making skylines suitable for exploratory
search.
Section 2.1 summarizes a publication studying how the interaction in exploratory search affects constrained and subspace skylines (i.e., a skyline where
11
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dominance is evaluated on subsets of D, termed subspaces), both in terms of
the theoretical effects and the effects observed in practice (usability).
Section 2.2 summarizes a publication studying the efficient computation of
multiple related constrained skyline queries through partial re-use of cached results. The approach enables efficient processing of exploratory search sessions
with constrained skylines (interactivity), as well as general constrained
skyline query processing with multiple independent users.
Finally, Section 2.3 introduces a unified k-representative skyline method,
considering both diversity and significance of results, in the presence of partial
preference knowledge. When a user has reached a set of interesting options
through exploratory search, this approach enables them to further reduce the
number of options to a fixed k-sized representative subset showing the different alternatives he/she can consider (summarization), as well as adapting to
partial knowledge of which type of option the user prefers (e.g., if prices below
$15 for a main dish are generally most interesting).

2.1

On the Suitability of Skyline Queries for Data
Exploration

Motivation & Background
Consider a user trying to find a restaurant in Manhattan. The user may
be able to determine which attributes are most important (e.g., close to the
hotel, cheap etc), but when tasked with limiting options given to him/her,
exactly what constitutes "cheap" or "close" in Manhattan may not be clear,
and there may be other attributes he/she cares about but does not consider
beforehand. Search sites like Yelp can alleviate some of this concern, but
only if the user knows beforehand where to look and trusts the results Yelp
provides. Otherwise the user will need to filter through a considerable number
of options, given the ∼9100 restaurants within 5 miles of Lower Manhattan1 ;
exploring the data in a sequence of incremental changes to each query, as
his/her understanding of the options and preferences evolve [79].
An interactive skyline can alleviate some of this work by automatically
filtering out the options that are inferior to alternative options given a set
of attributes considered (i.e., a subspace) and a set of constraints on those
attributes. Interactive skylines have been assumed in several contexts (e.g.,
skycube computation [59], dynamic skylines [25], visualization [77], anytime
computation [76], and preference elicitation [11, 64]), but how the interaction
affects the skyline is not well understood.
1
http://www.yelp.com/search?find_loc=New+York,+NY,+USA&start=0&cflt=
restaurants&l=g:-74.0578079224,40.6746494668,-73.9554977417,40.752718839
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Our Proposed Solution
In this work, we study the skyline operator as a tool for exploratory search
both analytically and empirically. For the skyline to be useful in an interactive process, it is crucial that one can continually add constraints and change
attributes of interest without completely changing the results the user sees.
Given the incremental nature of an exploratory search process, queries posed
in this process are naturally not disjoint, because if they were, that would
imply that the user is completely dissatisfied with the results of the first
search, since he/she deliberately excluded them from the subsequent search.
This is effectively restarting. But while the points satisfying the constraints
are likely similar after an incremental change (i.e., varying one constraint or
adding/removing one attribute), the extent to which the skyline changes is
not well known.
Thus we pose the question: Given a baseline query, consisting of a subspace
projection and a set of range constraints, and an incremental change to that
query, how many points do the skyline of the baseline and the skyline of the
new query have in common?
Constraint Changes
Considering first constraint changes, we observe that any arbitrary constraint
change can be seen as a chain of incremental changes. Thus we can analyze
behavior based on single-constraint changes alone. We identify four different
constraint change cases: LD: Decreasing a lower constraint; LI: Increasing
a lower constraint; UD: Decreasing an upper constraint; and UI: Increasing
an upper constraint. These 4 cases generalize to any dimensionality when
considering incremental changes, although in contrast to the definition in Section 1.1, these cases assume, w.l.o.g., that larger values are preferred in the
skyline. So if the direction of optimization changes, so must the case labeling
(i.e., UD becomes LI if smaller values are preferred)
We identity four different theoretical effects on the constrained skyline
when changing from baseline constraints to the new constraints: Addition:
A point only satisfies the new constraints; Removal: An existing skyline
point under the baseline constraints no longer satisfy the new constraints
and is thus removed; Promotion: A point becomes a skyline point because
all points dominating it are removed under the new constraints; Demotion:
An existing skyline point under the baseline constraints is removed from the
skyline because a newly added point dominates it. These cases and changes
are illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Subspace Changes
Given a baseline subspace and a new subspace with dimensions added or removed, we can observe four different effects: Addition: A point dominated
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in the baseline subspace becomes incomparable to the points that dominated
it and therefore becomes a skyline point in the new subspace; Removal: A
skyline point in the baseline subspace is dominated in the new subspace, and
thus no longer a skyline point; Homogenization: A point not in the skyline
for the baseline subspace becomes a skyline point in the new subspace because
it is identical to a skyline point on all dimensions in the new subspace; Differentiation: A skyline point that was identical to another skyline point on the
baseline subspace, is dominated by that skyline point in the new subspace.
These effects assume the Distinct Value Condition is not in effect, i.e.,
two points can have the same value for a given attribute. If Distinct Value
Condition holds, monotonicity is ensured and neither homogenization nor differentiation is possible. For synthetic data the Distinct Value Condition can
be reasonable, but for many real datasets, points have a natural inclination
towards equal attribute values (e.g., most houses have 2-5 rooms).
With these potential changes and effects defined, we can study both which
effects happen in theory under which circumstances, and to which degree these
can be observed empirically for both synthetic and real data.

Contributions & Key Findings
The key contributions of this work are:
1. a taxonomy of constraint and subspace changes for skyline queries.
2. a theoretical overview of potential consequences from incremental changes
to constraints and subspaces.
3. a thorough experimental evaluation of the real-world incidence of these
theoretical effects.
4. a set of suggested research paths moving forward, in order to make
exploratory search with skylines more usable in practice.
Our theoretical analysis of constraint changes showed that, while every
point can be part of the skyline for some set of constraints (e.g., trivially
the constraints covering only that point) and therefore arbitrary changes in
constraints can have unpredictable consequences for the skyline; this is not
the case when the user makes only incremental changes. When considering
incremental changes, the effects become much more predictable:
LD: Can induce additions, but never removals, promotions or demotions, as
any new points will have lower values on that dimension and thus cannot
dominate existing points.
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LI: Can induce removals, but never additions, promotions or demotions, as
any remaining points under the new constraints must have higher values
on that dimension and thus cannot have been dominated by any removed
point.
UD: Can induce removals and promotions, but never additions or demotions.
Removals occur when a point no longer satisfies the new constraints and
promotions occur when such a removed point dominated another point
still within the new constraints.
UI: Can induce additions and demotions, but never removals or promotions.
Since the constraint region is increased, no skyline points can be removed, but the addition of a new skyline point can dominate existing
ones, resulting in a demotion.
Thus from these results, we observe a user can fluently control output
size by modifying lower constraints and can produce alternative options by
modifying upper constraints. These results are confirmed empirically for both
synthetic data (correlated, independent and anti-correlated) as well real data
on NBA players2 and cars3 . Results vary depending on the dataset considered.
Overall, on upper constraint modifications for synthetic data, we see small
changes to constraints can result in significant changes to the skyline for all
distributions. For correlated data especially, the changes can be dramatic
because the skyline will generally be located around the upper boundary of
the constraint region for all of the correlated dimensions. Assuming rational
users want to predict the outcome of their input actions, a viable strategy for
interactively using the skyline is to only make especially small changes to upper
constraints. If changes are too large, the skyline may seem unpredictable and
uncontrollable.
Our theoretical analysis of subspace changes revealed that how the skyline changes between neighboring subspaces cannot be easily predicted and
requires the use of sophisticated pre-processing techniques (e.g., [92]). Empirically subspace changes are uninteresting for synthetic data, since the Distinct
Value Condition ensures only additions or removals take place. However for
real data, we observe both differentiations and homogenizations of increasing
frequency with the number of dimensional changes from the baseline. Both
of these effects are counter-intuitive from the user’s point of view, as adding
an extra attribute condition increases the output size rather than reduce it,
as a user adding extra inclusion criteria would expect. Given this and the
unpredictable nature of differentiations and homogenizations, an interactive
tool allowing subspace changes should illustrate these changes transparently
to the user, in order to make results appear more stable.
2
3

http://www.databasebasketball.com
http://stat-computing.org/dataexpo/1983.html
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Future work
There are a number of promising directions for future work. First, while this
work investigated the effects of incremental changes to constraints and subspaces, multiple combined changes can still produce seemingly unpredictable
results. Investigating solutions that can predict results of several combined
incremental changes is therefore of interest. Second, we envision that our work
here could be used as a basis for query recommendations, e.g., if the goal is to
produce new results one can suggest some UD/UI changes or a dimensional
change, while if output size control is desired, LD/LI changes would be appropriate. Future work on generating these recommendations is thus equally
of interest.

2.2

Efficient Caching for Constrained Skyline
Queries

Motivation & Background
Consider again the exploratory query-refine cycle discussed in Section 2.1.
As we showed, constrained skyline queries have the potential to function as
exploratory search tools, yet they suffer from potential dramatic effects to the
skyline for certain constraint changes. Not only can these changes be difficult
to analyze for the user, necessitating only small increments to the constraints,
but even then, computing each new query induces significant computational
cost.
While constraints on skylines reduce the input size, ironically, they make
computing the skyline more challenging. Common pre-materialization techniques for conventional skylines (e.g., [59]) cease to function, since for any
point in the dataset there exists a set of constraints making that point a
skyline point; thus constrained skyline points are unpredictable and must be
processed online.
The original Börzsönyi et al. skyline paper [17] introduced a naive approach of executing a range query to fetch points satisfying the constraints,
and then compute the skyline over those points using any efficient skyline
algorithm (e.g., [28, 29, 60, 139]). This has the advantage of simplicity, but
the performance is highly sensitive to the selectivity of the range query. The
best known existing technique is the I/O-optimal BBS algorithm [91], which
uses an R-tree index and a heap-based priority queue to guide the search for
skyline points, while pruning paths in an R-Tree if outside the constraints.
None of these techniques are however geared towards exploratory search.
For even the smallest change to a constraint, both techniques must re-read all
data within the constraint region, reading the same points several times for a
set of queries, yet having no means of excluding any point in any query; the
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methods are essentially constraint-agnostic, as in, they treat constraints as a
pre-processing filter rather than an inference tool.

Our Proposed Solution
In this work we take a different approach to computing constrained skylines
by investigating the relationship between different constrained skyline queries,
and using the cached result from one query to prune the search space for another. This work is the first to propose caching to improve constrained skyline
query response time. Because a query with arbitrary range constraints is unlikely to match a cached query exactly (requiring a match on all 2·d constraint
values), our proposed method instead identifies and exploits partly overlapping
cached queries to reduce the computational overhead of subsequent ones.
We consider both interactive exploratory queries, discussed in Section 2.1
and common in many search tasks [79], as well as general query workloads
where independent users pose single queries. For both of these, we present
solutions for computing the constrained skyline based only on a partially overlapping cached constrained skyline result. The main factor in our efficiency
gain comes from treating the constraint region as a range query, decomposing it into disjoint smaller ones and discarding those that we can safely deem
unnecessary to read given the cached results and the relationship between
the cached query and the new query. As a result, we read significantly fewer
points from disk and thus achieve better performance than even the otherwise
I/O-optimal BBS.
With both our exploratory and general solutions, a key concept we introduce is that of Skyline Stability. By definition, a cached constrained skyline
result Sky(S, C) indicates which points from S are in the skyline under constraints C. More importantly however, it also implies which points from SC
(i.e. the dataset S constrained by C) are not in Sky(S, C). Stability captures
this seemingly simple insight relative to new constraints C 0 . We say that
Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 iff:
s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) =⇒ (s ∈
/ SC ) ∨ (s ∈ Sky(S, C))

(2.1)

In other words, the dominance relationships determined under SC are still
valid, even given the new constraints C 0 , i.e, no promotions are possible (terminology borrowed from Section 2.1). This is a crucial property for cache
efficiency, since the possibility of a promotion implies our cached results cannot be trusted. Any given point s ∈ SC , formerly dominated by a removed
point, could thus be a promoted skyline point, but the cache does not have
any information on s and cannot recall s, hence the entire cache item may
potentially be invalid.
Expanding on Expression 2.1 and assuming smaller values are preferred
to larger in the skyline (w.l.o.g.), we can show that the stability of Sky(S, C)
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relative to C 0 can be guaranteed iff:
(∀i ∈ D : C 0 [i] ≤ C[i]) ∨
0

(∃i ∈ D : C 0 [i] > C[i] ∨ C [i] < C[i])

(2.2)

From this we can determine two natural consequences, both of which are
key for our methodologies and proofs. First, for any stable Sky(S, C) relative
to C 0 , the constrained skyline Sky(S, C 0 ) can be computed based on the cached
results and non-overlapped data regions alone, i.e., the cached results are
trustworthy:
∀s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) : (s ∈ Sky(S, C)) ∨ (s ∈ (SC 0 \ SC ))

(2.3)

This does not imply that demotions cannot occur, but only that any point in
SC , yet not in Sky(S, C), can be safely ignored. We do not need to read SC
from disk, in order to compute Sky(S, C 0 ).
Second, if the conditions in Expression 2.2 are not satisfied, Sky(S, C)
could potentially be unstable relative to C 0 , meaning promotions would be
possible. This can however be shown to happen for Sky(S, C) relative to C 0
if and only if:
∃t ∈ Sky(S, C) : t ∈
/ SC 0 ∧
∃s ∈ (SC ∩ SC 0 ) : t  s ∧

(2.4)

@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) : u  s
Which coincidentally also provides us with a means of detecting and handling
instability without having to completely refresh the cache item.
Consider again the four incremental constraint cases introduced in Section 2.1 and shown in Figure 2.1. For the purposes of this work, the optimization goal is reversed such that smaller values are preferred to larger values
(w.l.o.g.), hence UD from Section 2.1 corresponds to Figure 2.1d, i.e. LI.
Given a cached constrained skyline result Sky(S, C), and a newly posed
constrained skyline query Sky(S, C 0 ), where the only difference between C
and C 0 is an LD change (Figure 2.1a) or UD change (Figure 2.1b), Sky(S, C)
is stable relative to C 0 and computing Sky(S, C 0 ) from Sky(S, C) is simple.
First for LD:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(Sky(S, C) ∪ S∆C , C 0 )

(2.5)

Where S∆C refers to the dataset S constrained by ∆C, i.e. the region of
change. And for UD:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0

(2.6)

Computing Sky(S, C 0 ) from Sky(S, C) for a UI change (Figure 2.1c) is also a
stable case, i.e. Sky(S, C) is also stable relative to C 0 , yet here we can exploit
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Figure 2.1: Incrementally changing one constraint at a time; our solutions
fetch only the points in the gray regions.
dominance of the cached skyline points to further prune the search space:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(Sky(S, C) ∪
{s ∈ S∆C | @t ∈ Sky(S, C) : t  s}, C 0 )

(2.7)

Finally we have an LI change, corresponding to UD in Section 2.1; the only
potentially unstable case. While such an unstable case can in principle yield
an invalidated cache item, this is not always the case and we can utilize Expression 2.4 to limit reading to a correction of any invalidated regions:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky((Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) ∪
{s ∈ (SC ∩ SC 0 ) |
∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ S∆C ) : t  s ∧

(2.8)

@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) : u  s}, C 0 )
The methods presented here are sufficient for incremental changes in exploratory search, but break if more than one constraint is changed at a time.
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For the general case of arbitrary constraint changes, we introduce the Missing Points Region, which is the minimum, possibly disjoint, region of points
for which neither C 0 nor Sky(S, C) can be used to infer said points’ inclusion/exclusion in Sky(S, C 0 ). It is defined over the region of space R and thus
comprised of points in d-dimensional space rather than points in the dataset
S. Specifically it is comprised of those parts of RC 0 that do not overlap the
dominance region of any point s ∈ Sky(S, C), lies outside RC , or, in unstable
cases, where ∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ (SC \ SC 0 )), s ∈ (SC ∩ SC 0 ) : t  s:
MPR = {p ∈ RC 0 | (p ∈ (RC 0 \ (RC ∩ RC 0 )) ∨
∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ (RC \ RC 0 )) : p ∈ DR(t, C)) ∧

(2.9)

0

@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 ) : p ∈ DR(u, C )}
Using MPR we can determine the constrained skyline for any overlapping
cache item as:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky((Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) ∪ (MPR ∩ SC 0 ), C 0 )

(2.10)

Looking back at the cases shown in Figure 2.1, one might think that computing the MPR would be straightforward and result in a single d-dimensional
hyperrectangle which could easily be posed as a range query; however this only
holds for d = 2. Each new dimension considered increases the size and complexity of the region to read, thus requiring a more sophisticated approach, as
illustrated in Figure 2.2.

(a) 2D projection

(b) 3D projection

Figure 2.2: More dimensions = more complex dominance regions
To this end, we developed an exact algorithm for computing the MPR by
0
considering the queried region as a hyper-rectangle hC 0 , C i and continually
splitting it with hyperplanes derived from C and Sky(S, C) into sub-hyperrectangles where most can be immediately discarded. In the end, we are left
with a set H of disjoint, axis-orthogonal hyper-rectangles (i.e., range queries)
covering the exact region of the MPR.
The advantage of this approach is three-fold: 1) it calculates the MPR
in a form that can be queried directly (set of range queries); 2) the primary
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operation, splitting axis-orthogonal hyper-rectangles with axis-orthogonal hyperplanes, is simple and efficient; and 3) the continual discarding of hyperrectangles controls |H|, which is important given the running time of the
algorithm is O(|H| · |Sky(S, C)| · d).
For mid-to-high dimensional data however, this approach generates far
too many range queries, so we also introduced the aMPR, a conservative
approximation of the MPR using only the k points nearest the optimum corner
of the constraint region for pruning. This approach controls the size of |H| by
generating fewer, but larger, queries.
Finally we present a set of cache search strategies, which identify the most
beneficial cache item to compute from by avoiding problematic cases (e.g.,
unstable relationships) and maximizing overlap.

Contributions & Key Findings
The key contributions of this work are:
1. a theoretical concept for the stability of constrained skyline results.
2. a case-by-case breakdown of how to compute the constrained skyline
from the cache for exploratory search.
3. a general method for computing constrained skylines from the cache for
arbitrary constraint changes.
4. a set of cache search strategies optimizing for constrained skylines.
5. a thorough experimental evaluation showing when caching yields superior performance compared to state-of-the-art approaches.
Experiments were performed on both synthetic (correlated, independent,
anti-correlated) and real data, where the real data was a Danish real estate
dataset from 2005, covering almost 4.2 million properties (although our experiment only used 1.28 million due to points with missing values). As competitors
we used BBS [91] and a Baseline method based on the approach from [17]. We
also experimented with a sequential search baseline (which conceivably could
be efficient due to random access latency) but initial experiments showed consistently slower response time than everything else, so it was excluded. Our
experimental evaluation showed, among other things, that:
• Our aMPR method scales well with increasing dataset size for all synthetic distributions and greatly outperforms existing work in all cases
but one (the set of unstable aMPR cases vs. the baseline)
• When considering queries on d ≤ 3 the exact MPR equally outperforms
existing work, and stable MPR cases even outperform aMPR.
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• The key reason behind the efficiency gains of MPR and aMPR is number
of points read from disk.
• The key reason why aMPR is needed is that for, e.g., d = 6, the MPR
method generates almost 50, 000 range queries for a query on a 5, 000
point dataset; in comparison aMPR generates between 5 and 100 (depending on k, i.e., the number of NNs to use).
• Of all cache search strategies the most efficient for exploratory search
is MaxOverlapSP, i.e., choosing items with the highest overlap prioritizing stable cases; while the most efficient for independent queries is
PrioritizednD, i.e., a general method taking a scoring function penalizing
changes on each dimension and for each type of change (e.g., penalizing
any change, but penalizing unstable changes more).
• For real data, the use of aMPR greatly improves query performance for
both exploratory search and independent queries.

Price

Future Work

Distance to work

Figure 2.3: Pruning with multiple cache items
There are a number of promising directions for future work. In this work
we have assumed each single query should match a single cache item, but
in principle one could match a query to several cache items, combining their
pruning power. An example of such an approach is shown in Figure 2.3.
This is however not without issue. While in principle one can prune more of
the search space, one also generates more hyper-rectangles, especially when
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considering cache items separated on multiple dimensions. Determining under which circumstances we can benefit from multiple cache items would be
interesting.
Another interesting direction for future work comes courtesy of our work
discussed in Section 2.1. In that work we discussed the implications of exploratory search with both constraint and subspace changes, yet in this work
we only focus on constraints. While it may seem like a simple extension to
enable caching for subspaces, it is in fact deceptively complicated when combined with constraints. Enabling our approach on each subspace is easy, but
using the cache item of one subspace to compute a result on another is not,
since differentiations and homogenizations (see Section 2.1) mean our concept
of skyline stability ceases to work. Earlier iterations of this work did attempt
to enable both by utilizing the Extended Skyline [127], yet did not come to
a working solution. This would be an interesting direction for future work
though, since users will likely expect to be able to explore both constraints
and subspaces.
A final interesting direction for future work is evaluating these methods
in the field. While our experimental evaluation supports the claim that our
caching approach is beneficial, we were limited to only using generated query
workloads rather than queries from actual users. A classical user study or
Amazon Mechanical Turk study would shed light on how well these results
match the reality of real user interactions.

2.3

Taking the Big Picture: Representative
Skylines based on Significance and Diversity

Motivation & Background
Apart from efficient and predictable constrained (subspace) skylines discussed
in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, another key issue with skyline queries for exploratory
search is result size. Consider again a user searching for restaurants in Manhattan. Taking an optimal decision based on the full set of ∼9100 restaurants
within 5 miles of Lower Manhattan4 would obviously be cumbersome at best
(and impossible at worst), yet even when subjected to a constrained subspace
skyline query, the result may well still be in the hundreds or thousands depending on the underlying distribution of the data and the dimensionality
of the query. Generally speaking, the size of the skyline becomes very large
when the number of dimensions increases and for certain data distributions,
especially anti-correlated data [24, 45].
The k-representative skyline [69] has been proposed as a solution to this
problem, by choosing those k skyline points that provide the best representa4
http://www.yelp.com/search?find_loc=New+York,+NY,+USA&start=0&cflt=
restaurants&l=g:-74.0578079224,40.6746494668,-73.9554977417,40.752718839
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tion of the full skyline. By making the output size fixed, the representative
skyline allows interactive systems to provide skyline results to users without
inducing information overload; otherwise making them unable to make an
optimal decision.
Existing work on k-representative skylines falls into two main categories:
Diversity-based [69, 120] and Significance-based [20, 21, 88, 101, 126]. The
purpose of the diversity-based methods is to output a varied coverage of the
skyline, showing k different options (e.g., for a set of k groups, output one representative from each). The purpose of the significance-based methods is to
output the k most significant skyline points based on some concept of significance, e.g., partial knowledge of the underlying ranking function [88, 101]
or how much each attribute contributes to keeping the point in the skyline [20, 21, 126].
While conceptually reasonable to represent the skyline through a diverse
coverage, existing diversity-based methods make implicit assumptions about
the unknown ranking function of the given user, rather than stay preferenceagnostic like the skyline. Specifically, existing approaches are either (1) sensitive to rescaling, i.e., changing the weighting of attributes changes the k
representative results; (2) only robust towards linear rescaling; or (3) sensitive to the insertion of non-skyline points in the dataset. Equally problematic,
significance-based methods suffer from (1) focusing singularly on significance,
thus not producing a good representation of all options; (2) assuming significance measures that unnecessarily limit both possible preference functions
and utilization of partial preference knowledge; or (3) focusing on satisfying
significance goals, rather than maximizing the combined significance of all k
points, e.g., 1/k points can be very significant while the rest are random.

Our Proposed Solution
In this work we introduce a novel approach of taking both the significance and
diversity into account for all k representative skyline points. This approach
unifies the goals of earlier works and expands on each of them; providing a
much more flexible, effective, efficient and theoretically sound solution.
Modeling Diversity
We introduce the diversity measure Skyline Edit Distance, defining diversity
of skyline points s, t as the number of alternative skyline points between the
two. Specifically for a skyline Sky(S) where |Sky(S)| > 1 and s, t ∈ Sky(S),
we define the Skyline Edit Distance δsed (s, t) as:
P

δsed (s, t) =

i∈[1,d] Ii (s, t)

d

(2.11)
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Where Ii (s, t) is the fraction of skyline points between s and t in dimension i,
i.e.:
(

Ii (s, t)=

0 if s = t
|{o∈Sky(S) | (s[i]≥o[i]≥t[i]) ∨ (t[i]≥o[i]≥s[i])}|−1
|Sky(S)|−1

if s 6= t

(2.12)

Unlike existing work, our diversity measure makes no assumptions on the
underlying ranking function of the user. Instead our approach satisfies properties we call linear-robustness and monotone-robustness, which are two instances of a general concept of φ-robustness.
Let s, t be two points in d dimensions, their diversity be defined by diversity
function δ(s, t), and φ = hφ1 , . . . , φd i be a set of d scalar functions. We call a
diversity function φ-robust iff:
δ(s, t) = δ(hφ1 (s[1]), . . . , φd (s[d])i, hφ1 (t[1]), . . . , φd (t[d])i)

(2.13)

Thus, a diversity function is linear-robust (monotone-robust) if its results
are not affected by linear (monotone) transformation on any attribute. While
some existing approaches are linear-robust (e.g., [101]; although termed scaleinvariant), we are the first to introduce a monotone-robust diversity function.
The benefits of monotone-robustness are threefold: (1) Certain preferences
cannot be expressed with a linear ranking function but can with a monotone
one, e.g. restaurants with at least 10 pasta dishes. (2) The skyline, by definition, returns all points maximizing some monotone ranking function and is
thus not limited to linear ranking functions. (3) A monotone-robust diversity
function is not sensitive to non-consequential point shifting, as in a changed
attribute on a point, without the change affecting dominance relationships in
the skyline.
Ultimately, satisfying both linear and monotone robustness means we are
not favoring any particular ranking function, when we have no knowledge of
the actual preferences and rely purely on diversity to produce representative
results.
Modeling Significance
When, at some point, preference information does become available, our approach can utilize it alongside diversity, even if the preferences are only partially known. Consider a new Yelp5 user, looking for a restaurant in Manhattan. Having never used the service before, when he/she is presented with
a k-representative skyline, we know nothing of his/her preferences and must
rely purely on diversification to show different options. However, after having been a user for a while, we may pick up on patterns that enable us to
learn certain partial preferences about the user, e.g., perhaps he/she generally
5

In a parallel universe where Yelp has implemented our method.
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prefers restaurants where main dishes cost at least $12. We can utilize this
information to take both significance and diversity into account.
Existing k-representative skyline approaches model significance using either linear functions with no knowledge of any explicit ranking function [88],
step functions [101] or assume to know the exact underlying ranking function [91]. In comparison, our approach is much more flexible, allowing any
level of knowledge for which we can compute an expected value E. We base
our significance model on sigmoid functions, which are well-known mechanisms for modeling decision making [81] and have found several applications
in computing, e.g., optimization problems [115] and Neural Networks. Each
of the significance function options are illustrated in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Linear (dottedRebounds
line), step (dashed
line)
and sigmoid (continuous
line) significance functions
Using a sigmoid function provides several benefits, key of which are, (1)
an intuitive model with continous significance, rather than sudden jumps like
with step functions; (2) the ability to model non-linear preferences, e.g. restaurant dishes costing at least $12; and (3) a simple mathematical analysis and
computation.
Our significance measure, Skyline Sigmoid Significance, is defined as follows. Let s ∈ Sky(S) be a skyline point and P be a set of preferences with
complete knowledge (i.e., ∀i ∈ D : P [i] = P [i]), the Skyline Sigmoid Significance of s is:
σsss (s) =

logit(s)
maxt∈Sky(S) logit(t)

(2.14)

where logit(s) is defined as:
1
i∈[1,d] 1+e−s[i]+P [i]

P

logit(s) =

d

(2.15)
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In other words, for a given skyline point s, calculate the logistic sigmoid
function with preferences for each dimension, normalize by the number of
dimensions and normalize again by the maximum significance of any point
in the skyline (to put it on a 0–1 scale). Note that slope adjustment is not
included in the above definition, since while adding it would improve flexibility
further, it would also damage usability by requiring parameter tuning.
In the case of only partial (or no) knowledge of the underlying preferences,
we can instead determine the expected significance E(σsss (s)) for skyline point
s. We define the baseline of knowing nothing as ∀s ∈ Sky(S) : E(σsss (s)) = 12 ,
while in general the nexpected significance of a point
s ∈ Sky(S), assuming d


o

preference intervals P [1], P [1] , . . . , P [d], P [d] , is:
1
i∈[1,d] P [i]−P [i] (− ln(1

P

+ e(s[i]−P [i]) ) + ln(1 + e(s[i]−P [i]) ))
(2.16)

d




As our knowledge of preferences increases, the interval P [i], P [i] shrinks
and the expected significance becomes more precise. This approach enables us
to provide diverse results to users when we know nothing of their preferences
and then slowly introduce tailored significant results as well, when we learn
more.
Combining Diversity and Significance
Given our Skyline Edit Distance diversity measure and Skyline Sigmoid Significance measure, we can combine these into one objective function:
obj(T ) = λ

X
s∈T

min δ(s, t) + (1 − λ)

t∈T \{s}

X

E(σsss (s))

(2.17)

s∈T

Such that the k-representative skyline set is defined as:
RS =

arg max

obj(T )

(2.18)

T ∈Pk (Sky(S))

where Pk (Sky(S)) is the set of all possible k sized subsets of the skyline
Sky(S), and λ controls how much we weight diversity over significance, with
the default being λ = 12 , as in, equal weight.
Observe the sum on pairwise diversity uses the minimum diversity values, such that we effectively maximize the minimum diversity between points.
We call this approach SumMin [23]. Other approaches exist [46, 120], but
early experiments showed SumMin achieved the most diverse results for our
diversity measure.
Since computing the optimum k-representative skyline set is NP-hard
(shown in Section 6.8) we introduce a number of approximation algorithms, all
based on the observation that a single-component modification of obj(T ) is an
instance of the Remote-Pseudoforest [23] problem. As a baseline method, we
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use Basic [23] which works by (1) Selecting k points starting with a random
point, then picking those maximizing δ (the single-component objective function) relative to already selected points in RS; (2) Splitting RS by removing
tight groups, keeping only, e.g., k/2 points, and then selecting the remaining
k/2 points so that they are far from points in RS with respect to δ. This
approach has an Θ(log(n)) approximation bound and runs in O(n · d · k) time.
Since Basic is a general solution to the Remote-Pseudoforest problem,
it is ignorant of our separation into both diversity and significance, and therefore at risk of choosing an initial point with low significance. As extensions
to Basic we therefore introduce several approaches utilizing diversity and significance information directly, e.g., E-Greedy, which chooses the initial point
based on maximum significance; and E-Prefix, which uses the significance
measure to introduce highly significant points in a sparsification phase, when
the points chosen by E-Greedy are not diverse enough. For more detailed
algorithmic information, see Section 6.3.

Contributions & Key Findings
The key contributions of this work are:
1. a general theoretical concept of φ-robustness.
2. a diversity measure that is both linear-robust and monotone-robust.
3. a significance measure that models real-world preferences fluently and
functions under any level of knowledge about these preferences.
4. a k-representative skyline method utilizing both diversity and significance, allowing the user to vary the focus on each factor and allows
seamless integration of significance into diverse results when preference
knowledge becomes available.
5. an NP-hardness proof for the k-representative skyline problem, as well
as efficient approximate algorithms.
6. a thorough experimental evaluation, highlighting the qualities of these
measures.
Experiments were performed on both synthetic (correlated, independent,
anti-correlated) and real data, where the real data was the NBA dataset6 ,
along with a Danish real estate dataset from 2005. As competitors we used
Distance [120], which selects the points with the highest Euclidean distance
to the current selection; Regret [88], which uses a linear program to ensure no
highly significant points are left out of the representative skyline, yet without
knowing any specific ranking function and instead modeling preferences as the
6

http://www.databasebasketball.com
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entire class of linear scoring functions; and Threshold [101], which uses a set
of step functions, chooses points satisfying the highest number of these and
chooses the rest at random if step thresholds are satisfied with less than k
skyline points.
As a baseline quality comparison for all methods, we used a k-sized random sample, which is a simple and competitive diversity-based approach (so
competitive in fact, that Distance is at times indistinquishable from it).
Our experimental evaluation showed, among other things, that:
• Our algorithms generally produce representative skylines of significantly
higher quality than existing methods, for both synthetic and real data.
• Significantly higher quality was achieved even under varying values for
k, varying preference knowledge, varying λ and varying dimensionality
d.
• Through a small scale experiment, we confirmed that the optimum quality k-representative skyline is only slightly higher quality than the results
produced by E-Greedy and E-Prefix, while the approximation bound
guaranteed Basic produced significantly poorer results.
• All our algorithms scale well with increasing skyline size and dimensionality.
• Even when evaluated based on the objective functions of prior works, we
generally perform at least as well as those approaches designed specifically for that objective function.
• For especially large skylines, computing a k-representative skyline on
just a 20% sample of the skyline produces almost as high quality results
as on the full skyline. Even for much smaller samples of 5-10%, the
quality gain over the baseline is still significant and easily surpasses
existing work.

Future Work
There are a number of promising directions for future work. In this work we
introduced a concept of representativeness considering both diversity and significance. While our concept of representativeness is arguably more complete
than existing work, we do not fully understand if this matches the expectations of real users or not. A first step in determining this has been made by
some of the authors of this work [77], yet more is left to be done in terms
of documenting that this particular objective function is the most reasonable
and other factors beyond diversity and significance should not be considered.
Reaching a conclusion on this question could be very interesting and help to
focus the research area going forward.
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Another interesting future research direction is how to integrate knowledge
of latent attributes from the open world, i.e., attributes the user makes decisions with (e.g., cuisine styles: Chinese, Korean, Italian), yet are not modeled
in the data (further details on open world adaption in Section 3.1). Looking
back at the beginning of Chapter 1, a key problem with existing skyline approaches is the lack of transparency and traceability, leading to a lack of user
trust. When computing a skyline Sky(S) one excludes points that are dominated based on the skyline attributes, effectively hiding them from the user.
With a k-representative skyline, this issue is further compounded, since one is
now hiding n − k points, that may represent many different options where the
skyline attributes may not differ significantly from one of the k representative
points, but where the latent attributes do. E.g., for a k-representative skyline
on price and distance to restaurants in Manhattan, only displaying the k representative points may hide many cuisine style options (e.g. all Korean food),
because the data model does not recognize that as a factor to be diverse or
significant on. Studying how to adapt the k-representative skyline to open
world influence, as we gain knowledge of it, could be interesting.
Finally, how to visualize k-representative skyline results is an open question deserving HCI attention. Unlike the general skyline, the k-representative
skyline is potentially small enough that it can be meaningfully displayed directly to a user, e.g. contextually on a map or in a detailed list. The question
is whether the user trusts the chosen results (again, considering transparency
and traceability as key issues) and, if not, how to display a summarized version
of the discarded points, in order to make the user trust our selected representatives. To answer this question likely requires a comprehensive classic user
study or Amazon Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing study.

Chapter 3

Multi-Criteria Decision
Support Queries in the Open
World
Latent attributes

Known unknown
House

# rooms
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Price ($)

Property taxes
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240,000
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Unknown unknowns (attributes)

Figure 3.1: Sources of missing data in the open world
Of all the issues and challenges facing multi-criteria decision support queries,
the issue of trustworthiness is likely the biggest hurdle in getting skyline
and top-k queries into practical everyday use. Existing research almost universally assumes a closed-world data model in which the world/problem/domain
as a concept, is completely defined by the data that we have in our database
or by the processed subset. This is not explicitly stated in most works, but
rather an implicit assumption underlying basic algorithmic building blocks;
like the concept of dominance in skyline research.
The closed-world assumption in databases stipulates that any influential
decision factor is modeled in the underlying data and that all other factors
are of no concern. For example, a closed-world housing database includes all
attributes a user might want to filter through and all data is readily available
in the model. A factor is of no concern if the existence of that factor has little
or no impact on the computed result. E.g., a closed-world data model for
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calculating free fall will likely not include the earth’s rotation, but that factor
also does not influence the result significantly, thus making it irrelevant.
In contrast, an open-world assumption means that we accept that the
world/domain, as modeled by our database, may be at odds with the real
world/domain as seen by those interpreting our results, e.g., users. Thus we
must consider the latent factors in the open world, either by partially modeling
and adapting to them, or by quantifying their influence as uncertainty in our
closed-world.
Consider Figure 3.1 illustrating potential sources of missing data in the
open world in contrast to the closed-world model. The closed world (white
cells) only represents part of the factors on which a user makes decisions. In
an open world we have several potential sources of missing data (gray cells):
(1) Rows may be missing known unknown values for individual attributes,
for example, Price ($) for 5 Oak St.. The term known unknown refers to the
closed-world model being aware that the value is fully, or partially, unknown,
e.g., if the source used is incomplete or the value is uncertain.
(2) Entire unknown unknown rows may be missing, where unknown unknown refers to the closed-world’s inability to infer directly that a missing
row exists. These can occur in cases where new data is created or discovered
continuously, e.g., a database of start-ups, car models, ice cream flavors etc.
(3) Entire unknown unknown attributes may be unknown or ignored in
the closed-world model despite the user being aware of them, e.g., Property
taxes and whether the house has a green front lawn.
(4) Finally, a subset of the unknown unknown attributes in the open-world
may in fact be latent attributes, where a user wants to filter through those
attributes, but they do not exist in the closed-world model. I.e., in this case
Green front lawn and Curve appeal in Figure 7.1. Which attributes are latent
and which are just unknown likely depends on both the decision problem and
the specific user, since not all users will care about Property taxes, but some
might.
Ignoring the potential missing data in the open-world can severely limit
the usefulness of many query processing and data mining techniques. Take
for example multi-criteria filtering. Assume a user wants houses with at least
3 rooms, built after 2001, for no more than $400,000, with a green front lawn
and with no more than $2000 in annual property taxes. Such a user could use
closed-world semantics to eliminate 1 Maple St, since it’s built before 2001,
and 6 Elm St, because it only has 2 rooms. However the user is not able to
eliminate 18 Birch St or 5 Oak St. since they satisfy all criteria on the closedworld attributes and the open-world ones are unknown, thus requiring manual
filtering for all remaining latent attributes and known unknowns. On top of
this, the user may be missing certain unknown unknown homes matching the
criteria, simply because the closed-world database does not know about those
homes.
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Closed-world proponents would argue, that simply modeling everything
rigorously means the open-world, and its effects, can be ignored. However in
many cases it is not realistic to model everything any potential user might
care about and for some cases it is even impossible; e.g., when the concept is
inherently user-dependent like Curve appeal in Figure 7.1.
Estimating the impact of known unknowns for skyline and top-k queries
has been extensively studied in the literature for both completely, and partially, unknown values (e.g., [94, 114] for top-k and [53, 93] for skyline). In
these contexts known unknowns are usually referred to as uncertain or incomplete data. More recent work has studied using crowdsourcing as a means of
strategically incorporating some known unknowns into skyline computation
on crowd-enabled databases [73], essentially adapting skyline queries to the
open-world model for known unknowns.
Beyond research specific to multi-criteria decision support queries, several
existing works have studied different aspects of estimating the impact of, or
adapting to, the open world. Crowd-enabled databases were introduced in
[43] allowing crowd column and table types for query-time detection of known
unknowns and unknown unknown rows, as well as providing a crowdsourcingoriented database engine (e.g., UI generation, human intelligence operators
and Amazon Mechanical Turk integraton). This approach has the benefit of
being general-purpose, but also costly and time-consuming if used naively to
select the input for a skyline or top-k query. The approach also has no obvious
way of adapting to unknown unknown attributes.
The first approach adapting to unknown unknown attributes was introduced in [102]. By utilizing user ratings from IMDB, they derived so-called
Perceptual Spaces, capturing user interests, preferences and biases. Utilizing
such a Perceptual Space, a query on a latent attribute (e.g., humor), and a
small set of high-quality crowdsourced values for this attribute, the approach
can train a classifier based on the crowdsourced data and infer an attribute
value for the remaining rows in the database by means of the Perceptual Space.
This approach has the benefit of being cost-effective and efficient, although
it requires the presence of rich secondary data (e.g., user ratings) to build a
Perceptual Space.
Recently, the work in [30] (for which I am a co-author) introduced general methods for estimating the number of unknown unknown rows as well as
their impact on aggregate queries. The approach works by utilizing the overlap between multiple, potentially biased, data sources (e.g., crowd workers)
sampling without replacement (i.e., no duplicates) from an unknown ground
truth source (in practice multiple independent online sources). By extending
approaches from species estimation and statistics, the methods can estimate
both the total number of unknown unknown rows and what their values are
with respect to some aggregate, e.g., SUM, MIN/MAX, AVG etc. Based on
relatively few samples (e.g., crowd responses) the methods enable efficient and
precise processing of queries like "How many people does the US tech industry
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employ?" or "What is the average number of calories in a serving of lasagna?".
These works provide valuable tools with which multi-criteria decision support queries could eventually be made open-world oriented. However, to the
best of our knowledge, no existing work has thus far considered unknown
unknown rows, unknown unknown attributes or latent attributes, neither for
impact estimation, nor adaption, with respect to multi-criteria filtering or
decision support queries.
In this chapter we take one step closer towards bringing multi-criteria decision support queries into the open-world model, by introducing three works:
Sections 3.2 & 3.3 relating to general open-world modeling and adaption, and
Section 3.1 relating specifically to multi-criteria decision support queries.
Section 3.1 discusses the impact of open-world data on the current conventional skyline paradigm, as well as presents an early stages idea for how
to bring the multi-criteria decision support query paradigms into a context of
real users and open-world data. This work will eventually become the basis of
a publication with Sean Chester and Manuel Rafael Ciosici, but is currently
too early stages to merit an independent manuscript.
Section 3.2 summarizes a manuscript introducing the CrowdFilter system;
enabling crowdsourcing of multi-criteria filtering decisions, with both criterialevel labels and decision rationales; capturing the crowd-worker’s reasoning for
each label. Using a limited set of crowd responses, the approach utilizes active
learning, exploiting both criteria-labels and rationales, in order to perform
automatic multi-criteria filtering of documents with latent attributes.
Finally, Section 3.3 summarizes an interdisciplinary CS/Medicine publication studying the use of an earlier version of CrowdFilter for systematic and
scoping reviews in Evidence-Based Medicine. The study highlights how the
inclusion criteria decomposition in CrowdFilter enables normal people to filter highly complex medical citations, based solely on answering simple pattern
matching and information extraction questions. For computer science readers
unfamiliar with medical research, note that since the publication is currently
under review at Journal of the American Medical Association, a top-tier medical journal (impact factor: 35.3), we have to adhere to strict reproducibility
and documentation requirements; hence the extent and detail of the appendix
in the full paper (Chapter 8).

3.1

Open-world Paradigm for Multi-Criteria
Decision Support Queries

When considering multi-criteria decision support queries (e.g, the skyline operator [17]), whether one assumes an open or closed-world data model has a
significant impact on the usefulness of the query. In existing closed-world skyline research, the concept of the conventional skyline is said to have a number
of unique selling points:
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Completeness - There exists no rational user, for which the skyline does not
include the option they would choose.
Summarization - The skyline simplifies decision making by limiting the
amount of options to those that users will actually prefer.
Parameterless - The skyline requires no parameters (beyond direction of optimization, if not uniquely data-dependent); in contrast to top-k, which
requires an explicit ranking function.
In this section we aim to show that the conventional skyline paradigm is
ill-suited for the open-world, since the underlying closed-world assumption,
when evaluated for real data, either results in loss of completeness or loss of
summarization. Only by bridging the skyline paradigm into the open world,
can we obtain both completeness and summarization in practice.

The Impact of the Open World
We assume the existence of a set of users U , where each u ∈ U has a set of real
preferences in the open-world for some combination of closed-world and latent
attributes. These latent attributes could be real quantifiable statistics (price,
distance to POI, check-out time etc.), binary concepts (has wifi, has bacon for
breakfast etc.) or even subjective concepts (cleanliness, rating, curve appeal
etc.). Some of these factors can be modeled directly in the closed-world (e.g.,
check-out time), while others will be entirely user-dependent (e.g., user u may
prefer hostels with group rooms, while user v prefers high-end hotels with spa
services). Other factors again may be impossible to predict, as they relate
to subjective prejudice, e.g., a user avoiding restaurants with a certain "food
poisoning vibe".
We denote u as the open-world dominance operator for user u, taking
all closed-world and latent attributes into account. We assume u is a real
dominance operator, i.e., exactly representing the dominances and incomparabilities perceived by user u in the real world. The open-world skyline operator
utilizing u we denote as OSkyu .
Observe that for completeness to hold under open-world influence, the
following condition must be satisfied.
Definition 1 (Completeness)
Given a set of users U , dataset S over some set of attributes D and closedworld dominance operator  on D; completeness holds iff:
∀u ∈ U : @s, t ∈ S : (s  t ∧ s 6u t)
In other words, there must not exist a latent attribute for any user u ∈ U ,
that would make that user conclude t is incomparable to s. Note that it is not
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enough that ∀u ∈ U : Sky(S) ⊆ OSkyu (S), since if Definition 1 does not hold,
then given the right constraints C for some user u ∈ U , the skyline Sky(S, C)
would eliminate t while OSkyu (S, C) would not (the trivial example being C
covering only s, t); hence Sky(S, C) will not satisfy user u. Given the issue
of trustworthiness, this is critical for the skyline, since s ∈ Sky(S, C) will
not be perceived superior to point t, despite s  t. In fact, s may not even
be a close competitor, since t could represent the optimum value for a latent
attribute, while s represents the worst possible value. The end result is that
user u loses trust in the skyline and instead resorts to manual filtering or
verification of all dominance checks.
Closed-world Modeling of Open-world Influence
Proponents of a closed-world assumption would argue that all the issues of
open-world data are simply down to poor modeling. Rather than only have
the Price and Distance to the beach for a Hotel dataset, one should also add
other attributes to D, for example:
• Extra quantifiable fields: Check-out time, Number of meals included,
Distance to stadium, etc.
• Checkboxes for binary concepts: Spa services, Sleeping arrangements,
Available food, etc.
• Scales for subjective concepts: Comfiness, Cleanliness, Friendliness of
staff, etc.
As the number of different dimensions increases, the modeling of the latent
attributes will get better and eventually only irrelevant, non-latent, unknown
unknown attributes will exist, i.e. only those not influencing the skyline. Thus
the closed-world skyline Sky(S) eventually gains completeness wrt. OSkyu (S)
for all users u ∈ U (Definition 1).
Quantifiable fields, binary concepts and known unknowns can be manually entered or crowdsourced (e.g., using [43]); unknown unknown rows can
be detected using our approach in [30]; and partial-order dominances can be
determined and utilized using an existing closed-world skyline approach (e.g.,
[11, 64]). Assuming the right domain, this may seem conceivable as an approach, until you consider the following issues:
More Dimensions → Less Summarization
From existing skyline research, we know that increasing incomparability
between points deteriorates the summarization ability of the skyline. The most
common source of increased incomparability is the increase in dimensionality
for subspaces considered. For any points s, t where s  t: if a new dimension
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i ∈ D is added to the subspace considered, then s  t will continue to hold
iff s[i] ≤ t[i] (assuming smaller values are preferred, w.l.o.g). Thus the only
condition under which adding a dimension i will not decrease summarization
is when ∀s ∈ Sky(S), t ∈
/ Sky(S) : s[i] ≤ t[i]. As more dimensions are added,
satisfying this condition becomes less likely, especially when considering anticorrelated data [24, 45].
By adding, for example, 20 extra dimensions to D, we may be achieving
completeness (Definition 1), but we do so by effectively sacrificing summarization.

Modeling Subjective Concepts
Modeling quantifiable fields and binary concepts is conceivable, although
potentially expensive if paid crowdsourcing is used (e.g., [43]). How to model
subjective concepts for the skyline is however significantly less clear. Consider
the concept of Comfiness. Being someone who enjoys expensive hotels and
soft beds, my concept of Comfiness is likely very different from someone who
enjoys hostels or camping. As a result, our individual quantifications of a hotel
room’s comfiness will vary; making a general modeling as a numeric value, or
imposing a partial-order, non-trivial.
Assume a scenario where the set of users U is fixed, so we can model our
data based purely on their concept of comfiness, e.g., by crowdsourcing ratings
for each hotel and for each user. The resulting range of Comfiness ratings for
Hotels A and B could look like Figure 3.2. The question is then how to utilize
these ratings to infer dominance.
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Figure 3.2: Overlapping ratings
One obvious choice would be to choose the average rating. Assuming
uniform distribution of Comfiness ratings, this yields around 3.5 for Hotel A
and 5.2 for Hotel B; hence Hotel B dominates Hotel A.
While this modeling may seem attractive, notice that we now may no
longer have completeness under Definition 1. Hotel B may well dominate Hotel
A for some large fraction of users in U , but there may be users for which the
dominance relationship is either reversed or the hotels deemed incomparable;
breaking completeness for some user u ∈ U if Hotel A is excluded.
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In contrast, Figure 3.3 illustrates the optimal case where the two ranges
are disjoint, enabling a dominance claim of Hotel C over Hotel D; i.e., no user
rating on Hotel D is higher than the lowest user rating on Hotel C.
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Figure 3.3: Disjoint ratings
In this case, we can safely claim Hotel D is dominated, since no user will
pick Hotel D over Hotel C. However, many subjective concepts will likely not
produce such nicely separated quantifications and hence require the hotels be
determined as incomparable.
Since real users rely on these subjective concepts of Quality, Comfiness,
Cleanliness, Friendliness of staff etc. to determine which options to choose,
quantifiable modeling is required if one intends to stay in a closed-world skyline
paradigm. But by actually modeling these factors for all users, one will quickly
be sacrificing either completeness or summarization.

Probabilistic Open-world Paradigm
While conceivable that advances in modeling and alternative dominance operators could alleviate these concerns eventually, in this work we suggest an
entirely different approach to multi-criteria decision support in the open world;
a new probabilistic open-world paradigm.
We introduce a probabilistic model, allowing for the formulation of an
open-world Skyline-Guided search process.
Definition 2 (Open-world Probabilistic Preference Model)
Given a dataset S over dimensions D, user u ∈ U , and a payoff function
ρ; the set of candidates C ⊆ S to show user u is the set that maximizes the
following objective function:
Obj(C, ρ) =

X

ρ(s | C is shown) · P r(user u wants s | C is shown)

s∈C

Not only is this model capable of adapting implicitly to open-world influence; it also both generalizes existing methods and provides increased flexibility.
Consider the payoff function ρ. This parameter enables adaptation for
multiple independent optimization concerns. If ρ(s) = 1, then C is simply
selected such that it maximizes the probability that it includes points the
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user wants. However, a retailer might also be interested in setting ρ(s) to the
expected profit margin of user u selecting s; thus optimizing both for profit
and satisfied users.
The closed-world skyline can be described on this model as the smallest
subset maximizing Obj(C, ρ), where ∀t ∈
/ Sky(S) : P r(some user wants t) = 0
and ∀s ∈ Sky(S) : P r(some user wants s) > 0, since they maximize some
monotone ranking function. Thus, excluding any non-dominated point from
C reduces Obj(C, ρ), even if only by a slight amount.
The closed-world top-k query can equally be described on this model as
the set C of fixed size k maximizing Obj(C, ρ) by greedy choice of those s ∈ S
maximizing P r(some user wants s).
These formulations highlight part of why these closed-world approaches
are problematic. For top-k, the most obvious flaws are, (1) that accurate
probability determinations assume perfect open-world modeling (i.e. attribute
weights); and (2) that points in C are chosen independently; i.e., the probability of a user selecting s ∈ C is not affected by the inclusion of some t ∈ C.
This is a very limiting assumption, since it is conceivable two similar options
in the set would decrease the likelihood of each of them being selected.
Given a skyline result Sky(S), we observe equally fundamental flaws:
Zero-probability choice assumption: Deciding P r(some user wants t) =
0 when ∃s  t essentially means that no user will ever want t. In reality
this is a highly unlikely scenario, since even the worst hotels in the world
have customers. If instead formulated on a per-user basis, this becomes
slightly better. Now, if s dominates t (from the perspective of user u),
this implies P r(user u wants t) = 0; which could be reasonable, but
requires either a manual exclusion by user u or perfect modeling of the
open-world.
Low-probability choices: Since a point s is in the skyline if and only if
P r(some user wants s) > 0, the skyline can in principle include many
points with selection probabilities very close to 0. These choices, while
preferred by some user, will not be preferred by most and may thus
potentially seem like odd suggestions (again pushing trustworthiness).
The zero-probability choice assumption goes right to the core of why closedworld dominance is problematic by itself in an open world paradigm. It is
simply not realistic that a point be uniquely irrelevant for all users, when
latent attributes exist. Relying on the zero-probability choice assumption
results in loss of completeness. At the same time, the low-probability choices in
the skyline limit summarization, since users are potentially forced to consider
many options they have a very low probability of choosing.
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Skyline-Guided Search (SGS)
With a static skyline approach, all users are presented with the same results regardless of their real preferences and any latent attributes. Utilizing
constraints and subspaces, they can modify these results to implicitly model
some of these latent concerns; for example, eliminating flights with low prices
to avoid budget airlines; eliminating restaurants with main dish costs lower
than $10 to avoid food poisoning; and eliminate hotels that are "too close" to
or "too far" from a city center, in order to find a family-friendly hotel that
is practical for tourists, but not too noisy. While conceivable this may be
sufficient adaption in some cases, the need for such crude implicit adaption
highlights the inflexibility of the skyline as a filtering/search tool.
As a result of these, and aforementioned, flaws, we propose the adoption of
a Skyline-Guided Search (SGS) process, as an alternative to static skyline
and top-k queries. We envision a process hybridizing skyline, collaborative
filtering and query by example. Specifically, we present the user with only the
k best options at a time (initially, e.g., the top-k skyline points with highest
popularity). For each iteration of the exploratory search process, the user
then performs one of the following actions:
Explicit collaborative filtering - The user filters one of the k options, by
either excluding, saving or liking them. Given earlier users making similar filtering choices, this enables us to condition probabilities for this
user and recompute a set of k recommendations. An exclusion of a point
s can be seen as a manual assignment of P r(user u wants s) = 0 and an
increase of the probability for points dominated by s. Similarly, expressing a save or like of a point should increase the probability of relevance;
with a save explicitly requiring it to not be excluded from the k-sized
candidate set.
Introduce latent attributes - The user explicitly imposes latent attributes
onto the search, e.g., a dynamic POI (Point of interest), explicit constraints or attributes of interest. This again enables us to condition
probabilities and modify our recommendations.
In both cases we are not hiding results or assuming certain options will
never be preferred. Instead we guide the user through an exploratory search
process starting with a representative skyline and towards the set of options
that user actually prefers.

Future work
As previously stated in this chapter, this work is in its early stages and, as a
result, much remains to be done.
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Figure 3.4: The effects of increasing latent influence

While we have claimed the open-world influence on the closed-world skyline paradigm either sacrifices completeness or summarization, we have not
actually shown this. Thus, we envision a set of crowdsourcing experiments deliberately introducing increasing levels of latent attributes and having crowdworkers provide dominance determinations (i.e., instructing them to act as
dominance operators, not just impose personal preferences). Take, e.g., Figure 3.4a, displaying a comparison between two Hotels. Given no latent attributes, we envision crowd-workers would determine Hotel A to be uniquely
better than Hotel B, as Hotel A is both cheaper and higher rated. However if
we introduce just a slight amount of latent influence, as shown in Figure 3.4b,
we believe a fraction of crowd-workers will now determine the two as incomparable, since many will not see a hostel in the city center as being better
than a spa-hotel with a name like "Grand Imperial" (activating a prejudiced
expectation of quality).
As more sources of latent attributes are added, we expect to see decreasing
overlap between the actual "non-dominated set" and the skyline; and we expect
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the skyline size to increase; as illustrated in Figure 3.4c.
Having shown the limitations of the closed-world paradigm empirically,
another future work item is constructing different incarnations of our probabilistic model in Definition 2 and evaluating them experimentally, through
both synthetic experiments and experiments with real users. As part of this
task, we envision constructing a demo, with which we can conduct a classical
user-study or Amazon Mechanical Turk study.
Finally, while the model presented in Definition 2, and our SGS process,
does show promise, significant work is required before the system is deployable
"in the wild". For example, (1) the exact modification of probabilities for each
iteration of SGS; (2) the collaborative filtering model to use; (3) how to handle
conflicting user behaviour; etc.

3.2

CrowdFilter: Semi-Automated Multi-Criteria
Filtering in the Open World

Motivation & Background
Multi-criteria filtering on mixed open/closed-world data is a time-consuming
task, requiring significant manual effort when latent attributes are present. If
attributes of interest to a user are not modeled in the closed-world, it becomes
impossible for that user to filter data automatically as a function of those
attributes. For example, searching for houses with 2 bathrooms is trivial;
while searching for houses with a green front lawn, requires manual evaluation
of all house listings.
Currently, to accomplish a complete filtering for a set of criteria on mixed
latent/non-latent attributes, a user must: (1) Issue one or more initial searches
to construct a set of potential candidates (e.g., using closed-world attributes,
constraints, unstructured keywords/patterns, categories etc.). (2) Manually
screen these candidates, keeping only those satisfying all inclusion criteria and
filtering out the rest.
Existing active learning and active dual supervision techniques can alleviate some of the manual work required [4, 96]. However these approaches are
ill-suited for the scenario of multi-criteria filtering and noisy annotators (e.g.,
a crowd), since multi-criteria filtering usually means significant class imbalance (i.e., a small fraction of includes) and real human annotators are fallible,
leading to hasty classifier generalizations and poor performance for standard
active selection strategies (e.g., uncertainty sampling).

Our Proposed Solution
In this paper, we propose a novel human/machine hybrid approach to filtering
instances with respect to multiple criteria. Specifically, we solicit crowd-labels
for each criterion in a multi-criteria search, along with rationales capturing the
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Figure 3.5: CrowdFilter (Screenshot)

pattern that led the crowd-worker to his/her label; effectively modeling the
collective decision-making process of crowd annotators. Using these criterialevel labels and rationales, we train a classifier for each criterion and use their
combined predictive power to automatically categorize crowd-unseen instances
with respect to each criterion, thus enabling automated filtering after a limited
amount of manual work.
To facilitate the criteria-level label and rationale solicitation, we introduce
the CrowdFilter system: An extensible multi-criteria filtering framework,
enabling efficient auto-generation of complex multi-criteria filtering tasks for
crowdsourcing. A screenshot of a generated UI for filtering New York crime
news articles can be seen in Figure 3.5.
By describing a multi-criteria filtering problem as a set of k pattern matching or information extraction questions (through a simple experiment configuration) the CrowdFilter system is capable of generating such interactive UIs
for use on either Amazon Mechanical Turk or for manual annotation locally,
e.g., if annotating personally or with a team of domain experts.
Key to the annotation process for CrowdFilter is the concept of decomposition. Rather than request document-level labels from annotators, we request labels on each individual criterion, along with rationales matching those
reported labels (e.g., Brooklyn or NYPD for the question "Does the story pertain to specific events in New York City?"). Decomposition has many benefits. Apart from the obvious benefit of reducing cognitive load for annotators,
decomposing the inclusion criteria also enables annotators to provide more
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precise rationales and enables us to better document borderline cases in classification. E.g., assume a multi-criteria filtering problem with k decomposed
inclusion criteria. With a document-level labeling strategy, such a document
is associated with one label indicating include or exclude. With a criterialevel labeling strategy (i.e., decomposed), each document is associated with
k labels; one for each criterion. As a result, borderline cases will have some
fraction of k criteria indicating inclusion and some fraction of k indicating
exclusion. When fed into a classifier capable of understanding criteria-level
labels, this decomposition greatly enhances the predictive capabilities.

CF-Stacked-BoW
di

lP(c1i ) lP(c2i )

(BoW)

Q1
Classifier

⟨w(c1i )⟩

⟨w({r1i })⟩
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⟨w(c2i )⟩

⟨w({r2i })⟩

lP(cki )

IF

Qk
Classifier

⟨w(cki )⟩

⟨w({rki })⟩

Figure 3.6: CF-Stacked-BoW
We propose such a classifier, in the form of the basic CF-Stacked and
its extension CF-Stacked-BoW (illustrated in Figure 3.6). We first train k
question-level classifiers, each using all documents with the criteria-level labels
and reported rationales. For a given training document, we then produce a
feature vector with the predicted probability of that document satisfying each
criterion, as well as introduce an interaction feature capturing the dependence
between each criterion in the full concept being learned. For each crowd
worker annotating this document, a feature vector is then fed into a toplevel classifier, along with a bag-of-words representation of the document in
question and a document-level label derived from the answers for this worker
alone; i.e., such that with a replication factor of three, there are three separate
training instances of this document (potentially with conflicting labels). By
using the worker labels directly, we are essentially informing the classifier of an
uncertain document annotation and leaving it up to the classifier to determine
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how to weight each training instance, e.g., based on the perceived quality of
each worker (using Dawid&Skeene [33]).
In order to incorporate rationales into learning we utilize the Annotator
Rationales framework by Zaidan et al. [137]. This approach incorporates a
rationale by constructing contrast examples for each document including that
n-gram. Each of these contrast examples are copies of the original documents,
except the rationale has been zeroed out in the representation and the classifier is instructed to be less sure of the contrast example label compared to
the original document; thus implicitly learning that the lack of this rationale
means a lower likelihood of the given label (positive or negative). Since utilizing all rationales in learning is computationally expensive (and potentially
unwise given worker quality), we introduce a number of heuristics for choosing
the best k rationales for learning.
Finally, we introduce a set of UI-based collaborative filtering optimizations
to improve label and rationale quality; and an active selection strategy Confirmation Sampling, selecting the documents that the classifier is most certain
of, but where we currently do not have rationales supporting that certainty.

Contributions & Key Findings
As this is a manuscript, it constitutes unpublished work in progress and is
set for submission to KDD in February 2016. At the time of writing this
thesis, we believe this to be the first work to study efficient multi-criteria
human/machine hybrid filtering through the crowd.
The key contributions of this work are:
1. an extensible multi-criteria filtering framework CrowdFilter, enabling
efficient auto-generation of complex multi-criteria filtering tasks for crowdsourcing, with both criteria label and rationale solicitation.
2. an interactive, semi-supervised learning approach, exploiting instance labels from crowd-workers and the rationales for their decisions regarding
each of the criterion of interest.
3. a set of heuristics for choosing the best rationales and a set of UI-based
collaborative filtering tools, enabling classifier-to-worker confirmation of
label predictions; and worker-to-worker correction of rationales.
4. a set of preliminary experimental results, showing the promise of these
approaches.
For evaluation, we used CF-Stacked and CF-Stacked-BoW as our main approaches. We also evaluated the methods CF-Recomposed, which is a baseline
using a single classifier with a document-level label per worker, but based on
our decomposed data; and CF-Composed, which is exactly like CF-Recomposed,
except its labels are gathered in a completely separate experiment where the
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only change to the question formulation was grouping the multiple criteria
into one question, asking if each document satisfied the inclusion criteria and
asking for rationales supporting this decision. This experiment was conducted
with a separate set of equally trained crowd workers to avoid introducing any
bias towards decomposition.
In order to produce active learning results, we used CrowdFilter to annotate a full dataset with both criteria-level labels and rationales. With the
data available offline, we could then simulate active learning, by iteratively
sampling from the set of annotated documents based on some active selection
strategy (in this case uncertainty), obtaining a batch B of annotations, and
then re-train our classifiers to produce new predictions for each iteration. At
the time of writing this, we do not have active learning results with rationales,
since the computational demands of simulating active learning with rationales
requires approximation and we did not have time to implement this before the
thesis submission deadline. Results with rationales will of course be included
in the final publication.
Our preliminary experimental evaluation showed, among other things,
that:
• CF-Stacked-BoW is consistently superior to the other methods in both
discriminative power, as well as the ability to adapt to changing demands
of reducing annotation burden and ensuring no false negatives.
• Learning based on criteria-level classifiers alone (as in CF-Stacked) does
not provide enough discriminative power to be usable in practice.
• Learning based on document-level labels alone, as in CF-Composed, has
very little discriminative power, indicating that workers are unable to
produce high-quality labels and that the classifier is given limited opportunity to detect borderline cases.
• The most powerful solution overall seems to be combining criteria-level
and document-level information as in CF-Stacked-BoW.
While the preliminary experimental results we have are promising, we
remind the reader that they may potentially be unstable and one should refrain
from drawing any strong conclusions, before more experimental results on
more datasets, are available.

Future work
Note that since this manuscript is set for submission to KDD in February 2016,
there are certain open challenges left to be addressed. Among these are: (1)
The implementation of approximation algorithms for rationale inclusion; (2)
The implementation of the Comfirmation Sampling strategy; (3) The implementation of the UI-based collaborative filtering tools; (4) The investigation of
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explicit criteria-level classifier weights when dealing with uneven training bases
(e.g., with short-cut evaluation); and (5) A thorough experimental evaluation
on several datasets of varied domains, with both simulated active learning and
a live experiment evaluating contributions we cannot simulate (e.g., UI-based
collaborative filtering).
Several of these points are currently being addressed. E.g., the ground
truth annotation of the New York crime stories dataset by two journalists, in
order to enable evaluation of our methods on a significantly different problem
domain than scientific text. The journalists were not able to complete a full
ground truth labeling before this thesis deadline, making it impossible to
reliably evaluate any produced results for the dataset. Hence we leave this
with the remaining challenges to be addressed between now and the KDD
deadline.
Given the KDD deadline is over 3 months away at the time of this writing,
we expect the above to be easily achieved in the time available.

3.3

Crowdsourcing Citation Screening for
Systematic Reviews

Motivation & Background
Systematic and scoping reviews are at the core of Evidence-Based Medicine.
The purpose of such reviews is to inform clinical practice by summarizing all
published evidence relevant to a specific clinical question; e.g., how effective
is a given radiotherapy treatment for a range of cancer types?
As part of a systematic or scoping review, medical researchers issue a broad
literature search through a citation search engine (e.g., PubMed), retrieving
thousands of potentially relevant articles. This initial search is intentionally
designed to maximize sensitivity, since it is important that reviews do not
overlook relevant evidence. Reviewers then manually determine whether each
article satisfies a set of non-trivial inclusion criteria; first, by only reading the
citation (title & abstract) to filter out clear false positives; and secondly, by
reading the full text of the remaining potentially relevant articles. In total,
only 5 − 10% of the initial set of articles will likely have titles or abstracts
that imply relevance for the review and even fewer (0.5 − 4%) will satisfy the
inclusion criteria when the full text is read.
Since this filtering work is done by medical researchers, the enormous
labor involved makes the production of systematic and scoping reviews very
expensive; requiring thousands of man-hours [3]. Also, since a review must
consider all studies (old and new), the expansion of the medical literature base
each year further increases the cost associated with any new review.
While existing work has considered the use of machine learning techniques
for some of this filtering [89, 123, 128], all still presume the primary human
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annotator is a medical researcher. While this may seem like a reasonable
requirement to ensure annotation correctness, it is conceivable others could
be guided into making similar filtering choices, thus both saving time and
considerably reducing cost.

Our Proposed Solution

Figure 3.7: CrowdFilter interface
In this study we investigate the use of crowdsourcing to conduct citation
screening for systematic and scoping reviews. Specifically we used an earlier
version of the CrowdFilter system (introduced in Section 3.2) to conduct
multi-criteria filtering of medical citations (title & abstract), using only standard Amazon Mechanical Turk workers.
To compile the questions for CrowdFilter (3-4 questions per review) we
aided medical researchers in taking the complex set of inclusion criteria they
use and decompose them into a set of pattern matching and information extraction questions; asking the crowd-worker to look for specific indications in
the title or abstract (without understanding the scientific details) and then
provide a Yes/No/I cannot tell answer. To facilitate cost-effective annotation,
we utilized short-cut evaluation, i.e., answering No to any question skips the
remaining questions for that citation. Apart from the questions, the medical
researchers also included definitions and exceptions for medical terms, in order
to support the crowd-worker in making the correct decision. The CrowdFilter
interface, as seen by crowd-workers, is shown in Figure 3.7. At the time of
this study, CrowdFilter did not support rationales (discussed in Section 3.2)
and workers were thus limited to criteria-level labels.
The overall annotation flow is illustrated in Figure 3.8. A Xrepresents
a document-level include and a o indicates a document-level exclude. Note
that workers provided criteria-level labels rather than document-level, so the
determination of document include/exclude is based on nine different answer
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Figure 3.8: Annotation flow
aggregation strategies on the set of all five worker submissions for a given document. Green colored indicators signify a correct answer (relative to ground
truth), while red colored indicators signify incorrect. Black colored indicators
are normal crowd annotations. Each worker is initially subjected to a set of
Qualification Tests, covering four different citation screening tasks (16 questions in total) with varying complexity. Only if the workers passed these tests
were they allowed to work on our paid HITs. Assuming the worker passed the
qualification test, they were subjected to a continuous stream of HITs with
bundles of three citations.
As a further quality control, we injected single hidden control tests (here
termed honeypots) into bundles at a rate of 30% chance per bundle (if the
worker was unknown), 20% (if the worker had done at least 3 tests) and 10%
(if the worker had done at least 6 tests). If a worker passed a hidden control
test, results were submitted like a normal HIT; while if the worker failed, the
correct results, and why they were correct, were shown to the worker as test
feedback. There were 10 hidden control tests in total and failing more than
1/3 of them meant an automatic block of the worker.

Contributions & Key Findings
To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the first ever empirical
study of crowdsourcing citation screening for a systematic review. Through
this study we showed that crowdsourcing may represent a useful approach
for reducing the cost and time involved in the production of systematic and
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scoping reviews.
We evaluated our approach on four previously conducted systematic reviews. Proton beam - On charged-particle radiation therapy for cancer treatment [121]; Appendicitis - On the diagnosis of acute appendicitis [40]; DST On the use of decision aids by people facing screening and treatment decisions
for early-stage cancer [122]; and Omega3 - On associations of omega-3 fatty
acid intake and cardiovascular disease risk factors and outcomes [38]. At the
time of submission of this publication, we had 232 qualified workers, although
only a subset of these conducted work on each review.
For performance statistics we used Yield and Gain, rather than the more
common Sensitivity and Specificity. We make this distinction since citation
screening uses two different label sets: (1) Lvl-1, indicating the label based
on citation screening alone. (2) Lvl-2, indicating the label based on reading
the full article. Yield corresponds to sensitivity relative to Lvl-2 labels, while
Gain corresponds to the complement of specificity relative to Lvl-1 labels.
Our study showed, among other things, that:
• For the most inclusive aggregation strategy 1p (i.e., if one worker says
include, then include), crowd-workers achieved 95–99% yield (across the
four reviews), and 68–82% gain.
• Utilizing more demanding aggregation strategies increased gain at some
loss in yield, e.g., our Champion strategy achieved 93–95% yield and
84–96% gain (across the four reviews).
• Crowd-workers completed citation screening in 4–17 days (across the
four reviews) and at cost reductions of up to 88% relative to existing
screening approaches with medical researchers.
• The use of qualification tests greatly reduced the number of malicious
workers, with only a few qualified workers being blocked for poor quality
later on.
• Despite a strict blocking policy, workers generally reported great satisfaction with hidden control tests and their associated feedback mechanism.
• Since crowd-workers did not achieve 100% yield for any review, our
results imply they may be especially useful for scoping reviews, where
yield requirements are less strict.

Future work
This is the first study of its kind and as a result, follow-up studies replicating
findings on more reviews are warranted.
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Since crowd-workers did not achieve 100% yield (which is required for
a systematic review), extensions to the approach in this work could be of
interest. For example, approaches where medical researchers are queried
when crowd-workers provide conflicting evidence (i.e., borderline cases); or
approaches where crowd-workers are used in combination with text classification approaches (e.g., our active learning approaches in Chapter 7).
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Chapter 4

On the Suitability of Skyline
Queries for Data Exploration
Abstract
The skyline operator has been studied in database research for multicriteria decision making. Until now the focus has been on the efficiency
or accuracy of single queries. In practice, however, users are increasingly
confronted with unknown data collections, where precise query formulation proves difficult. Instead, users explore the data in a sequence of
incrementally changing queries to the data to match their understanding
of the data and task. In this work, we study the skyline operator as a
tool in such exploratory querying both analytically and empirically. We
show how its results evolve as users modify their queries, and suggest
using our findings to guide users in formulating reasonable queries.

4.1

Introduction

Say you have never been to America and you find yourself in Manhattan
searching for a restaurant. Where do you even begin? Probably, you want
something close, but quite what is “close” may not be clear. If you might
go to a show later, several locations can be equally valid reference points for
“close.” Perhaps you prefer something inexpensive, but having never been to
Manhattan, what really is “expensive”? Search sites can help, but only if you
know for what to look.
The skyline operator is said to be useful in this context, because it identifies
the data points (restaurants) that express the best trade-offs between the
dimensions of interest (proximity, rating, and price). But what if the user
wants to explore the data, and may evolve new preferences throughout the
process? He/she may decide that price, afterall, is no concern, or not to look
at any more pizzerias. For the skyline to be useful in this interactive process,
it is crucial that one can continually add constraints and change dimensions
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Figure 4.1: Example of a skyline. The black points are in the skyline because
no other points have, relative to them, both a higher rating and proximity.

of interest without completely changing the results that he/she sees. If the
skyline filters too many points that it did not filter before, the user will likely
be as mystified as the users in the skyline user study of Magnani et al. [77].
An interactive skyline has been assumed in several contexts (e.g., skycube
computation [59], dynamic skylines [25], visualization [77], anytime computation [76], and preference elicitation [11, 64]), but how the interaction affects
the skyline is not well understood. If a small query changes produce radically different skylines, which is theoretically possible (Section 4.3), then an
interactive skyline would not make sense.
Nevertheless, if the skyline accomodates making incremental changes to a
query formulation, it has potential to help an exploratory user. So, in this
paper, we take a first look at how suitable the skyline is when repeatedly
executed on slightly different views of the data. In particular, we ask:
1. What can theoretically happen to the results of a skyline when a query
is incrementally vs. arbitrarily reformulated (Section 4.3)?
2. Does being in one skyline make being in a skyline for similar queries more
likely? Or is one query’s result uninteresting once the user’s preferences
evolve?
3. How often are the theoretical effects in Section 4.3 empirically observed
in real and synthetic data (Section 4.4)?
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Background

Figure 4.1 illustrates the skyline [17], a filtration tool. Given a set D of n points
p = (p0 , . . . , pd−1 ) in d dimensions, the skyline consists of all points p ∈ D that
are not dominated by any other points q ∈ D. A point q dominates another
point p if ∀0 ≤ i < d, qi ≥ pi and ∃0 ≤ i < d, qi > pi .1 That is to say, for any
pair of non-equal points, if one is in the skyline it must have a higher value
than the other on some attribute. The skyline consists of all points that are
not inferior to some other point.
However, the number of skyline points can be quite large [22] and a user
may find only some dimensions and values to be interesting; so, the skyline operator should be combined with subspace projections (then called a
subspace skyline [119]) and with range constraints (then called a constrained
skyline [91]). Our general form of a skyline query is then:
select <subspace>
from <tables>
where <range constraints>
skyline <min/max specifications>
A user specifies dimensions are of interest (the subspace), min and max
values for those dimensions (range constraints), and whether he/she prefers
smaller or larger values on each attribute (the specifications). To (logically)
execute such a query, one first applies the constraints and projections, and
then computes the skyline of the resultant, filtered dataset.
In an exploratory context, the skyline is not the terminus of the process. After observing the results, the user will reformulate the query to match
evolved understanding in an incremental manner. That is to say, subsequent
queries in an exploratory process are not disjoint, because if they were, that
would imply that the user is completely dissatisfied with the results of the first
search, since he/she deliberately excluded them from the second search. This
is effectively restarting. We will focus on largely overlapping queries, which
suggest some successful interactivity.
More precisely, we define an incremental change as additions or removals
of subspace dimensions or an edit to one range constraint. Such incremental changes can produce query results similar to the ones before. Any larger
changes can be decomposed into a sequence of incremental ones. However,
while the points satisfying the constraints likely are similar after an incremental change, the extent to which the skyline changes is not well known.
1
The assumption of preferring larger values is WLOG: one can multiply any attribute
by −1 in preprocessing.
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Problem statement
Given a baseline query, consisting of a subspace projection and a set of range
constraints, and an incremental change to that query, how many points do the
skyline of the baseline and the skyline of the modified query have in common?

4.3

Theoretical effects

In this section, we look at what can happen to the results of a skyline query
after an incremental change.

(a) Dec. lower const. (LD)

(b) Inc. lower const. (LI)

(c) Dec. upper const. (UD)

(d) Inc. upper const. (UI)

Figure 4.2: The four incremental constraint changes. The solid rectangle
shows the baseline constraints and the dotted lines indicate the modification
to the constraints. Solid points are in the skyline and hollow points are not.
A plus indicates an addition; a minus, a removal; an upwards arrow, a
promotion; and a downwards arrow, a demotion.
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Effect of varying constraints
Consider a skyline query applied to some baseline constraints (Figure 4.2).
The results are very specific to the constraints posed; for example, although
points p and l would be part of the skyline if there were no constraints, neither
match any user constraints. On the other hand, whereas g and h are not part
of the unconstrained skyline, they become skyline points if l is eliminated by
the constraints.
In fact, every point can be part of the skyline for some set of constraints and
no point is guaranteed to always be a skyline point. Therefore, an arbitrary
change in constraints can have unpredictable consequences to the skyline:
possibly adding new skyline points, removing existing ones, or both.
What we show here, however, is that if a user makes only an incremental change, the behaviour is predictable. There are four effects that can be
observed, two types of skyline point addition and two types of skyline point
removal:
1. Addition (A): A point only satisfies the new constraints and so becomes
a skyline point;
2. Removal (R): An existing skyline point only satisfies the old constraints
and so is removed from the skyline;
3. Promotion (P): A point becomes a new skyline point because all the
points that dominated it are removed by the new constraints;
4. Demotion (D): An existing skyline point is removed from the skyline
because it becomes dominated by some point that only satisfies the new
constraints, but not the old ones.
Although an arbitrary change to constraints can induce any or all effects,
an incremental change cannot. On a given attribute, there can be both an
upper (U) and a lower (L) constraint, either of which can be increased (I) or
decreased (D). We analyze each of these four cases:
LD In Figure 4.2(b), the lower constraint is decreased. This adds a to the
skyline, which has a high y-value but had an x-value outside the constraints.
An LD change to dimension D can add points to the skyline if they are in the
subspace skyline on the remaining dimensions, but it can never remove or
promote points. New points have lower D-values than, and so could never
dominate, existing skyline points.
LI In Figure 4.2(c), the lower constraint is increased. This removes d from
the skyline: it no longer matches the constraints. LI changes to dimension
D consider no new points (so cannot add) and remove those smallest on D.
Their removal cannot result in a promotion, because points satisfying the
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new constraints must have a higher D-value so cannot have been previously
dominated by the removed points.
UD In Figure 4.2(d), the upper constraint is decreased. The points n and
k are removed, but point i, which was dominated by k, is promoted. The
add effect cannot occur, because all points matching the new constraints
matched the old constraints. Therefore, for a point q to become a new skyline
point subject to the new constraints, the point that dominated q in the old
constraints must be eliminated.
UI In Figure 4.2(e), the upper constraint is increased. Consequently, points
l and m are added and points {g, h, k, n} are all demoted because they are
dominated by l. Existing skyline points cannot be simply removed, because
they necessarily match the new constraints: they can only be eliminated from
the skyline by becoming dominated.
A user can control which of the effects could happen by making an incremental change (one constraint), e.g., LU to decrease the skyline size. Composing constraint modifications on different attributes is only predictable if
the modifications are all of the same type. How much each of these effects is
observed we evaluate empirically (Section 4.4).

Effect of varying subspace projections
Incremental changes to subspace projections can also create four effects. As
with the constrained skylines, there are two types of skyline addition and two
types of removal:
1. Addition (A): A point dominated in the old subspace becomes incomparable to the points that dominated it, and thus becomes a skyline point
in the new subspace;
2. Removal (R): A skyline point in the old subspace is now dominated in
the new subspace, so no longer belongs to the skyline;
3. Homogenization (H): A point not in the skyline in the old subspace
becomes a skyline point because it is identical to some skyline point in
the new subspace;
4. Differentiation (D): A skyline point that was identical to another skyline point in the old subspace is dominated by that skyline point in the
new subspace.
For an example, consider the dataset, Dex , below, and the incremental
addition of subspace dimensions, from {x0 } to {x0 , x1 } to {x0 , x1 , x2 } (i.e.,
just the first value of each point, then the first two, then all three).
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p =


q=



r =
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(1, 2, 2)
(1, 1, 2)
(0, 2, 3)

To begin, the skyline in x0 is {p, q}, since p and q both have higher values
than r on x0 , but not than each other. By adding dimension x1 , the skyline
becomes {p}, an instance of differentiation. Point q is removed from the
skyline because it is no longer identical to point p, instead now dominated by
it. Finally, adding the last dimension, the skyline becomes {p, r}, an instance
of addition. Point r is added to the skyline because it has a higher value
than the other skyline point, p, on x2 ; so, they have become incomparable.
In the other direction, we observe the inverse effects, first the removal of
r and then then homogenization of q.
So, whether one adds or removes a dimension, points can be both added
or removed from the skyline. Therefore, theoretically at least, one cannot
anticipate how the skyline might change going from one subspace to a neighbour without using sophisticated preprocessing techniques, such as those in
[92]. So, we will determine the actual frequency of these effects empirically
(Section 4.4).
A note about Distinct Value Condition
Effects H and D create unpredictability when changing subspaces. Thus the
motivation for Distinct Value Condition [92], which ensures monotonicity. In
particular, if no value appears twice in the dataset for the same attribute, then
a point in the skyline for some subspace will always remain in the skyline after
adding any number of other dimensions.

4.4

Empirical Investigation

In the previous section, we investigated what theoretically happens to the
result of a skyline query if one makes incremental changes to the subspace
or constraints. In this section, we investigate how often each of these effects
empirically occur. Our strategy with these experiments is to execute an initial
subspace or constrained query, modify the query formulation by a variable
extent, and measure the occurrences for each effect defined in Section 4.3.

Setup
To observe incremental changes, we conduct one suite of experiments in which
we adjust constraints (Section 4.4) and one in which we add dimensions to
a subspace (Section 4.4). We briefly describe implementation details (Sec-
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Figure 4.3: Decreasing an upper constraint - UD. (n = 100K, d = 6)
tion 4.4), the datasets that we use (Section 4.4), and the methodology (Section 4.4).
Implementation Details
We first apply the contraints/subspace projections onto the data with a short
awk program, and then apply a known skyline algorithm. When applying
constraints, we use the state-of-the-art skyline algorithm, BSkyTree [60] (implemented by the original authors). As the BSkyTree algorithm does not
handle duplicate points–which occur quite frequently in some subspaces–we
use our own implementation of BNL [17] when applying subspace projections.
Datasets
For the experiments with constraints, we primarily use the standard skyline
synthetic data generator [17],2 with parameters we discuss in Section 4.4. The
synthetic data permits drawing general conclusions with respect to the specific
data distributions. To also observe behaviour on real data, we choose the nba3
2
3

http://http://pgfoundry.org/projects/randdataset
http://www.databasebasketball.com
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dataset, a standard benchmark for skyline research, consisting of statistics for
21961 basketball player-seasons. We use eight of the statistics, gp, pts, asts,
pf, fga, fgm, fta, and ftm, because others contain frequent NULLs.
The behaviour between subspaces is only interesting without Distinct
Value Condition (Section 4.3); so, we again use the nba dataset, which has
duplicate values, but not the synthetic data, which does not. We add the
automobiles dataset,4 which has 406 points and 8 dimensions (although we
only use the first seven, because origin is non-ordered).
We choose this dataset to observe behaviour with many duplicate maximum values: 27% of the cars have the max. number (8) of cylinders, 7.5% of
the cars have the max. year (1982), and 4.5% of the cars have the max. displacement (98.0). Non-maximal values are duplicated, too (e.g., 6 cylinders).
All datasets are normalized to the range [0, 1] to make the interpretation of
our plots easier.
Methodology
There are many ways to reformulate a query, so many variables to consider
empirically. We focus on those most natural for a user to tune and containing
4

http://stat-computing.org/dataexpo/1983.html
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polar cases that demonstrate the range of skyline behaviour.
Studying constraints, we use synthetic data, introducing more variables
but more generalizable findings. We hold the number of (and ergo density of)
points constant at 100K and dimensionality at 6. As typical in skyline literature, we vary the distribution (correlated, indepedent, and anti-correlated),
since the skyline size varies with correlation.
We pose a constant initial seed constraint that prunes 75% of the data
(≥ 0.75 or ≤ 0.25). This is a reasonable first constraint, equivalent to asking
only for restaurants with ratings of at least 4.0 (on a range of 1 to 5). We then
compare the skyline result to that for constraints in 50 increments of 0.0025.
We vary the direction of these changes (as per Section 4.3), both increasing
and decreasing the constraint. We place the initial constraint in two different,
extreme locations: one in the maximal direction (a lower constraint) and one in
the minimal direction (an upper constraint). We do this for every dimension.
In total, this produces 72 combinations on synthetic data, each for which we
plot the 50 comparisons between the baseline and the modified constraint. We
do the same with the nba dataset to produce 48 combinations (not varying
correlation, using all 8 attributes).
For the subspace investigation, there are fewer variables. As discussed
above, we use only real datasets. We iterate each of the (2d − 2) proper, nonempty subspaces and, for each, compare the skyline result to that produced
after adding 1 or 2 dimensions. We only add dimensions, because removal
is symmetric. This produces 6050 and 1932 combinations for the nba and
automobiles datasets, respectively.

Discussion
In this section, we describe the salient observations on skyline behaviour when
adjusting constraints (Section 4.4) and adding dimensions to subspaces (Section 4.4).
Effects of constraints
We present here our findings on the effects of incremental constraint changes.
We present, first, for upper constraint changes (UD and UI, in the terminology
of Section 4.3), and, second, for lower constraint changes (LD and LI).
Upper constraints Figures 4.3a-4.3c show the skyline size, along with the
number of removals and promotions for a representative UD case on synthetic datasets. We do not show additions nor demotions, since, in agreement with Section 4.3, there are none.
In all distributions, we see that as the size of change increases, the removals increase steadily and the promotions vary throughout. This is especially apparent for correlated data, where about 80% of the original skyline
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is removed after a 0.065 decrease of the upper constraint and about 80 promotions occur after a slight change of 0.020. This corresponds to a user, say,
decreasing his/her budget for a restaurant, so the large and variable number of
promotions implies he/she will see plenty new options when filtering out that
which is most expensive. We also see the skyline size has a net decrease; so, as
the user would expect, narrower ranges produce fewer results. Consequently,
a UD change is appropriate for a user who wants to see new points without
substantially changed the baseline constraints.
Figures 4.4a-4.4c show the skyline size, additions and demotions for the
UI case, where a user is, say, increasing his/her budget. The overall trend is
an increasing skyline size with only slight drops on account of demotions.
Again, the correlated data shows large changes to the skyline even on very
slight changes to constraints: minute changes induce over 100 demotions,
creating an immediate local drop in skyline size. To an exploratory user most
of the original results will seemingly be no longer valid.
Overall, on upper constraint modifications, we see dramatic changes for
correlated data because the skyline will generally be located around the upper boundary of the data space for all of the correlated dimensions. Thus
when one upper constraint is changed, it is likely to affect every skyline point
and the change is more immediate than we see for other distributions. For
all distributions, we see that small changes to constraints can yield significant changes to the skyline result. Assuming rational users want to predict
the outcome of their input actions, a viable strategy for interactively using
the skyline is to only make especially small changes to upper constraints. If
changes are too large, the skyline may seem unpredictable and uncontrollable.
Lower constraints We omit plots for the additions caused by an LD
change and for the removals induced by an LI change for space. In agreement with Section 4.4, we only observe one type of effect for each of these
changes and any additions or removals have a proportionate effect on the
skyline size. The effect grows linearly with the size of the change in constraints. A user adjusting a lower constraint is probably trying to filter the
results, because it is contrary to the direction of his/her preferences. The
results confirm that this is a viable strategy: lowering (raising) the constraint
increases (limits) the output.
Real data To investigate the effects from constraints on real data, we conducted the same experiments for the nba dataset. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the
effects of decreasing the upper constraint on the fgm attribute and of increasing the upper constraint on the fta attribute, respectively. As was the case
with the synthetic data, we see a steady stream of removals and demotions.
What is novel here is that while most of the skyline has been replaced after
only a 0.04 decrease of the upper constraint in Figure 4.5 the skyline neither
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increases nor decreases heavily. The same trend is visible in Figure 4.6, where
the skyline size has minimal variance.
This trend is interesting for an interactive analysis, since it shows a dataset
like nba provides different skylines of comparable sizes, depending on the user’s
needs and expressed conveniently in the constraints. This further supports the
strategy of using UD and UI cases to explore different skyline points in an
incremental manner.
Results for the LD and LI cases are omitted due to space constraints,
but confirm the trends shown in the synthetic experiments, supporting the
strategy of using the LD and LI changes to regulate the skyline size.
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Adding dimensions to subspace projections
In these experiments, we add dimensions to baseline subspace projections to
observe how often the effects analyzed in Section 4.3 empirically occur. We
only add dimensions, because the behaviour is symmetric (can be interpreted
by reading the plots right-to-left) when removing dimensions. To a user, Differentiations (and homogenizations) are counter-intuitive, because they
request more (less) data and then obtain fewer (more) results. So, we investigate under what circumstances this will impact the exploratory process.
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Figure 4.7: Scatterplot of skyline removals compared to dimensionality of the
baseline subspace - Automobiles
On the nba dataset, we never observe differentiations for any configuration of experiment parameters. This is an interesting result because it shows
that even in the presence of many duplicate values, one may not see any differentiations if those duplicates do not occur on the maximum values. For
the nba dataset, for example, there is seldom a tie for a record statistic such
as most points scored in a single NBA season. So it is not surprising that
competitive players do not have identical statistics in subspaces. Exploring
the subspaces in this dataset will be quite intuitive.
On the automobiles dataset, we observe diffentiations. Figure 4.7 shows
their frequency with respect to the the baseline subspace dimensionality when
one dimension is added. Even with all dimensions, differentiations occur
(points exist, albeit only 1). Beyond one dimension, all cases include the
cylinders attribute, which has the most duplicated maximum values. On
other attributes, there are no differentiations if the baseline has at least
two dimensions. This illustrates that while diffentiations are rare when the
baseline projection is on several dimensions, they do occur, and should be
illustrated to the user so the results appear stable.
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The second plot, Figure 4.8, shows how common are simultaneous additions and differentiation. The simultaneity is less desirable for exploring
data, because it makes it harder to contrast subsequent queries. We see that if
only one dimension is added (the triangular points), the effect can be predominantly additions or predominantly differentiations (on the axes), but not
both (in the middle). This is because differentiations pre-suppose a high degree of homogeneity on maximal values, only one of which needs a high value
on the new dimension in order to continue dominating all the points that are
not in the baseline skyline. As the number of dimensions added goes up, there
is a trend towards more mixed effects, because homogeneous points need to
continue dominating non-baseline-skyline points over more new dimensions.
By adding 3 dimensions, it is quite common to see roughly equal additions
and differentiations; then, the result size has not changed (and thus is not
easier to interpret), but the mixture of points has (which is counter-intuitive).
In summary, differentiations (homogenizations) are uncommon when
adding (removing) one dimension, especially if starting with several dimensions. They are unlikely to occur at all if the duplicated values in the dataset
are not on the maximal values. Nevertheless, they occur, even in high dimensional subspaces, and need to be illustrated to an exploratory user who would
otherwise be confused.

4.5

Conclusion

In this work, we investigated how the skyline performs as a tool for exploratory
data analysis. We analyzed how the skyline is affected by incremental changes
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with standard database operators (projection and selection) by defining the
theoretical effects that one can observe, and measuring the frequency with
which these effects are observed empirically.
A central motivation for the skyline is to disencumber the user from having
to specify query parameters, and this research helps advance that objective.
We envision that query recommendation can benefit from understanding the
effects that incremental changes will have. If the goal is to produce new results,
one can suggest some UD/UI changes or a dimension to remove. If the goal
is to control the output size, UD/UI changes or additional dimensions can be
automatically recommended. Future work can investigate strategies for producing these recommendations. Learning the consequences of manipulating
query parameters is only a first step in exploring the expansive possibilities for
how users and skyline-based systems can interact and in guiding exploration
of new data in a principled manner.
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Chapter 5

Efficient Caching for
Constrained Skyline Queries
Abstract
Constrained skyline queries retrieve all points that optimize some
user’s preferences subject to orthogonal range constraints, but at significant computational cost. This paper is the first to propose caching
to improve constrained skyline query response time. Because arbitrary
range constraints are unlikely to match a cached query exactly, our proposed method identifies and exploits similar cached queries to reduce the
computational overhead of subsequent ones.
We consider interactive users posing a string of similar queries and
show how these can be classified into four cases based on how they overlap cached queries. For each we present a specialized solution. For the
general case of independent users, we introduce the Missing Points Region (MPR), that minimizes disk reads, and an approximation of the
MPR. An extensive experimental evaluation reveals that the querying
for an (approximate) MPR drastically reduces both fetch times and skyline computation.

5.1

Introduction

Constrainted Skyline A constrained skyline query [17] is an effective way
of filtering a constrained dataset to points that express all optimal trade-offs
of the dataset’s attributes. For example, if searching for cheap 3+ star hotels
near a conference venue, one hotel is said to dominate another if it is at least
as highly rated, well priced and near as the latter, yet strictly better than the
other hotel on at least one of these metrics. The constrained skyline is the set of
points that satisfy the given constraints and are not dominated by any others
that satisfy the constraints. In practice, the constraints are critical in allowing
users to determine the skyline on the data relevant to them. E.g. average
income earners may not be interested in luxury hotels nor backpacker hostels,
71
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so a non-constrained skyline cannot capture their preferences. Constraints
reduce the input size, yet, paradoxically, makes computing the skyline quite
challenging, because, unlike an unconstrained skyline which can simply be
pre-materialized, the skyline points are unpredictable.
The naive approach, presented in [17], is to execute a range query to fetch
points satisfying the constraints, and then compute the skyline over those
points using an efficient skyline algorithm (e.g., [28, 29, 60, 139]). This has
the advantage of simplicity, but the performance is highly sensitive to the
selectivity of the range query. The best known technique is the I/O-optimal
BBS algorithm [91], which uses an R-tree index and a heap-based priority
queue to guide the search for skyline points, while pruning paths in an R-Tree
if outside the constraints. In this paper, we outperform BBS by reusing partial
query solutions.
Caching A fair assumption is that many users will pose constrained skyline
queries on the same dataset. Where users have similar needs, the constraint
regions likely overlap. For example, young backpackers will all typically search
with price constraints that match a cheap budget, producing similar queries.
Business travellers, conversely, may be more concerned with location than
price; a distinct set of similar queries.

Old constraints
New constraints
Point

Price

Skyline point
Removed from
skyline
Added to skyline

Distance to conference venue

Figure 5.1: Small constraint changes have large impacts on skylines
Additionally, an iterative, exploratory query-refine cycle is common in
search tasks [79], where a user issues a query, observes the results, and then
adjusts constraints to manipulate the results. Hence, even a single user can
produce strings of highly similar queries, each with distinct skylines [27, 77].
So, this paper addresses a natural question: how can the results of a constrained skyline query be reused to speed up subsequent, similar ones? In contrast to existing techniques (e.g., [17, 91]), we can obtain significant speed-up
by decomposing a range query into disjoint smaller ones, and discarding those
that a previous cached query result implies are unnecessary, hence reading
fewer data points than the isolated query necessitates.
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Challenges Despite the apparent simplicity of overlapping two range queries
to compare results, caching constrained skylines is deceptively challenging.
Unlike previous research on caching (subspace) skyline queries [16, 49, 100]
where constraints are not considered, cache hits with exact matching constraints are quite unlikely, especially for real-valued and high-dimensional
data. Therefore, we investigate how to infer partial skyline solutions from
overlapping, rather than matching, query constraints, which would yield a low
cache hit rate.
This, however, introduces a new challenge, because small changes to constraints can have a profound impact on the skyline [27]. For example, Figure
1 shows an “old” (solid) and “new” (dashed) constrained skyline query on
a toy hotel example, where the minor increase to the P rice-constraint from
the “old” to the “new” query is enough to eliminate a skyline point (minus),
which promotes three previously dominated points into the skyline (plus). To
address this challenge, we introduce the notion of stability which characterizes when solution points will be shared among old and new queries. Even
in difficult, unstable cases, we show how a previous query’s solution points,
even when not satisfying the current constraints, can prune the current search
range.
Finally, dimensionality poses a natural challenge for caching constrained
skylines by increasing the pruning complexity (as we show in Section 5.5).
Therefore, we present an effective approximation technique that balances the
number and selectivity of small range queries. As a result, we can outperform
baseline and the I/O-optimal BBS algorithms by several factors, and scale
elegantly with increasing workloads.
Contributions Despite the cost of constrained skylines, this paper is the
first to investigate how caching can drastically improve their running time.
After reviewing related work (Section 5.2) we introduce the problem formally
(Section 5.3) and make the following novel contributions (Sections 5.4-5.6)
before concluding the paper (Section 5.8).
• For the exploratory use case, in which subsequent queries differ only by
one constraint, we present a case-by-case break-down of the four possible
overlap relationships, along with how to compute the constrained skyline
for each (Section 5.4);
• For the general case of arbitrary constraint overlap, we introduce an
algorithm to compute the Missing Points Region (MPR), which is the
minimal region that must be queried from disk. We also introduce an
Approximate MPR (aMPR), sacrificing minimality for fewer independent
range queries (Section 5.5);
• We introduce a caching algorithm, Cache-Based Constrained Skyline
(CBCS) that handles cache searching, management and use based on
the earlier analysis (Section 5.6); and
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• We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation of our method to show
when our caching yields superior efficiency for related queries relative to
baselines and state-of-the-art (Section 5.7).

5.2

Related work

Constrained skylines The skyline operator [17] was introduced along with
a straightforward extension to constrained skyline queries that first retrieves
all data satisfying the constraints, and then applies any skyline algorithm
(e.g., [28, 29, 60, 139]). Subsequently, the R-tree-based method BBS [91]
supports constraints by pruning paths in the R-tree if they are outside the
constraint region. BBS is I/O-optimal and state-of-the-art when not using
caching. We include it in our empirical study (Sect. 5.7).
For arbitrary subsets of dimensions, known as subspaces, [34] partitions
data and queries vertically onto several low-dimensional R-trees. Without
subspaces, their approach is essentially a constraint-based version of the NN
method[56], shown in [91] to be inferior to BBS for constrained skylines. [31]
study distributed constrained skylines where distributed local skylines are
merged into a global result. Efficiency gains come from computing independent local skylines at data sites in parallel, meaning that a non-distributed
application is equivalent to computing the constrained skyline naively. [12]
study constrained subspace skylines in a horizontally partitioned P2P environment. Constrained subspace skylines are computed in order of potential
dominance on each node, avoiding those pruned by earlier nodes. It suffers the
same limitations as [31]. [138] study continuous constrained skyline queries for
streams, determining areas that could influence the current skyline. The problem is different from ours, namely maintenance of fixed constrained skylines for
dynamic data, rather than dynamic constraints. [39] study query optimization
of Semi-skylines, which use partial order preferences. If applied only to traditional constraints, the method corresponds to recomputation from scratch
for any change in constraints. [24] estimates the cardinality of (constrained)
skylines in a DBMS and can be used to assess which skyline algorithm to
apply in the naive approach.
A user study [77] uses existing constrained skyline algorithms to investigate
how users understand, issue and interact with constrained skylines. Finally,
[27] study how dynamic changes of constraints and subspaces affect skyline
membership. Neither [27] nor [77] offer algorithmic contributions.
Caching skylines [42] and [26] study caching of subspace skylines in a
P2P setting using local caches with a superpeer network and a centralized
index, respectively. Neither support constrained skylines. [16] study caching
of subspace skylines, where results are cached directly and used to answer
queries in related subspaces. [49] caches partial-order domain user preferences
to process queries with similar user preferences. [100] caches dynamic skylines,
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where domination is based on the distance to a query. None of them consider
constraints and thus suffer from the same issues as [42] and [26].
In conclusion, existing constrained skylines algorithms demand recomputation from scratch if constraints differ even slightly. Also, existing caching
approaches only support identical constraints, which is unlikely to occur in
practice, especially when considering, e.g., exploratory search scenarios, realvalued data, multiple users and several dimensions. In this work, we limit
the number of points read and dominance tests performed, by reusing cached
results on similar constraints.

5.3

Preliminaries

Let S be a set of data points over an ordered set of numerical dimensions
D, where the value
D of sE ∈ S in dimension i ∈ D is denoted s[i]. A set of
constraints, C = C, C , is a pair of points indicating the minimum value,
C[i], and the maximum value, C[i], for each dimension i ∈ D. A constraint
region, RC , is the set of all possible points satisfying constraints C:
n

o

RC = p ∈ R|D| | ∀i ∈ D : C[i] ≤ p[i] ≤ C[i] .
Observe that RC describes a |D|-dimensional hyper-rectangle, like the rectangles in Figure 5.1. Similarly, the constrained data, SC , is the set of data
points that satisfy constraints C:
n

o

SC = s ∈ S | ∀i ∈ D : C[i] ≤ s[i] ≤ C[i] .
We note the following properties relating constraint regions and constrained
data:
1. Given constraints C, the set of points SC satisfying constraints C form
a (possibly empty) subset of the set of points in the region RC described
by C: SC ⊆ RC .
2. (Data determines space) s ∈ SC =⇒ s ∈ RC .
3. (Space only contains constrained data) p ∈ RC =⇒ p ∈ SC ∨ p ∈
/ S.
In this paper we study how to efficiently answer constrained skyline queries
(Def. 3) given S and C, if an in-memory cache (Def. 5) is available. The
skyline is defined through the concept of dominance [17]: a point s ∈ S
(or, analogously, s ∈ R) dominates another point t ∈ S, denoted s  t, iff
∃i ∈ D : s[i] < t[i] and ∀j ∈ D, s[j] ≤ t[j].1 In order words, s is at least as
small as t on every attribute, and strictly smaller on at least one.
1
Assumed without loss of generality: a preference for maximization can be handled by
multiplying an attribute by -1.
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Data & space notation
S
Dataset S
D n
Dimensions of S
o
|D|
R= p∈R
Region of potential |D|dimensional points
SC
Points in S limited by constraints C
RC
Region R limited by constraints C
p, q
Points in region R
s, u, t, v
Points in dataset S.
p[i], s[i]
Value in dimension i of point p,
s, resp.
Query
notation
D
E
C = C, C
Constraints
consisting
of
low/high limits
C[i], C[i]
Lower/upper constraint on dimension i
Sky(S, C)
Skyline on S constr. by C
st
Point s dominates point t
DR(s)
Dominance region of point s
DR(s, C)
Dominance region of point s
constrained by C
RQ(C) = (SC ∩ RC ) Range query on the region constrained by C
Table 5.1: Notation
The conventional skyline of S, denoted Sky(S), is the subset of points not
dominated by any other points in S:
Sky(S) = {s ∈ S | @t ∈ S : t  s} .
These are exclusively those points that minimize some linear function over
the dataset’s dimensions. Figure 5.2 illustrates the skyline with black points
for our running hotel example.
The constrained skyline is the set of points that satisfy the constraints
while not being dominated by any other points that also satisfy the constraints
(Definition 3). Equivalently, it is the skyline over input SC .
Definition 3 (Constrained skyline [17, 91])
Given S, C, the constrained skyline, denoted Sky(S, C), is:
Sky(S, C) = Sky(SC ) = {s ∈ SC | @t ∈ SC : t  s} .
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_
C
DR(s,C)

DR(t)

Price

s

_
C
t
Distance to conference venue

Figure 5.2: Illustration of a skyline (black points) and constrained skyline
(grey points inside the rectangle) on our running example. Also shown are
dominance regions (solid gray rectangles).
Figure 5.2 also illustrates a constrained DskylineE as the set of gray points in
the rectangle spanned by constraints C = C, C . Note here again that the
constrained skyline can be very different from the conventional skyline (black
points).
Every point s ∈ S (or s ∈ R) has a dominance region [34], denoted DR(s),
which is the hyper-rectangular region in which any point p is dominated by s
(Definition 4).
Definition 4 (Dominance region [34])
For point s ∈ S, the dominance region is defined as:
DR(s) = {p ∈ R | s  p} .
For any s ∈ S, DR(s) ∩ Sky(S) = ∅; so dominance regions help detect
subsets of points that need not be fetched from disk. In the presence of constraints C, each point s also induces a constrained dominance region, denoted
DR(s, C), which is the portion of DR(s) that satisfies C. The gray rectangles
in Figure 5.2 illustrate DR(t) for a conventional skyline point and DR(s, C)
for a constrained skyline point.
Lastly, our objective is to resolve constrained skyline queries using inmemory constrained skyline cache items. A cache item (Definition 5) is a
3-tuple consisting of an earlier queried set of constraints, the resultant constrained skyline, and the skyline’s minimum bounding rectangle (MBR).
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Definition 5 (Constrained skyline cache)
An in-memory cache holding n cache items {I1 , . . . , In }, where each cache
item Ii is a 3-tuple:
Ii = hSky(S, C), MBR, Ci
Sky(S, C) is the skyline result on constraints C and MBR is the minimum
bounding rectangle of Sky(S, C).
With the notation in place (and summarized in Table 5.1), the problem
studied in this paper can now be stated as follows:
Problem Statement (Cache-based constrained skyline).
Given S, C 0 , and an in-memory cache {I1 , . . . , In }, utilize a cache item Ii to
compute Sky(S, C 0 ) without fetching all of SC 0 .

5.4

Exploiting related queries

Recall from Section 5.2 that existing caching techniques for skylines require an
exact match on constraints. A user who continually modifies, say, the price or
distance constraints as he/she refines his/her hotel search therefore produces
a long string of cache misses, despite having made only small, incremental
changes to his/her query.
In this section, we focus on these incremental changes, where old constraints C and new constraints C 0 overlap in all but one dimension. In doing
so, we both address the potential for large computational savings in this principal case and build intuition for the general methods presented in Section 5.5.
Specifically, we use Sky(S, C) to limit how much of SC 0 that must be
fetched from disk to determine Sky(S, C 0 ). We first introduce the concept of
stability to characterize when constrained skylines share solution points (Section 5.4). Then, we identify the four possible (and easily detectable) manners
in which incremental constraint changes may overlap, presenting specialized
solutions for each (Section 5.4).

Skyline stability
Clearly, a cache item for Sky(S, C) indicates which points from S are in
Sky(S, C). More importantly, it also implies which points from SC are not
in Sky(S, C). Stability (Definition 6) captures this insight relative to new
constraints, C 0 .
Definition 6 (Constrained skyline stability)
We say that Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 iff:
s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) =⇒ (s ∈
/ SC ) ∨ (s ∈ Sky(S, C))
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Figure 5.3: Cases (a)-(d) of incrementally changing one constraint at a time;
our solutions fetch only the points in the gray regions.
In other words, Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 if points from SC not in
Sky(S, C) are also not in Sky(S, C 0 ). Otherwise, we call Sky(S, C) unstable
relative to C 0 . We observe in Theorem 1 that stability is guaranteed when,
for all i ∈ D, C[i] ≥ C 0 [i] (or, trivally, when constraints do not overlap).
Theorem 1 (Guaranteed stability)
Sky(S, C) is guaranteed to be stable relative to C 0 iff:
(∀i ∈ D : C 0 [i] ≤ C[i]) ∨
0

(∃i ∈ D : C 0 [i] > C[i] ∨ C [i] < C[i])
The full proof of Theorem 1 is in Appendix 5.9, but the intuition is that
new constraints can only invalidate the skyline if they shrink the constraint
region, removing skyline points and thereby their dominance region influence
on the skyline result. Stability is gauranteed since no point s ∈ SC dominated
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by removed point t ∈ Sky(S, C) can satisfy an upper constraint that t does
not satisfy.
From Definition 6 and Theorem 1 come two natural consequences. First,
for stable cases, we need only fetch points in the new part of the constraint
region that did not satisfy the old constraints (Corollary 1). Second, a skyline
result is unstable if and only if an “old” skyline point s ∈ Sky(S, C) is outside
the “new” constraints C 0 , and it dominated points that still satisfy the new
constraints (Corollary 2).
Corollary 1 If Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 then:
∀s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) : (s ∈ Sky(S, C)) ∨ (s ∈ (SC 0 \ SC ))
Corollary 2 Sky(S, C) is unstable relative to C 0 iff:
∃t ∈ Sky(S, C) : t ∈
/ SC 0 ∧
∃s ∈ (SC ∩ SC 0 ) : t  s ∧
@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) : u  s

Incremental constraint changes
With the theory of stability in place, we show how any incremental change
can be solved with minimum points read. For each of four possible cases, we
prove the correctness and minimality (proofs in Appendix 5.9) of our solution
and illustrate the intuition of the ideas by example/illustration.
Figures 5.3a-5.3d show the four cases for incremental changes of constraints
C (the solid rectangle), one dimension at a time: (a) decreasing a lower constraint, (b) decreasing an upper constraint, (c) increasing an upper constraint
and (d) increasing a lower constraint. Note that we always have only these
four cases, regardless of dimensionality. The initial constraints C = hC, Ci
and new constraints C 0 , as well as the change ∆C from C to C 0 are displayed
in each figure. For each case, the part of SC 0 that we fetch is enclosed in the
gray region. Note that while the illustrated gray regions are all rectangular,
this only holds for |D| = 2 as we will show in Section 5.5.
Case (a): Decreasing a lower constraint (Fig. 5.3a) From Theorem 1,
Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 , and from Corollary 1 all new skyline points
lie in ∆C. Instead of fetching all of SC 0 , we can fetch just the points in
(RC 0 \ RC ). Further pruning is not possible: no points in Sky(S, C) dominate
any part of ∆C.
Theorem 2 (Case (a) solution)
0
If C = C, ∃i : C 0 [i] < C[i], ∀j ∈ D \ {i} : C 0 [j] = C[j], then:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(Sky(S, C) ∪ S∆C , C 0 )
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In the example (Fig. 5.3a), a, b and c are fetched from the database with
a, c as new skyline points (illustrated by a plus sign), while existing d, f
are dominated by a and c under constraints C 0 (illustrated by a minus sign).
The final skyline is a, c, e, i. Without the cached Sky(S, C), we must read 12
points, a-l, from disk.
Case (b): Decreasing an upper constraint (Fig. 5.3b) Again, from
Theorem 1, Sky(S, C) is stable wrt C 0 . From Corollary 1 the skyline points in
Sky(S, C 0 ) are in Sky(S, C) or in ∆C. Since RC 0 is enclosed in RC , we need
simply remove the previous skyline points not satisfying the new constraints.
Theorem 3 (Case (b) solution)
0
0
If C 0 = C, ∃i : C [i] < C[i], ∀j ∈ D \ {i} : C [j] = C[j], then:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0
In this example (Fig. 5.3b), only i falls outside the new constraints and is
simply removed to obtain the new skyline.
Case (c): Increasing an upper constraint (Fig. 5.3c) As before,
Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 (Theorem 1), and new skyline points in
Sky(S, C 0 ) are in Sky(S, C) or in ∆C (Cor. 1). Unlike before, however, we
use the dominance regions of points in Sky(S, C 0 ) to further prune parts of
∆C:
Theorem 4 (Case (c) solution)
0
0
If C 0 = C, ∃i : C [i] > C[i], ∀j ∈ D \ {i} : C [j] = C[j], then:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(Sky(S, C) ∪
{s ∈ S∆C | @t ∈ Sky(S, C) : t  s}, C 0 )
We thus prune S∆C such that we only read ((SC 0 \ SC ) \ {s ∈ S∆C | ∃t ∈
Sky(S, C) : t  s}). In the example (Fig. 5.3c), RC 0 contains 18 points, the
logic of Case (a) reduces it to 9 points, and we eventually fetch only 2 points,
m and n.
Case (d): Increasing a lower constraint (Fig. 5.3d) Unlike Cases (a)(c), Sky(S, C) is not stable relative to C 0 . Despite this instability, we can
use the old skyline result by determining invalidated parts of the cache item
and reevaluate these under constraints C 0 . Using what is left of Sky(S, C)
within the queried constraints C 0 we prune regions before reading from disk.
Since no two skyline points dominate each other (Def. 3), the remaining part
of Sky(S, C) is not invalidated:
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Theorem 5 (Case (d) solution)
0
If C = C, ∃i : C 0 [i] > C[i], ∀j ∈ D \ {i} : C 0 [j] = C[j], then:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky((Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) ∪
{s ∈ (SC ∩ SC 0 ) |
∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ S∆C ) : t  s ∧
@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) : u  s}, C 0 )
Thus, we avoid reading (SC ∩SC 0 ) fully, and retrieve only ((SC ∩SC 0 )\{s ∈
(SC ∩ SC 0 ) | @t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ S∆C ) : t  s ∨ ∃u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) : u  s}).
In the example (Fig. 5.3d) instead of 7 points, we only fetch g. Throughout
all examples, we save the latency of fetching unnecessary points, and the cost
of conducting dominance tests over an otherwise larger input.

5.5

Arbitrary constraint changes

In this section, we build on the intuition from Section 5.4 to handle the general
case where the number of constraint changes is arbitrary. We first generalize
the gray regions of the previous section into the Missing Points Region (MPR),
the minimal area that must be fetched (Section 5.5), and introduce an efficient
algorithm to compute it (Section 5.5). We then illustrate how the MPR grows
arbitrarily complex with dataset dimensionality (Section 5.5) and introduce
an effective approximation to reduce that complexity (Section 5.5).

The Missing Points Region
Given constraints C and C 0 , the Missing Points Region (the gray rectangles
in Figure 5.3) is the minimum, possibly disjoint, region of points for which
neither C 0 nor Sky(S, C) can be used to infer said points’ inclusion/exclusion
in Sky(S, C 0 ). It is comprised of those parts of RC 0 that do not overlap the
dominance region of any point s ∈ Sky(S, C), lies outside RC , or, in unstable
cases, where ∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C)∩(SC \SC 0 )), s ∈ (SC ∩SC 0 ) : t  s (Definition 7).
Definition 7 (Missing Points Region)
Given Sky(S, C), C 0 , the Missing Points Region, MPR, is:
MPR = {p ∈ RC 0 | (p ∈ (RC 0 \ (RC ∩ RC 0 )) ∨
∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ (RC \ RC 0 )) : p ∈ DR(t, C)) ∧
@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 ) : p ∈ DR(u, C 0 )}
The MPR is both complete and minimal in the sense that, with knowledge only of Sky(S, C) and C 0 , any point in MPR could be in Sky(S, C 0 )
(Theorems 6 and 7, respectively).
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Theorem 6 (Completeness)
Given Sky(S, C), C 0 , where RC ∩ RC 0 6= ∅, we have:
Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky((Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) ∪ (MPR ∩ SC 0 ), C 0 )
The full proof of Theorem 6 is in Appendix 5.9, but the intuition is that
there are only two ways in which points can be missing: (1) Expansion of
C and (2) Invalidation of C. All expanded and invalidated areas are fetched
unless guaranteed excluded by known points from Sky(S, C). The remaining
non-invalidated regions of SC remain stable.
Theorem 7 (Minimality)
Given only Sky(S, C), C 0 , where SC ∩ SC 0 6= ∅, any point in MPR ∩ SC 0 could
be in Sky(S, C 0 ).
The full proof of Theorem 7 is also in Appendix 5.9, but the intuition is
that by definition no known point outside MPR can dominate a point inside
MPR, only points inside MPR can dominate each other. Thus to minimize
MPR further, we must know the contents of MPR, which we cannot do without
fetching the points in MPR.

Computing the MPR
We present our algorithm to compute the MPR, which, per Theorem 7 is used
to minimize points fetched. Our general approach is to start with the hyper0
rectangle hC 0 , C i and continually split it using C and Sky(S, C) into subhyper-rectangles such that many of them can be immediately discarded. At
the end, we are left with a set H of disjoint, axis-orthogonal hyper-rectangles
(i.e., range queries) covering the exact region of the MPR.
The advantage of this approach is three-fold: 1) it calculates the MPR
in a form (set of range queries) that can be queried directly; 2) the primary
operation, splitting axis-orthogonal hyper-rectangles with axis-orthogonal hyperplanes, is simple and efficient; and 3) the continual discarding of hyperrectangles controls |H|, important because the algorithm runs O(|H|·|Sky(S, C)|·
|D|).
In general, the algorithm consists of three steps: taking regions unknown
to the cache; adding invalidated regions (in the unstable case); and removing
the dominance regions of cached skyline points. Algorithm 1 presents the
pseudocode (with unstable case handling omitted due to space constraints).
Lines 2–10 calculate the overlap region, o = ho, oi, the area satisfying
both C and C 0 , by splitting the space into sections based on the boundary of
the cache item for each dimension, eventually yielding the overlap region and
disjoint regions around it. In the stable case o can simply be removed (Line
11); we discuss the unstable case later. Line 12 discards any hyper-rectangle
h = hh, hi for which h = o, since h is clearly in a dominance region. After Line
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Input: I = hSky(S, C), M BR, Ci, C 0
Output: A set of range queries
1: H ← Set of hyperrectangles (Initially only RC 0 )
2: for all dimensions i ∈ D do
3:
for all hyperrectangles r ∈ H do
4:
Copy r to r≤ , r∩ , and r≥
5:
Add to r≤ constraint p[i] ≤ C[i]
6:
Add to r∩ constraints C[i] ≤ p[i] ≤ C[i]
7:
Add to r≥ constraint C[i] ≤ p[i]
8:
Del r from H and, if satisfiable, add r≤ , r∩ and r≥
9:
end for
10: end for
11: Remove overlap region o = (RC ∩ RC 0 ) from H
12: Remove h ∈ H where h = o.
13: for all skyline points u ∈ Sky(S, C) do
14:
for all dimensions i ∈ D do
15:
for all r ∈ H not marked with u and DR(u) ∩ r 6= ∅ do
16:
Copy r to r≤ and r≥
17:
Add to r≤ constraint p[i] ≤ u[i]
18:
Add to r≥ constraint p[i] ≥ u[i]
19:
Mark r≤ with u and flag r≥ as dominated
20:
if r≤ and r≥ are satisfiable then
21:
Remove r and add r≤ and r≥ to H
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
end for
25:
Discard all r ∈ H flagged as dominated
26: end for
27: Return H as range queries
Algorithm 1: MPR - Stable Sky(S, C) relative to C 0

12, the first of the three steps is complete, and H captures all regions outside
the cache in which missing skyline points could exist. Lines 13–26 conduct the
third step, looping through each dimension of each skyline point to split the
remaining h ∈ H. With each split we flag one part of h as processed by the
current point and the other as being dominated. The dominated part can be
discarded on Line 25, and the flagging of the other part avoids unnecessarily
resplitting it. For simplicity of presentation, we assumed no points lie on
a range query border. This assumption can be removed by setting either
inequality to be strict on Lines 5–7, 16–21. Finally, the unstable case is solved
similarly; we simply run a slight modification of Algorithm 1 as a preprocessing
step to determine the invalidated regions, and add those to the set H between
Lines 11 and 12. The modification is an inversion of the logic: we want to
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(b) 3D projection

Figure 5.4: More dimensions = more complex dominance regions
process (not discard) the overlap region, o, and discard (not keep) the rest.
We want to keep (not discard) that which overlaps dominance regions and
discard (not keep) the rest. This inverted logic produces a quite small set H0
that exactly represents the unstable, invalidated region. By adding H0 to H
after Line 11, it is then reduced exactly the same as the stable part of the
MPR.

Approximating the MPR
In 2D cases (such as Figures 5.3 and 5.4a), the MPR (gray region) of the
changed constraints (the dashed lines) relative to the old skyline (solid black
points) is a simple rectangle. However, each new dimension adds complexity.
By considering a third dimension (Figure 5.4b), the same 8 points and set of
constraints produces an MPR consisting of 8 rectangular regions (the hollow
part on top). This complexity grows for each distinct z-coordinate because
the dominance region of each skyline point is (logically) subtracted from the
MPR.
Therefore, we introduce the Approximate MPR (aMPR). The aMPR is a
conservative approximation of the MPR which produces no false negatives by
simplifying the structure of MPR, thus creating a structure that decomposes
into fewer, but larger, disjoint range queries. This in turn produces a superset
of the points in MPR, thus guaranteeing completeness at a lower processing
cost. The aMPR represents a middle ground approach between the minimum
reads of the MPR and the maximum points read of the naive approach in [17].
The aMPR arises from a simple observation. As mentioned earlier, the
complexity of the MPR comes from pruning with many multidimensional dominance regions at once. However, of all skylines points, those nearest to C 0 are
likely to prune the most points. (This is the same intuition as for sort-based
skyline algorithms [29].) So, we use only the dominance region of a small set of
k nearest neighbors (NN) to C 0 , rather than all skyline points. Algorithmically,
the loop on Line 13 is replaced with the assignment, u ← {NN1 , . . . , NNk }.
The optimal number of nearest neighbors to use and the trade-off presented
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by the approximation is evaluated experimentally in Section 5.7.

5.6

Cache-Based Constrained Skyline

With the components introduced in Sections 5.4-5.5, our Cache-Based Constrained Skyline (CBCS) method works as follows. We assume an in-memory
cache with n cache items {I1 , . . . , In }, organized by an R∗ -tree indexing the
MBR of each cached skyline. Upon receiving a query Sky(S, C 0 ), we perform
a search on the R∗ -tree fetching all cache items where RC 0 ∩MBR 6= ∅. If none
exist, Sky(S, C 0 ) is computed naively. If more than one cache item is returned,
we select the most efficient based on a cache search strategy (Section 5.6). We
then compute the MPR as per Section 5.5. Finally we fetch the points in the
MPR, merge them with the cached Sky(S, C), and compute Sky(S, C 0 ).

Cache search strategies
A cache search strategy takes m query-overlapping cache items {I1 , . . . , Im }
as input and aims to return the cache item most efficient for computation
of the query. We suggest several cache search strategies, which we will compare experimentally in Section 5.7. Random chooses a cache item uniformly
at random among the m overlapping ones. MaxOverlap chooses the cache
item with the highest degree of overlap with the query region. MaxOverlapSP functions as MaxOverlap, except it prefers cache items whose skyline
Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 even if there is an unstable option with a
higher degree of overlap. Prioritized1D gives preference to simple cases of single changes (as in Sect. 5.4) as follows: Case 2, Case 3, Case 1, General case
stable (i.e. not 1D), Case 4 and General case unstable. Ties are broken using
MaxOverlap. The case prioritizes were chosen by experimental evaluation.
PrioritizednD(C1,C2,C3,C4) generalizes this case-prioritization idea, by independently scoring the four cases (i.e., C1 . . . C4) and penalizing cache items
for each dimension where constraints differ from the queried. Initial experiments have shown PrioritizednD(10,0,5,20) performs well, thus we use it as
PrioritizednD (Std). To demonstrate the importance of proper priorities, we
also include a variant PrioritizednD(10,50,30,0) denoted PrioritizednD (Bad).
Finally OptimumDistance chooses the cache item whose lower constraint corner is closest to the lower corner of the queried constraints, to give priority to
likely dominating regions.

Cache replacement & dynamic data
Common cache replacement strategies (i.e., LRU, LCU) are supported by
insertion and use counters on the R∗ tree. Dynamic data can be supported
by viewing each cache item as a separate dataset with a continuous skyline
query maintained by any existing method (e.g. [48, 91, 132]). Due to space
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Figure 5.5: Scalability with increasing dataset size for interactive exploratory
search queries (|D| = 5)
constraints, evaluation of cache replacement strategies and dynamic data are
omitted from Section 5.7 and left for future work.

Multiple cache items
As an extension to the work presented in this paper, one might consider exploiting more than one overlapping cache item during processing. Such a
strategy could be beneficial given the increased pruning ability from two cache
items. However due to the added complexity, more range queries would be
generated, cache search strategies would become more complicated and the
number of different overlap cases would require elaborate specialized processing methods. These added complexities merit a separate research effort into
such a method and thus we leave this for future work.

5.7

Experimental evaluation

In this section, we provide an extensive experimental evaluation of our CBCS
method, investigating scalability, the effectiveness of the approximate MPR,
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and the cache search strategies. We experimentally compare CBCS to the
existing BBS method for computing constrained skylines, as well as a Baseline
method that fetches all points in SC with a range query and applies a standard
skyline algorithm (as suggested in [17]). We use the Sort-Filter Skyline (SFS)
[29] algorithm in both the Baseline method and our own CBCS method.
While more complex skyline algorithms, e.g., BSkyTree [60], might produce
faster overall runtimes, our contribution is orthogonal in that the benefit of
our CBCS method is independent of the skyline algorithm used, as we show
in Section 5.7.
Experiments are performed on Linux with kernel 3.2.0-61-generic, an Intel
Core 2 Quad Q8400 2.66 Ghz CPU and 8 GB memory. All algorithms are
implemented in Java, using a publicly available Java-based R-tree implementation 2 . Data is stored in PostgreSQL 9.1.13 with each dimension indexed by
a standard B-tree. The cache is implemented as a simple in-memory cache,
organized through an R∗ -tree that indexes the MBR for each cache item.
All methods are evaluated in separation with the DBMS restarted between
runs for fair comparison. In preliminary experiments, we also tested a baseline
using sequential scan, but it was consistently slower than the baseline using
the indexes; so, we omit it for space.
We evaluate with synthetic data by generating independent, correlated
and anti-correlated data using the standard generator from [17]. For real data
we use a Danish real estate dataset covering almost 4.2 million properties in
Denmark as of 2005. The full 2005 dataset is not publicly available but the
current 2013 version can be browsed online 3 .

Query workload generation
Existing constrained skyline work does not study sets of queries, but only
single queries. We therefore construct a query generator mimicking interactive
search patterns as studied also in relation to constrained skyline queries earlier
[27, 77]. The generator chooses an initial set of constraints for each i ∈ D with
C[i] and C[i] set randomly between 0 and 3 standard deviations from the mean
of dimension i, modeling that, for example, average-sized houses are most
likely to be searched. Subsequent constraint changes are modeled as follows:
1) The dimension to vary is chosen randomly; 2) whether to increase/decrease
lower/upper constraints is chosen at random; and 3) a new query is generated
from the old, with a 5% − 10% change in the chosen dimension and direction.
Step 3) is repeated 1 − 10 times to mimic an interactive scenario with one user
posing several similar queries. All steps are repeated until the desired number
of queries has been generated.
We evaluate all methods with two different query workloads: (1) the aforementioned Interactive exploratory search and (2) Independent queries in a
2
3

http://libspatialindex.github.com
https://www.ois.dk/
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multi-user system. Workload (1) assumes an empty cache and uses the generator to create 5 independent sets of 100 queries mimicking 5×100 actions in an
interactive exploratory search. Workload (2) assumes a preloaded cache with
2000 queries, where we receive a number of new independent single queries
each generated like the initial query in the generator.
Unless stated otherwise locally, the cache search strategies used are MaxOverlapSP for interactive exploratory search queries and PrioritizednD (Std)
for independent queries.

Running time (s)
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Figure 5.6: Scalability with increasing dataset size for interactive exploratory
search queries (Independent, |D| = 3)
Figures 5.5a-5.5c show the average running time of our CBCS using aMPR
compared to BBS and Baseline, for increasing dataset size on 5D data. Initial
experiments showed using 1 NN for aMPR gave the most consistently good
results for interactive search scenarios. CBCS average performance is labeled
aMPR, further broken down into aMPR (Stable) and aMPR (Unstable) for
performance on stable/unstable cases respectively. Results are averaged over
the same 5 × 100 interactive exploratory search queries. For distributions we
see that all methods scale approximately linearly. This is expected since the
same range query will require a linear amount of extra processing for each
increase in dataset size, regardless of the resulting constrained skyline. By
comparing Baseline to the CBCS methods, we also see that we scale significantly better than the Baseline on average for all distributions, especially
when the cached skyline is stable relative to the queried constraints in aMPR
(Stable). In these cases, a partial skyline result requires fetching only a small

Running time (s)
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Figure 5.7: Efficiency with increasing dimensionality (|S| = 1M , |D| > 5)

subset of what Baseline fetches. Thus we both read fewer points and conduct
fewer dominance tests. However, while aMPR scales well on average and the
stable cases in aMPR (Stable) scale very well, the unstable cases in aMPR
(Unstable) fare less well. As discussed in Section 5.4, instability can cause
recomputation if a cached skyline point falls outside of the new constraints.
Still, the only case in which the aMPR (Unstable) does not outscale Baseline
is on independent data with ≥ 2M points.
Interestingly, BBS performs worse than Baseline in several cases and consistently for independent data. This is most likely due to the overhead in
R-tree queries when few entire regions are pruned or included in the skyline.
As a final note, observe the scales in Figures 5.5a-5.5c differ and that, perhaps surprisingly, correlated data is more of a challenge for the methods than
independent data. Broadly speaking independent data is evenly distributed
and correlated data is grouped in sections of the dataspace. The same queries
that returned a given number of datapoints for the independent data can thus
return significantly more for correlated data, if the queries happen to cover
where the data is most concentrated. This is exactly what we see here, since
the average number of points read is 7 times higher for correlated data than
for independent data. Note that despite this, the performance of each method
is not reduced 7 times, because the computation of the skyline on corrrelated
data points is much faster.
Figure 5.6 shows the same experiment as in Figures 5.5a-5.5c but for a 3-,
rather than 5-, dimensional independent dataset. We include the exact MPR
with a stable/unstable split as with aMPR. Just as in Figure 5.5a, we see that
BBS, Baseline and aMPR all scale linearly. However while BBS performs
better, the Baseline is still faster for independent data, since the increased
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Figure 5.9: Avg. number of range queries generated (Independent, |S| = 5k)
efficiency of the R-tree in |D| = 3 is equally matched by the benefit of simpler
dominance tests in the Baseline. The aMPR method remains superior to
the Baseline as in Figure 5.5a, but due to the decreased dimensionality even
unstable cached skylines in aMPR (Unstable) are scaling well. Finally the
use of the exact MPR rather than the aMPR means stable cache items yield
superior results since MPR prunes more of the search space than aMPR.
However while the same superior pruning applies to unstable cache items, the
MPR method is significantly slower than the aMPR, since cache invalidation
yields a prohibitive amount of range queries with subsequent random access
latency for MPR. We will discuss a further breakdown of these performance
factors for aMPR and MPR in Section 5.7.
Finally we observe scalability with regard to |D| in Figure 5.7. Note that,
unlike unconstrained skyline queries, fixing the dimensionality in constrained
skylines has some important implications. Depending on the constraints,
adding a dimension may in fact increase the efficiency of a constrained skyline
query by reducing the input size. In order to avoid such arbitrary effects, we
expand the queries from Figures 5.5a-5.5c by adding an unconstrained dimen-
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sion to each query for each dimension over 5. The dimensionality results for
|D| = 8 are thus constrained on 5 dimensions and unconstrained on 3.
As expected, all methods deteriorate exponentially with |D| as the skyline
size increases. For BBS, the performance of the underlying R-tree degrades
and for the aMPR, the number of range queries generated increases (see Section 5.7).

CBCS performance breakdown
We further analyze CBCS by investigating 3 key factors: the number of
points fetched, the number of range queries issued, and the types of constraint changes.

Number of points read from disk
Figure 5.8a shows points read by Baseline and aMPR for the experiment from
Figure 5.5a. The number of points read by Baseline increases significantly with
dataset size, while the increase for aMPR is limited except for the unstable
cases in aMPR (Unstable). This is key to the performance of aMPR since the
number of points read is primarily influenced by the difference in cardinality
between sets SC and SC 0 , rather than the actual size of each set. The larger
increase for aMPR (Unstable) arises both from the likelihood of cached skyline
points being outside the queried constraints and increasing the number of new
points included due to invalidation inside the cache item.
Figure 5.8b which shows the average number of points read from disk for
Baseline, aMPR and MPR in comparison, corresponding to Figure 5.6. The
same pattern as in Figure 5.8a can be seen for Baseline relative to aMPR,
while MPR consistently reads fewer points than aMPR from disk, since it is
the minimal set. While an unstable cached skyline yields relatively many reads
for aMPR, the exact opposite is the case for MPR. This illustrates that while
computing the exact invalidation of a cache item is computationally expensive,
the extent of invalidation is limited.
Number of range queries generated
Figure 5.9 shows the average number of range queries for MPR and aMPR with
1,3,6 and 10 NNs on interactive (Figure 5.9a) and independent (Figure 5.9b)
workloads. Both graphs use logarithmic scales and the dataset is limited to
5k points so that we can scale MPR to higher dimensions. Figure 5.9a reveals
that the exact MPR rapidly generates extra queries as |D| increases, e.g., a
6D query/cache item pair generates almost 50k disjoint range queries to cover
the MPR. This number would be even higher for > 5K points. For the aMPR,
the reduced hyperplane splitting, while increasing the number of points read,
greatly decreases the amount of queries generated dependent on the amount of
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Figure 5.10: Avg. ms per stage (Independent, |S| = 1M , |D| = 3)

NNs used. Note that we did not include results for MPR for dimensionalities
8,9 and 10, since just generating the range queries here took several hours
for each query. Thus the approximation really improves scalability as |D|
increases.
Figure 5.9b confirms these trends for independent queries as well, but both
methods generate more queries and the increase is more rapid, because the
queries generated overlap less in higher dimensions. Observe that the number
of NNs can be used to manipulate the tradeoff between reading few points from
disk and decreasing random access. While large quantities of range queries
seem problematic, they do not necessarily deteriorate the performance of the
method. Considering e.g. Figure 5.9b for |D| = 4 and #N N = 10, on average
≈ 61 queries were generated for aMPR, but the number actually reading data
only averaged 33. The remaining queries were discarded by the DBMS without
any disk seeks because the B-trees detect the empty queries. For |D| = 10
and #N N = 10 these numbers increase to 13353 queries generated of which
only 114 read data from disk.
Note that with only 5K, no stable cases were generated for |D|>4. From
Theorem 1, this is not surprising, since just one dimension i where C 0 [i] > C[i]
causes instability of Sky(S, C) relative to C 0 . So, for independent queries,
CBCS methods work best for lower dimensional settings, and shows most
benefit for exploratory queries.
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Types of constraint changes
Figure 5.10 breaks down computation for 1M points (settings as in Figure 5.6)
into 3 stages: processing, fetching, and skyline computation, corresponding
to the main-memory selection of range queries, the latency to read points
from disk, and the running of SFS, respectively. Baseline has no processing
stage, but suffers long fetching. Conversely, aMPR has light processing, which
reduces fetching and then, having fewer input points, skyline computation.
Considering specific types of changes, aMPR Case 2 has no fetching stage or
computation stage, since this is a simple case which only requires removing
cached skyline points. aMPR Case 3 shows a slight processing stage followed
by a significantly smaller fetching stage than both Baseline and aMPR Case 1
since we are able to prune the search space significantly using cached skyline
points. Note that while the relative gains of the fetching stage from aMPR
Case 1 to aMPR Case 3 are only half, a larger portion of points is pruned,
with random access being more time consuming.
To conclude, we see that the superior performance of aMPR and MPR
arises primarily from the reduced reads from disk, which reduces both fetching
and skyline computation. Also, the performance is independent of the skyline
algorithm used, since this is anyway not a bottleneck. Finally we see that the
MPR requires too many range queries for mid- to high-dimensional data, but
the aMPR generates a small, stable number of range queries independent of
the dataset size.

Cache search strategies
Our last synthetic experiment shows the distribution of response times for
each proposed cache search strategy from Section 5.6, using aMPR on 5 × 100
interactive queries (Figure 5.11a) and 500 independent queries (Figure 5.11b).
Compared to the Random strategy we can see there is a clear benefit in
using overlap as a guiding factor (observe MaxOverlap, MaxOverlapSP and
in part Prioritized1D which uses MaxOverlap to settle ties). High overlap
yields smaller MPRs, especially in stable cases. On the other hand, prioritizing only stable cases is not a good strategy for independent queries, as is
clear from MaxOverlapSP: such queries are likely to vary in several dimensions
such that choosing solely on stability may select an item with poor overlap
or many changed dimensions. Instead a balanced ranking-based approach
like PrioritizednD (Std) is most promising, since it not only considers stability but also case complexity. PrioritizednD (Bad) shows poor performance
demonstrating that the case-based scoring is important for performance. Finally, OptimumDistance performs poorly: considering only closeness in terms
of dominance fails to capture the complexity of cases and overlap.
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Figure 5.11: Cache search strategies (|S| = 1M , |D| = 5)

Real data
We study real data covering ∼ 4.2 million properties in Denmark as of 2005
using 4-dimensions suitable for constrained skyline computation: year (year of
construction), sqrm (size in m2 ), valuation (property tax valuation) and price
(actual sales price). The final dataset size is 1.28M records after removing
records with missing data. Figures 5.12a and 5.12b respectively show the
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Figure 5.12: Performance on Danish property data (|S| = 1.28M , |D| = 4)

distribution of response times for 10 × 100 exploratory search queries and
50 independent queries. Figure 5.12a shows our aMPR method is superior to
both Baseline and BBS, with BBS managing about 2.2 seconds on average per
query and Baseline performingly significantly better at about 0.45 seconds.
Note the average response time of aMPR (Unstable) is actually low due to
limited invalidation, while the worst case invalidation yields response times
above the average for Baseline. Figure 5.12b shows a set of independently
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generated queries. Here Baseline varies heavily in performance due to varying
query selectivities, while BBS is stable with the changing constraints. The
remaining 3 plots show aMPR with varying numbers of NNs. The number of
NNs chosen in this case has a large impact on performance, since using only
1 as with the exploratory queries yields poorer results than BBS, while 5 NNs
or 10 NNs greatly outperforms it. Using more than 10 NNs however did not
provide any significant further benefit in this case.
In conclusion, the major performance factors are the number of disk reads
performed and the degree of random access due to multiple range queries.
We have shown that CBCS performs substantially better on related queries
than existing methods. The performance benefit remains stable for increasing
dataset size and dimensionality, when using approximate aMPR. The cache
search strategy is a clear determinator of the resulting performance with the
main factors being average overlap, stability and case distributions.

5.8

Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a novel method for computing constrained skylines using an in-memory cache. Our method was envisioned under two
common types of query workloads with related queries, namely interactive
search and multi-user systems. We determined four possibilities for incremental query/cache overlap, analyzed them and presented specialized techniques for each. For general query/cache overlap, we introduced the Missing
Points Region, which minimizes points read from disk by exploiting the cache
item’s relation to the query. To increase the practical performance of this general method, we introduced a conservative approximation of the MPR, called
aMPR, to balance the trade-off between resultant range queries and points
read from disk. Finally we introduced a set of heuristics to choose the most
efficient overlapping cache item for a query. Our extensive experimental evaluation revealed, among other things, that the choice of cache item to use for
processing has a big impact on performance and that our method significantly
outperforms existing approaches when related queries are present.

5.9

Appendix

Proof 1 (Proof of Theorem 1) Consider left [L] and right [R] sides of the
0
OR expression. From [R] we have (∃i ∈ D : C 0 [i] > C[i] ∨ C [i] < C[i]) =⇒
RC ∩ RC 0 = ∅, thus Sky(S, C) is stable in this case. For [L] we prove
(∀i ∈ D : C 0 [i] ≤ C[i]) implies stability, by contradiction. Assume ∃s ∈
Sky(S, C 0 ) : (s ∈ SC ) ∧ (s ∈
/ Sky(S, C)). From Def 3, this implies ∃t ∈
SC : t  s. This in turn means s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) =⇒ t ∈
/ SC 0 =⇒ ∃i ∈
0
D : C [i] < t[i] ≤ s[i] ≤ C[i], i.e. t and s both do not satisfy constraints
C 0 and thus s ∈
/ Sky(S, C 0 ) contradicting the assumption. Observe that [L]
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and [R] are the only situations with guaranteed stability, since cases not satisfying Thm 1 must have RC ∩ RC 0 6= ∅ and ∃i ∈ D : C[i] < C 0 [i] ≤ C[i].
Thus for u ∈ Sky(S, C), C[i] ≤ u[i] < C 0 [i] ≤ C[i] we could have v ∈ SC ,
/ SC 0 we might then have
u  v and C[i] ≤ u[i] < C 0 [i] ≤ v[i] ≤ C[i]. Since u ∈
v ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ), making Sky(S, C) unstable relative to C 0 .
Proof 2 (Proof of Theorem 2) Since Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 given
Thm 1, equality follows from Cor 1. Minimality holds since @s ∈ Sky(S, C), t ∈
S∆C : s  t.
Proof 3 (Proof of Theorem 3) Observe SC 0 ⊂ SC and that Sky(S, C) is
stable relative to C 0 given Thm 1. Thus we must have Sky(S, C 0 ) ⊆ Sky(S, C)
and Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 follows. Minimality holds since the reduction simply removes cached skyline points and no further reads are necessary.
Proof 4 (Proof of Theorem 4) Observe Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0
given Thm 1. Thus equality follows from Cor 1 since for s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) we
either have s ∈ Sky(S, C) or s ∈ S∆C , where @t ∈ Sky(S, C) : t  s.
Minimality holds since ∀u ∈ Sky(S, C), v ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∪ {s ∈ S∆C | @t ∈
Sky(S, C) : t  s} : u  v), i.e. we have no further known points to prune
S∆C with.
Proof 5 (Proof of Theorem 5) Given Thm 1, Sky(S, C) may be unstable
relative to C 0 and we observe SC 0 ⊂ SC . At this point we have two possibilities
given Cor 2: [St] Sky(S, C) is stable relative to C 0 , or [Ust] Sky(S, C) is
unstable relative to C 0 . If case [St] holds, then Sky(S, C 0 ) = Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0
since there is no invalidation. If case [Ust] holds, then from Cor 2 we have ∃t ∈
Sky(S, C) : t ∈ S∆C ∧ ∃s ∈ (SC ∩SC 0 ) : t  s ∧ @u ∈ (Sky(S, C)∩SC 0 ) : u  s,
i.e. there exists a removed skyline point which has invalidated part of the cache.
Since [St] and [Ust] correspond to the two unioned skyline inputs in Thm 5,
completeness holds by virtue of Def 3.
To observe that minimality holds, we first note that from Def 3 we must
have @s ∈ Sky(S, C), t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ S∆C ) : s  t =⇒ ∀s ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩
SC 0 ) : s ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ), i.e. a removed skyline point cannot dominate a remaining skyline point. Thus minimality holds since only {s ∈ (SC ∩ SC 0 ) |
∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ S∆C ) : t  s} is affected by instability given Cor 2 and only
Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 is available for pruning.
Proof 6 (Proof of Theorem 6) We prove equality in right [R] and left [L]
directions. For [R] we assume w ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ). We then have two cases: [1]
w ∈ (RC ∩ RC 0 ) and [2] w ∈ (RC 0 \ (RC ∩ RC 0 )), i.e. w is either in the
overlapping region between cache and query ([1]) or outside the cache ([2]).
If we have case [1], then given Cor 2 we have w ∈ (Sky(S, C)∩RC 0 )∨(∃t ∈
(Sky(S, C) ∩ (RC \ RC 0 )) : w ∈ DR(t, C) ∧ @u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 ) : w ∈
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DR(u, C 0 )), i.e. w is a cached skyline point or a point included due to invalidation. If instead case [2] holds, then we simply have @u ∈ SC 0 : u  w due to
Def 3.
Combined we thus have (w ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 )) ∨ (w ∈ {p ∈ RC 0 | (p ∈
(RC 0 \ (RC ∩ RC 0 )) ∨ ∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ (RC \ RC 0 )) : p ∈ DR(t, C)) ∧ @u ∈
(Sky(S, C)∩RC 0 ) : p ∈ DR(u, C 0 )}) which is equivalent to w ∈ Sky((Sky(S, C)
∩SC 0 ) ∪ (M P R ∩ SC 0 ), C 0 ) by virtue of Def 3.
For the opposite direction, [L], we assume w ∈ Sky((Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) ∪
(M P R ∩ SC 0 ), C 0 ). We again have two cases: [St] Sky(S, C) is stable relative
to C 0 , and [Ust] Sky(S, C) is unstable relative to C 0 .
If we have case [St], then given Cor 1 we have (w ∈ (Sky(S, C)∩SC 0 )) ∨ (w ∈
(RC 0 \ RC )), i.e. w is either a cached skyline point or outside the cache.
If instead we have case [Ust], then given Cor 1 and 2, we have ((w ∈
(Sky(S, C)∩SC 0 )) ∨ (w ∈ (RC 0 \RC )))∨(w ∈ (RC ∩RC 0 )∧(∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C)∩
(RC \ RC 0 )) : w ∈ DR(t, C)) ∧ (@u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 )) : w ∈ DR(u, C 0 )), i.e.
w is either a cached skyline point, a point outside the cache or a point included
due to invalidation.
Now observe that the region RC 0 can be expressed as RC 0 = (RC ∩ RC 0 ) ∪
(RC 0 \ (RC ∩ RC 0 )). We now prove by contradiction that any w satisfying
the right hand side of Thm 6 must also be in Sky(S, C 0 ). So we assume
w ∈
/ Sky(S, C 0 ) =⇒ ∃v ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) : w ∈ DR(v, C 0 ) given Def 3. We then
have two cases [I] v ∈ (RC ∩ RC 0 ) and [O] v ∈ (RC 0 \ (RC ∩ RC 0 )).
If [I] then v ∈ Sky(S, C) ∨ ∃t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ (RC \ RC 0 )) : v ∈ DR(t, C))
which implies w ∈
/ Sky((Sky(S, C) ∩ SC 0 ) ∪ (M P R ∩ SC 0 ), C 0 ) given Def 3
yielding a contradiction.
If [O] then v ∈
/ (RC ∩RC 0 ) =⇒ v ∈
/ (Sky(S, C)∩RC 0 ) =⇒ @u ∈ (Sky(S, C)∩
RC 0 ) : u  v =⇒ v ∈ M P R given Def 7, also yielding a contradiction. Hence
w ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ).

Proof 7 (Proof of Theorem 7) Proof by contradiction. Assume p ∈ M P R
and p ∈
/ Sky(S, C 0 ) can be guaranteed. From Def 3, p ∈
/ Sky(S, C 0 ) =⇒
∃t ∈ Sky(S, C 0 ) : t  p. Observe that t must be known before fetching for us
to prune with it, thus t  p =⇒ t ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 ) =⇒ t ∈ Sky(S, C), i.e.
t is part of the cached skyline. By the definition of MPR (Def 7), this contradicts our assumption since all p ∈ RC 0 where ∃u ∈ (Sky(S, C) ∩ RC 0 ) : p ∈
DR(u, C 0 ) are excluded from MPR. Thus the MPR is minimal.

Chapter 6

Taking the Big Picture:
Representative Skylines based
on Significance and Diversity
Abstract
The skyline is a popular operator to extract records from a database
when a record scoring function is not available. However, the result of a
skyline query can be very large. The problem addressed in this paper is
the automatic selection of a small number (k) of representative skyline
records.
Existing approaches have only focused on partial aspects of this problem. Some try to identify sets of diverse records giving an overall approximation of the skyline. These techniques, however, are sensitive to the
scaling of attributes or to the insertion of non-skyline records into the
database. Others exploit some knowledge of the record scoring function
to identify the most significant record, but not sets of records representative of the whole skyline.
In this paper we introduce a novel approach taking both the significance of all the records and their diversity into account, adapting to
available knowledge of the scoring function, but also working under complete ignorance. We show the intractability of the problem and present
approximate algorithms. We experimentally show that our approach is
efficient, scalable, and that it improves existing works in terms of the
significance and diversity of the results.

6.1

Introduction

In the last decade the skyline has emerged as a promising database operator
for multi-criteria decision making [17]. A record belongs to the result of a
skyline if there is no other record dominating it, i.e., it is at least as good on
all attributes and strictly better in at least one attribute. The popularity of
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this operator comes from its ability to identify significant records without any
knowledge of the record scoring function, which is required for ranking. In
this paper we generally speak of record scoring function to indicate a mapping
from multidimensional values to a single score value — in the literature this
has also been called preference, ranking or utility function.
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Figure 6.1: NBA players: average number of assists (x axis) and rebounds (y
axis). Higher values correspond to more skilled players. Skyline records, not
dominated by any other record, are marked in black

Example 1 Figure 6.1 describes the performance of eleven basketball (NBA)
players according to their skills, in particular the average number of assists
(APG) and rebounds (RPG) per game. Clearly, the choice of the best player
depends on the relative importance of rebounds and assists. If only rebounds
are considered, Howard is certainly the best player. If assists are the only figure which matters, Nash should be chosen — notice that Howard takes more
rebounds than Nash’s assists (13 vs 8.5), so the absolute numbers alone are
not meaningful without a way to assess their relative significance. If we are
interested in a player good at both taking rebounds and making assists, e.g., at
least 4 for both APG and RPG, Howard and Nash are no longer significant,
and the best choices become Bryant, Westbrook and Rondo. The skyline, highlighted in black in the figure, contains all the candidate best players and can be
used to filter out irrelevant options without excluding anyone that might be the
best choice according to some scoring function. Note that Bryant is in the skyline even if he does not maximize any of the two attributes, because no other
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player is strictly better than him both in making assists and taking rebounds.
On the contrary Fisher is not part of the skyline because, e.g., Bryant is better in all attributes and would thus be preferred using any monotone record
scoring function.
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In this paper we focus on an important problem of the skyline operator:
the size of its output may become very large when the number of attributes
increases or depending on the data distribution [24, 45]. As a consequence,
research efforts have recently been devoted to the identification of k skyline
points that best represent it, called k-representative skyline [69]. The objective
is thus to control the size of the output as it is done in top-k approaches.
Among the existing proposals to address this problem, that will be reviewed in more detail in Section 6.5, we can identify two main classes of
approaches. Some works such as [69, 120] have proposed to use ad hoc methods based on different kinds of distances to output records covering different
portions of the skyline. For instance, if the skyline records can be arranged in
k groups these approaches may output one record from each group. However
the distance between two records is not an absolute concept and depends on
the record scoring function. This issue is exemplified in Figure 6.2, where
by rescaling the NBA skyline we obtain different groups: if the number of
rebounds is considered more significant (Figure 6.2a) then the two players on
the top indicated by the symbols and • become clearly separated from the
rest of the data and form separate groups, while if the number of assists is
more significant (Figure 6.2b) we can clearly visualize two groups of three
players each, at the extremes of the figure, with two well separated points in
the middle (• and N). Notice that the same problem arises just by expressing the same data using different units, e.g., rebounds per season instead of
rebounds per game.
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Figure 6.2: The NBA example skyline emphasizing rebounds (a) or assists
(b): players are grouped in different ways depending on the scale
These problems have led to the adoption of two basic properties called sta-
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bility and scale invariance [88]. Stability means that the result of the method
is not affected by the addition of non-skyline records, and scale invariance
means that the result does not change when some attributes are multiplied by
a constant value. In this paper we also show that scale invariance is a weak
version of a stronger property: the robustness to monotone variations in the
record scoring function. While stability and scale invariance are not always
required, methods not satisfying them may suffer from practical problems,
e.g., their result can be controlled by malicious users inserting dummy points
in the database. Therefore, it is important to know whether these properties
are satisfied or not.
Other works followed an alternative approach and proposed to extract
records that are significant according to the shape or distribution of the
record scoring function [88, 101] or to how much each attribute contributes to
keeping the record in the skyline [20, 21, 126]. However, this general approach
runs the risk of returning records that are very similar and hardly provide a
representative overview of the whole skyline.

Figure 6.3: Best 4-representative NBA players (marked with stars) using an
utility-based approach: the points are not well distributed through the entire
skyline
In addition, the objective functions used in [88, 101] do not consider the
significance of all the records in the representative skyline but only their maximum: after the best records have been selected these methods are oblivious
to the addition of other records. This is exemplified in Figure 6.3: using the
approach described in [88] one of the 4-representative skylines with maximum
score according to their objective function contains only extreme records, failing to provide a good coverage of the whole skyline.
As a final consideration, some works have suggested that assuming complete ignorance regarding the record scoring function can limit the applicability of the skyline operator [63, 83]. For example, in an interactive hotel
booking system a user may regularly inspect cheap hotels and this preference
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for low price hotels should influence subsequent results. As another example,
query interfaces often offer a simple choice between basic profiles, e.g., when
looking for directions on Google Maps users can specify if they are walking or
driving. While this does not provide accurate information about the record
scoring function (e.g., some people might be willing to walk less than 2km,
others might be fine walking more than 4km), this information should be used
not to return many far-away objects in subsequent searches.
In summary, so far research on the k-representative skyline problem has
generated very specialized methods, each highlighting some features such as
stability, scale invariance, diversification of the results and partial knowledge
of the record scoring function. However, no approach covers all these requirements, as discussed in this introduction, and we have shown examples of how
these drawbacks are visible even in a very small real dataset. In this article
we introduce a general method satisfying all these requirements and unifying
features currently covered by different specialized approaches.
Based on these observations, we can state the main contributions of our
work.
1. We provide a new formalization of the representative skyline problem
which is not sensitive to rescaling or insertion of non-skyline records,
that includes both significance and diversity and that can be adapted
to varying knowledge of the scoring function. We also show that our
diversification method satisfies a stronger notion of scale invariance that
we call robustness.
2. We show an intractability result and we propose efficient, effective and
scalable approximate algorithms for representative skyline computation
with approximation guarantees and low computational complexity.
3. We present interesting and partially unexpected results from a thorough
experimental analysis and comparison with existing methods. In particular, in addition to showing the stability of our algorithms with respect
to varying parameters, we show that a greedy-based approach works
significantly better in practice than a method guaranteeing a bound on
the approximation quality, and that access to a small random sample of
the data can be sufficient to compute high-quality results.
This article is organized as follows. In the next section we present our proposed objective function taking into consideration both the joint significance
of the records in the representative skyline and their diversity. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first formalization of the representative skyline
problem considering both these aspects. Here we also study formal properties of our formalization, showing that our diversification method satisfies a
stronger notion of invariance not previously known in the literature. In Section 6.3 we deal with the computation of representative skylines showing the
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intractability of the problem. We then present algorithms with a guaranteed
approximation level, and variations to further improve efficiency and scalability. In Section 6.4 we experimentally compare our approach with existing
methods, showing its effectiveness, efficiency and scalability. We conclude the
paper with a discussion of related work and a summary of our results.

6.2

The Big Picture

In this section we formalize the problem of selecting a representative skyline
of controlled size k. We start by recalling the definition of skyline [17], then
we introduce the additional concepts needed to control the size of the result
(significance and diversity) and our objective function.
A skyline is the set of records that are not dominated by other records,
where the concept of dominance is defined as follows1 :
Definition 8 (Dominance) Let r and s be two records in d dimensions. r
dominates s iff ∀i ∈ [1, d] ri ≥ si ∧ ∃i ri > si
A representative skyline is a set of k skyline records. As discussed in the
introduction, existing works do not consider all properties that can be used to
identify a set of records that is actually representative of the skyline: overall
significance, diversity, stability and scale-invariance. Every method focuses
on some of these properties, neglecting others.
On the contrary, our formalization considers all of these aspects and is
based on two basic functions to express the significance of the records (σ) and
their overall diversity (δ), both ranging in the interval [0, 1]. These functions
will be made explicit later in this section.
Definition 9 (Representative skyline problem) Let R be a relation, k
an integer constant, σ a function assessing the significance of a record and δ
a function assessing the diversity of a pair of records. We notate the skyline
of R as sky(R) and its subsets of size k as Pk (sky(R)). We want to find:
RS =

arg max

obj(S)

S∈Pk (sky(R))

where obj(S) is defined as:
P
P
λ r∈S mins∈S\{r} δ(r, s) +(1 − λ) r∈S E(σ(r))
Before providing formal definitions of diversity and significance, we start by
discussing and motivating the main components of our objective function
obj(S).
1

≤ and < can also be used if for some attributes lower values are preferred, but for
simplicity we will assume to prefer higher values throughout the paper without loss of generality.
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Enforcing diversity
P

The first part, r∈S mins∈S\{r} δ(r, s), ensures that the diversity of the representative skyline is taken into account. In the following we first provide the
definition of δ(r, s) used in this article, together with its formal properties,
then we extend it to sets of records.
Diversity of a pair of records
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A diversity function should discriminate between similar and diverse records
without relying on specific record scoring functions or measuring units. In
the literature this is usually verified by checking invariance with respect to
the insertion/deletion of non-skyline records into the database or attribute
rescaling (respectively called stability and scale invariance [88]). However,
attribute rescaling only indicates invariance with respect to the class of linear
scoring functions.
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Figure 6.4: NBA players: only three extreme skyline players out of eight
maximize a linear record scoring function
The limitation of using only linear scoring functions becomes apparent
considering our working example: Figure 6.4 emphasizes how only a few skyline players are captured by a linear record scoring function. In particular,
let us consider a generic linear scoring function α · RP G + β · AP G. Using
this kind of function it is not possible to express, e.g., a preference for players
taking at least 4 rebounds and making at least 4 assists. As another example,
there is no possible choice of α and β for which Bryant maximizes it. The
same is true for other skyline players like Ming or Novitzki, that do not maxi-
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mize any linear scoring function even if no other player is strictly better than
them. Therefore, to be able to evaluate diversity functions we introduce the
concept of robustness extending scale invariance to general classes of scoring
functions.
Definition 10 (φ-robustness) Let r, s be two records in d dimensions and
φ = hφ1 , . . . , φd i a record of scalar functions. We say that a diversity function
is φ-robust iff δ(r, s) = δ(hφ1 (r.1), . . . , φd (r.d)i, hφ1 (s.1), . . . , φd (s.d)i).
Two significant cases are: (i) the class of linear functions, covered by the
concept of scale invariance (here renamed linear-robustness), and (ii) the
class of monotone functions, for which a corresponding notion of monotonerobustness has not been previously used in the literature. We remind the
reader that the skyline returns all the records maximizing some monotone
scoring function, and is thus not limited to linear functions.
Going back to our example, assume to update our statistics so that now
Bryant takes more rebounds, say 6 — in the figure this corresponds to shifting
the corresponding data point to the right. This does not change its dominance
relationship with any other player in the skyline, and clearly it does not affect
its presence in the skyline. As a consequence, without any knowledge about
the significance function a monotone-robust method should not report any
difference before and after the shift.
The challenge here is to define a measure that is independent of scale and
also of point shifting (as far as we do not change dominances) still reflecting
when records are close or far. The idea is to use the number of skyline records
in between as a measure of diversity that is not only scale-invariant but also
monotone-robust – to the best of our knowledge this is the first monotonerobust measure designed for the context of skylines:
Definition 11 (Skyline Edit Distance) Let |sky(R)| > 1 and Ii (r, s) be
the fraction of skyline records between r and s in dimension i, defined as:
(

Ii (r, s)=

0 if r = s
|{o∈sky(R) | (r.i≥o.i≥s.i)∨(s.i≥o.i≥r.i)}|−1
|sky(R)|−1

if r 6= s

The Skyline Edit Distance of two records r and s is given by:
P

δsed (r, s) =

i∈[1,d] Ii (r, s)

d

Intuitively, this edit distance states that two values are as diverse as the number of alternative options we have between them.
Example 2 As an example of Skyline Edit Distance consider Figure 6.5a,
where we have indicated the diversity between Howard and two other players.
Here the most diverse records are Howard and Nash, i.e., respectively the best
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rebounder and the best assist-man. To go from one to the other we must
traverse seven players in each dimension (which is exactly what makes them
very different to each other, independently of the actual scaling of the axes).
Therefore their diversity in each attribute equals 7 (the number of steps to go
from one player to the other) divided by the cardinality of the skyline minus
one (7), resulting in an overall diversity of 1.
In the figure we also indicate the diversity of Howard and Bryant. Notice
how the values do not change when we insert non-skyline records into the
database or when we re-scale axes (Figure 6.5b). By contrast, it is easy to see
that, e.g., their Euclidean distance is affected by the rescaling.
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.57
Bryant
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1
Nash
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.57
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1
Nash

(b)

Figure 6.5: Stability and robustness of Skyline Edit Distance
As mentioned, this diversity function satisfies the stated requirements (all
proofs are reported in the Appendix):
Proposition 1 Skyline Edit Distance is robust with respect to the class of
monotone functions and stable.
Satisfying robustness (as well as scale invariance) guarantees that we are
not favoring a specific user preference function. For example, whenever we
start a new data analysis task and we do not know anything of the user,
we cannot accept that changing the unit of measure for an attribute gives
a different result. However, as far as we incorporate information about the
user we do want to favor a specific user preference function. This is why
our approach also allows the specification of significance information where
available, but only the diversification component satisfies robustness. It is
worth noticing that [101] states to be scale-invariant, but under the condition
that the user preference function is also scaled together with the attributes.
In addition, Skyline Edit Distance satisfies the triangular inequality. As
we see in the next section, this is very important to be able to study the
complexity of the problem and to design approximate algorithms.
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Proposition 2 (Triangular inequality) For all skyline records r, s and t,
δsed (r, t) ≤ δsed (r, s) + δsed (s, t)
Diversity of a set of records
We can now focus on the aggregation of multiple diversity values, which is
necessary to compute the diversity of a set of records. The approach used in
P
this paper is defined by the formula r∈S mins∈S\{r} δ(r, s), and ensures that
the diversity of the representative skyline is taken into account. We call this
approach SumMin.
This formulation of diversity has been selected among the alternatives
available in the literature and in [23]. Please notice that other diversification
approaches2 cannot be used here because they require records to be assigned
to classes to measure how well they are distributed among them.
In Figure 6.6 we illustrate the set of four most representative records using our SumMin function and two existing diversification functions (in this
example Euclidean distance is used as a measure of diversity):
(a) SumMin:

P

r∈S

(b) SumPair [46]:

mins∈S\{r} δ(r, s)

P

r,s∈S

δ(r, s)

(c) MaxMin [120]: maxr∈sky(R)\S mins∈S\{r} δ(r, s)
From the comparison in Figure 6.6 it appears how the records identified by
SumMin are more diverse (in this case, farther from each other) than the
records identified using the two other options, even in our small working example. To show this we have used a brute-force approach and computed the
results of the three functions for all possible combinations of four records,
choosing the best result for each function. Using SumMin, we claim that in
general different records returned to the user provide different options complementing each other, instead of similar and thus partially redundant information — this claim is also supported by an extensive experimental analysis,
as reported in Section 6.4.
More in detail, the SumPair function was proposed in the context of information retrieval to diversify search engine results [46]. However, we can
see from our example how this approach tends to produce groups of extreme
records, because they are more diverse than pairs including an extreme and
a central record (Figure 6.6b). In the context of representative skylines, the
MaxMin function was proposed in [120]. In addition to not being scale invariant, this function considers only the single most diverse record (because of the
max operator) and does not take the diversity between records in the representative skyline into account. In particular, the two main differences between
2

E.g., http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diversity_index
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P

SumMin and MaxMin consist in the usage of
instead of max, taking care
of all the records in the result, and the fact that in MaxMin the maximum
is computed over all records that are not in the representative skyline S (i.e.,
maxr∈sky(R)\S ). As a result, in Figure 6.6c we can see how two similar records
(the two players on the top) are both included in the best solution even though
they are very close to each other: the distance between these two records (and
in general between records in the representative set S) is not considered in the
MaxMin diversity function.

(a) SumMin

(b) SumPair

(c) MaxMin

Figure 6.6: Best 4-subset of the NBA example data using our proposal (SumMin) and two existing measures (SumPair and MaxMin): SumMin identifies
four well distinct records, MaxMin four closer but still well separated records,
while SumPair fails in providing a good overview of the skyline
The last and crucial difference between our application of SumMin and
the MaxMin objective function as used in [120] is that instead of using Euclidean distance, that is not scale invariant, we use our skyline edit distance to
compute the diversity of each pair of records, so that we can ensure robustness.

Favoring significant records
P

The second part of our objective function, r∈S E(σ(r)), indicates that the
P
significance of all the records in the representative skyline is considered ( ),
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and not just the presence of a single significant record as in [88]. In addition,
we do not require to know the significance function, but only to be able to
specify its expected value E (differently from, e.g., [91]).
This is a fundamental aspect of our approach. Let us consider again our
NBA working example, and assume that the significance of taking n rebounds
is described by the record scoring function in Figure 6.7a. In this case its
expected value E (which corresponds to the actual value of the function)
provides an accurate measure of record significance, e.g., a player taking 4
rebounds is not considered significant. At the same time, we can still use our
approach when this function is completely or partially unknown. Consider
Figure 6.7b: in this example we assume to know that players taking at least
8 rebounds are significant, but we do not know if less skilled players are
also well regarded. This corresponds to a family (or distribution) of record
scoring functions, and also in this case we can compute its expected value
E that will be more and more accurate as far as we provide a more precise
distribution (this corresponds to reducing the gray area of uncertainty in the
figure). Mathematical details and some significant cases are introduced later
in this section.
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Figure 6.7: A completely known significance function (a) and partially unknown significance, corresponding to a family of significance functions (b)
Our practical result is a single method flexible enough to cover scenarios
previously covered partially by different specific methods. Some previous approaches worked only under complete ignorance [88] or complete knowledge
[91] of the record scoring functions. Our flexibility can be very beneficial
for example in an interactive data analysis scenario, where we may start the
analysis with no knowledge of the record scoring function and later acquire
information about it based on user actions. However, notice that in this paper
we do not deal with the process of learning record scoring functions: this has
been separately studied, e.g., in [57, 66] and also in the context of representative skylines, e.g. in [83].
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Three main kinds of significance functions have been used in the literature,
represented in Figure 6.8: linear [88], step [101] and sigmoid. Sigmoid functions have been used for a long time to model decision making [81] and have
found several applications in computing, e.g., optimization problems [115] and
Neural Networks. Their main feature is the ability to support threshold preferences. For example, the preference: a significant player should take at least 8
rebounds on average cannot be expressed using a linear function. In addition,
sigmoid functions generalize step threshold functions, making the following
mathematical analysis widely applicable to previous models.
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Figure 6.8: Sigmoid (continuous line), linear (dotted line) and step (dashed
line) significance functions

Definition 12 (Skyline Sigmoid Significance) Let r ∈ sky(R) be a skyline record and t be a real-valued record of thresholds, both in d dimensions.
The Skyline Sigmoid Significance of r is defined as:
σsss (r) =

logit(r)
maxs∈sky(R) logit(s)

where

1
i∈[1,d] 1+e−r.i+t.i

P

logit(r) =

d

This definition corresponds to the computation of the logistic sigmoid function
1
(illustrated in Figure 6.7a) for all dimensions i ∈ [1, d], normalized
1+e−r.i+t.i
on the number of dimensions and the maximum significance available in the
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skyline. As we have anticipated, the parameters t.i can be completely or
partially unknown without preventing the computation of an estimated value
of the objective function.
A few important aspects should be emphasized. First, this can be seen as
an evolution of threshold functions as used in previous work: sigmoid functions
reduce to threshold functions with a high slope, but are still differentiable
where threshold functions are not. We have not indicated the slope-adjusting
parameter in our definition, because while it adds flexibility the fine-tuning of
this parameter would require a user evaluation study that is out of the scope
of this paper. Second, sigmoid functions are not robust: robustness (as well
as scale invariance) is useful not to favor any specific user preference function,
but as long as we do know the user’s significance we want to favor it. Finally,
we are here assuming that user preferences can be represented using sigmoid
functions. While this is aligned with other works in the literature and satisfies
some basic properties, to the best of our knowledge it has not been verified
and thus deserves future research.
Computing the expected significance
Let us first consider the case where we do not have any knowledge at all of
the record scoring function (except that it ranges between 0 and 1). In this
case, E(σ(r)) takes the same value for all records in the skyline, because they
are all incomparable and we do not know which is going to be preferred. For
example, we can set E(σ(r)) = 21 . The effect on the minimization of our
objective function is that only diversification is taken into account — this in
indeed what we are aiming for: not knowing what the user prefers results
in providing diverse records, so that the user can have an overview of the
available options.
Now assume that some information about the record scoring function becomes available, i.e., that the threshold of significance lies somewhere inside
a given interval. This case covers a typical process of preference elicitation,
where while questions/queries/interactions are being used to elicit information it is often not possible to immediately learn the exact user preferences
but only to restrict them inside plausibility intervals [57, 66]. This corresponds
to the case exemplified in Figure 6.7b. Then its expected value E(σ(r)) can
be expressed as follows:
Proposition 3 The expected value of the skyline sigmoid significance function
where for each dimension i ∈ [1, d] the threshold is know to be inside the
interval [a.i, b.i] is
1
i∈[1,d] b.i−a.i (− ln(1

+ e(r.i−b.i) ) + ln(1 + e(r.i−a.i) ))
d
Notice that the two assumptions behind this result with respect to the case
where we do not know anything are the shape of the record scoring funcP
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tion and the uniform distribution of thresholds, to be used in the case of no
knowledge about their actual distribution.
In summary, we can express significance in a way that is fast to compute
(d simple computations of mathematical expressions) and that adapts to our
knowledge of the record scoring function, providing more precise estimates as
long as our interval of uncertainty [a.i, b.i] shrinks, but also working under
complete ignorance.

Combining diversity and expected significance
Our objective function obj only requires one balancing parameter, λ. This
parameter can be of great utility in an interactive system: changing λ gives
more or less importance to the significance or diversification of the records in
the representative skyline. At the same time, we do not necessarily need to
bother the user about it. At the beginning of a data analysis activity we may
have no knowledge at all of the record scoring function, which means that
only diversity is considered independently of λ (this directly follows from Definition 9 in the cases when the expected significance E(σ(r)) is the same for
all records). In addition, since both significance and diversity are expressed
on the same scale [0, 1] an intermediate value of .5 can be used by default
to take both aspects into due consideration while computing the representative skyline. The effect of λ on our algorithms has been thoroughly tested
experimentally, as reported in Section 6.4.

6.3

Complexity and Algorithms

The analysis of the complexity of our problem and the design of algorithms
both require to address the fact that our objective function to maximize (obj)
contains two components: δ and σ. Our approach consists in expressing the
maximization problem as a single-component function, that we call δ, so that
maximizing δ also maximizes obj. This transformation allows us not only
to study its complexity but also to build on basic algorithms designed for
single-objective optimization.
More precisely, we define δ as:
δ(r, s) = λ δ(r, s) + (1 − λ)E(σ(r))
The function δ can be computed in time O(d) after a preprocessing phase
where the skyline is scanned once (O(n)) to build a histogram for each attribute and to find the maximum significance. This time is included in all
the following experiments and does not affect the asymptotic computational
complexity of any of our algorithms. We can then show that our maximizaP
tion problem becomes the same as maximizing r∈S mins∈S\{r} δ(r, s). When
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δ satisfies the triangular inequality, this problem is known as RemotePseudoforest [23]. From a reduction to the representative skyline problem we can
thus prove the following (the complete reduction is in Appendix A):
Theorem 8 The Representative Skyline Problem (Def. 9) is NP-hard.
Therefore, the development of approximate algorithms is required.
To explain how our algorithms work we will again use our working example.
In Figure 6.9, for each record in the skyline we have indicated its significance,
giving some preference to players good at taking rebounds, and for every
pair of records we have computed their diversity according to our Skyline
Edit Distance (we abbreviate player names by the first two/three characters).
In this example we balance the effect of these two functions using λ = .5.
As a result, the representative skyline maximizing our objective function is
represented in Figure 6.10. Notice how the skyline is covered giving precedence
to the most significant players (i.e., Howard, Ming and Novitzki).
σ():
How
1.0

Min
1.0

No
1.0

Mel
0.5

Bry
0.5

Wes
0.5

Ron
0.5

Na
0.5

δ():
How
Min
No
Mel
Bry
Wes
Ron
Na

How
0
.14
.28
.42
.57
.71
.85
1

Min
.14
0
.14
.28
.42
.57
.71
.85

No
.28
.14
0
.14
.28
.42
.57
.71

Mel
.42
.28
.14
0
.14
.28
.42
.57

Bry
.57
.42
.28
.14
0
.14
.28
.42

Wes
.71
.57
.42
.28
.14
0
.14
.28

Ron
.85
.71
.57
.42
.28
.14
0
.14

Na
1
.85
.71
.57
.42
.28
.14
0

Figure 6.9: σ and δ functions for our working example

Instead of looking for this result directly from the tables in Figure 6.9,
our algorithms use the aforementioned derived function δ, object of our maximization, that we have explicitly indicated in Figure 6.11 to simplify the
understanding of the algorithms. For every algorithm we provide a brief description and motivation, followed by an example and by the analysis of its
complexity.

Basic
Having shown that our maximization problem is equivalent to Remote-Pseudoforest through the definition of the function δ, we can consider adopting an
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Fisher

Nash

0

2

Belinelli

Rondo

0

2

4

6

8

APG

Figure 6.10: NBA players with the best 4-representative skyline (indicated
with stars) according to the values of significance and diversity in Figure 6.9
δ():
How
Min
No
Mel
Bry
Wes
Ron
Na

How
.50
.57
.64
.46
.53
.60
.67
.75

Min
.57
.50
.57
.39
.46
.53
.60
.67

No
.64
.57
.50
.32
.39
.46
.53
.60

Mel
.71
.64
.57
.25
.32
.39
.46
.53

Bry
.78
.71
.64
.32
.25
.32
.39
.46

Wes
.85
.78
.71
.39
.32
.25
.32
.39

Ron
.92
.85
.78
.46
.39
.32
.25
.32

Na
1
.92
.85
.53
.46
.39
.32
.25

Figure 6.11: The δ function resulting from Figure 6.9 (λ = .5)

algorithm developed for the latter. In [23] an algorithm with a Θ(log(n)) approximation bound is proposed, where n is the size of the skyline3 . To the
best of our knowledge, currently this is the best known guaranteed achievable
performance for the general Remote-Pseudoforest problem. In the following
experiment we call this algorithm Basic.
To guarantee an approximation bound, Basic extends a simple and well
known greedy approach with a more complex post-processing phase, as follows:
first k records are selected, starting from a random record and then picking
new records maximizing δ with respect to the current set of choices. Then, to
3
A bound b means that the solution found by the algorithm is guaranteed to be at least
1/b of the maximum achievable value.
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avoid the formation of tight groups, a subset of the records returned by the
greedy approach is selected, e.g., k/2 that are well separated, and the other
records are chosen so that they are far from them with respect to δ. Details
are available in [23].

E-Greedy and E-Prefix
Basic provides a solution to Remote-Pseudoforest using the δ function, but
is unaware of the two significance and diversity functions composing δ — we
remind the reader that δ is obtained through a transformation of our objective
function obj. As a consequence, the initial random choice of a record in Basic
may lead to the selection of a record of low significance, a fact that we can
avoid by explicitly considering the σ function.
A first extension of this approach consists in selecting the most significant record in the skyline first, according to the available knowledge. In the
following experiments we name this enhanced greedy selection E-Greedy (Algorithm 2), corresponding to an improved version of the greedy sub-procedure
in Basic. While this variation is very simple, it can be crucial when k is small.
With regard to our working example presented in Figure 6.9, E-Greedy
starts by selecting the first representative record of high significance, and
thus one among Howard, Ming or Novitzki (σ = 1). Let us assume we select
Novitzki. At the next iteration we select the record maximizing δ with respect
to {Nov}, that is Howard (because δ(How, Nov) = .64). Then we need to find
the record maximizing δ with respect to {Nov, How}. The new record to be
included in the result is then Nash, as δ(Nas, {Nov, How}) = .604 . Finally,
the algorithm selects Ming because δ(Min, {Nov, How, Nas}) = .57.
The theoretical complexity of a naive implementation of E-Greedy is determined by k − 1 iterations where we compare all records with the ones in
the temporary representative skyline: O(d · n · k 2 ). However, by storing the
temporary value of δ computed at each iteration i we can find the farthest
record just by checking the value of δ with respect to the previous temporary
result RSi−1 and the last record added to RS, reducing time complexity to
O(d · n · k) (this has no asymptotic effect on space complexity).
The theoretical analysis provided in [23] shows that a greedy approach may
return a set of clustered records failing to maximize δ. For this reason, like in
Basic, E-Greedy is used as a sub-procedure of E-Prefix (Algorithms 3 and
4): after obtaining the greedy list of k records we can check that no records
ended up close to the others. We call this a sparsification phase. As we have
done for the E-Greedy algorithm we again improve the basic algorithm by
using our knowledge of the σ function to assess potential candidates sorted
by their significance. In addition, if all the records returned by E-Greedy are
4

With this notation we indicate the min between δ(Nas, Nov) and δ(Nas, How)
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already well separated they are directly included in the output as shown in
the following.
Input: S skyline, k int
RS := emptylist
RS ← most significant record in S
for i: 1 . . . k − 1 do
r = arg maxr∈S δ(r, RS)
RS ← r
end for
return RS
Algorithm 2: E-Greedy
As reported in the previous example the temporary values of δ (indicated
as Di in Algorithm 4) are (.64, .60, .57), therefore p = 3 and Dp = .57. This
means that for every record returned by E-Greedy, (Min, Nov, How, Nas),
we compute a ball Si of radius Dp /2 = .285. Checking the table with δ in
Figure 6.9 we can see that no records are closer than .285 from Howard, Ming,
Nash or Novitzki. Therefore there is no need to choose alternative records
from outside these balls.
The additional overhead of the second phase is O(d · n · k + d · n log n).
Input: S skyline, k int
hr1 , . . . , rk i := E-Greedy(S, k)
return Sparsify(hr1 , . . . , rk i, S, k)
Algorithm 3: E-Prefix
Finally, although a simple greedy approach does not guarantee any bound
on the approximated solution [23], in our experiments we have also tested
E-Greedy as an independent algorithm, i.e., taking the k output records as
the final representative skyline without sparsification. This comes from our
knowledge of the δ function hidden inside δ. In [23] the algorithm is shown to
return arbitrarily bad results when less than k groups of records far from each
other are available. However, we claim that this specific case is not significant
to our problem for two reasons. First, we can assume k to be small enough
not to saturate all the groups — and if this is not the case, we will anyway
obtain at least one representative record from each group. Second, using our
Skyline Edit Distance we cannot have two groups that are far from each other
with empty space in between, because the definition of Skyline Edit Distance
itself is based on the presence of alternative records.
In summary, our algorithms are based on the reduction of our obj function
to δ, with the following optimizations: (i) the exploitation of the significance
function for the selection of the first record of E-Greedy. (ii) The exploitation
of the significance function for the addition of new records in the sparsification
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Input: hr1 , . . . , rk i representative skyline, S skyline, k int
for i: 1. . . k − 1 do
Di = δ(ri+1 , {r1 , . . . , ri })
end for
Select p = arg max[1,k−1] i · Di .
for i: 1. . . p + 1 do
Compute Si = {r ∈ S | δ(r, ri ) ≤ Dp /2}
end for
Choose the p/2 records {rz1 , . . . , rzp/2 } with sparsest Si .
RS ← {rz1 , . . . , rzp/2 }
RS ← {r1 , . . . , rk } \ RS \ (rz1 ∪ · · · ∪ rzp/2 )
while size(RS) < k do
RS ← most significant rec. from S \ RS \ (rz1 ∪ · · · ∪ rzp/2 )
end while
return RS
Algorithm 4: Sparsify

phase of E-Prefix. (iii) The addition of new records only in cases where the
result of E-Greedy does not satisfy the minimum diversity constraint. (iv)
The usage of E-Greedy as a standalone algorithm, despite the fact that it
does not guarantee the approximation bound of E-Prefix.
It is worth noting that in addition to these algorithms, whose experimental results are reported in the next section, we have tried additional approaches. In particular, we have tried to optimize one of the two functions
(either significance or diversity) putting a hard constraint on the other. However, optimizing diversity alone does not reduce the computational complexity
of the problem, and focusing on significance first (e.g., selecting a fraction of
k records solely based on significance and choosing the remaining to achieve
high diversity) has consistently returned worse results than the E-Greedy and
E-Prefix algorithms. Therefore, we do not provide additional details on these
approaches in the paper and in the experimental evaluations.

6.4

Experimental evaluation

In this section we evaluate several algorithms with respect to their ability
to identify representative skylines maximizing significance and diversity. In
addition to Basic, E-Prefix and E-Greedy we have selected from the literature the most recent algorithm designed to maximize diversity, here called
Distance [120], and the two most recent proposals exploiting a concept of
significance, here called Regret [88] and Threshold [101].
In summary, Distance iteratively selects the record that is farthest from
the current representative skyline according to Euclidean distance, initialized
by a random record. Regret aims to ensure that no records of high signif-
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d=16

d=12

d=8

d=4

0

5

% over baseline

20

icance, for some record scoring function, are left out of the representative
skyline. Regret assumes no explicit preferences, but instead models preferences over the class of linear scoring functions. Threshold requires a set
of step preferences as input and chooses the records that satisfy the highest
number of these.
To evaluate the algorithms we have used both synthetic and real data.
As in most skyline works, synthetic data were obtained using the generator
from [17]. This was used to do controlled tests of scalability, effects of data
distributions, effects of dimensionality etc. The real data include NBA5 data
and real estate data (buildings and residences) for all of Denmark up to 2005
(BBR)6 . We specifically included NBA data because they have been used
in skyline query processing research in the past [20, 21, 88, 101, 120, 135].
In Section 6.4 we summarize our findings and discuss the limitations of our
experimental evaluation.

Figure 6.12: Distance algorithm using the Distance evaluation function (%
improvement over baseline). k = 4, skyline size = 100
The following experiments were performed on an Intel Xeon E7 2.00GhZ
machine with 8 GB memory and a Linux 2.6.32 kernel. All implementations
were done in Java. The results presented in the following have been obtained
by averaging over 50 executions of the algorithms, and for each experiment we
have evaluated the efficiency and scalability of every algorithm and the quality
of the representative skylines. Quality is expressed as the percentage improvement of representativeness over the baseline, consisting in k random skyline
points. Note that a random selection is a competitive baseline, because in absence of additional information it tends to return records from different parts
of the skyline and thus to provide a good coverage of it — this is confirmed
5
6

http://www.databasebasketball.com
http://www.bbr.dk/fatibbr
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(d) d = 16

Figure 6.13: Comparison of our algorithms and Regret using the Regret
evaluation function (% improvement over baseline). k = 4, λ = 0, skyline
size = 100
by the analysis of the Distance diversification method [120], that even when
evaluated with its own objective function and in absence of well-separated
groups of records performs similarly to a random choice (Figure 6.12).
Where not otherwise mentioned, we generated random preferences as sets
of thresholds. In case of partial knowledge, for the Threshold method these
thresholds were randomly perturbed to generate a sample of 1000 preference
functions, as indicated in [101].
A key decision behind our experiments is the choice of the evaluation
function. Even if we have seen that existing formalizations of the problem
do not satisfy some basic properties, we are still interested in understanding the performance of our methods with respect to those. As we will see,
our method even performs well under these evaluation measures, and excels
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when subject to the definition proposed in this work. This indicates that it
successfully captures both significance and diversity. As mentioned, with respect to the evaluation function of Distance we cannot observe any significant
difference from a random distribution of representative records (Figure 6.12,
data obtained using the generator from [17]). With regard to Regret, the
good coverage of the skyline provided by our methods prevents the presence
of records resulting in a high regret: in most cases our methods perform very
well also with respect to the evaluation function used by Regret [88] (Figure 6.13), with the exception of the case d = k = 4 where Regret chooses
the four extreme records in each dimension while our objective function may
well return records with no extreme values if they contain good values on
multiple attributes — therefore, this specific case does not highlight a specific
superiority of the Regret method in finding representative records, but only
an optimization of the Regret method to maximize its own objective function in the specific case of k equalling the number of dimensions. Where not
differently mentioned, representativeness follows the definition introduced in
this work, i.e., a weighted sum of diversity and significance, and the weighting
parameter λ is set to .5.

(d) d = 16

Figure 6.14: Comparison with optimum computed with a brute force algorithm (% improvement over baseline). k = 4, λ = 0.5, skyline size = 100
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Quality and scalability
Before presenting the results on scalability, quality and sensitivity to parameters, we show the degree of approximation of our methods with respect to the
optimum result. Obviously this is not feasible in general because of the problem being NP-hard. We compute the optimum with a brute force approach
for a small dataset of 100 records and a small size of the representative skyline
k = 4. The result of this test, although not fully generalizable, shows that our
algorithms succeed in providing a close approximation of the best solution,
termed BruteForce. Figure 6.14 shows the percentage improvement over the
baseline with different data dimensionalities, highlighting how both E-Greedy
and E-Prefix closely approximate the optimal result.
Figures 6.15a through 6.15c study efficiency given increasing data size
for correlated, independent and anti-correlated distributions respectively. We
have included the skyline size at the top axis of each graph, to show the
connection between data distribution and skyline size. These distributions
are commonly used in the literature [17]. Anti-correlated data is considered
the most challenging data distribution for skyline algorithms, since the skyline
is typically much larger. Note here that, in the interest of presentation, the
time scales are different for the individual figures. Figures 6.15d through 6.15f
respectively show the quality of the representative skylines extracted by these
algorithms (expressed as the percentage improvement over the baseline).
All methods are consistently efficient except Regret, only scaling for correlated data. With regard to quality, the E-Greedy and E-Prefix methods
improve 30 − 40% over the baseline for anti-correlated data. Existing methods result in less improvement overall and in certain cases yield almost no
improvement at all, e.g. Threshold for anti-correlated data. This is generally due to the fact that our approaches have been designed to maximize
both significance and diversity, where existing methods only focus on one of
these aspects. In this regard, it is worth noting that these experiments do not
show that existing algorithms fail with respect to what they were designed for.
However, they indicate that they were not designed to take all these aspects
into account.

Approximate solution
In the previous experiments we have emphasized the quality of the results
produced by E-Greedy and E-Prefix. However, computing these results may
take too much time depending on the data. In particular, Figure 6.15c shows
how E-Greedy takes more than 20 seconds with a skyline of about 500 000
records, which is too long for e.g. an interactive system.
However, representative skylines come with a useful property: what is important is not to select specific records, but only records that represent the
skyline well. As long as there are m similar records and we include one of
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them in the result, it does not matter which one we choose, and two completely disjoint results may be equally good to the extent that they cover the
whole skyline. As a consequence, we have run the E-Greedy algorithm on random samples of the skyline. The interesting result we obtained, reported in
Figure 6.16b, is that a very small sample is sufficient to produce a high quality
result. As can be seen in Figure 6.16a, this comes with a corresponding linear
saving in execution time. We remind the reader that the values reported in
Figure 6.16b are averages over 50 executions of the algorithm, to ensure that
the results do not rely on a contingent favorable choice of the random sample.

Diversity and significance
Figure 6.17a shows that as knowledge of the record scoring function increases,
our methods choose more significant records, which in turn increases the gap
between our methods and existing ones. This is because the E-Greedy and
E-Prefix methods are capable of including partial knowledge of the record
scoring function and because they consider both diversity and significance.
Also Threshold exploits the significance of the records, but was not originally
designed to find k significant records. Its aim is to find a set of records
satisfying all step preference functions. So if one of the first choices satisfies
all step preferences, the remaining are chosen at random.
Figure 6.17b shows the improvement over the baseline when varying the
weighting between focusing on diversity (λ = 1.0) and significance (λ = 0.0).
Note that the quality measure is weighted with the same λ, so e.g. a representative skyline focusing solely on significance is evaluated based only on
significance and not on diversity.
Lower values of λ correspond to larger improvements for our methods, since
this gives larger weight to significance and enables them to utilize knowledge
of preferences. Meanwhile improvements for existing methods decrease, because they do not take overall significance into account. This is the case for
Distance, because it does not take significance into consideration. Regret
selects the records maximizing every single dimension, and thus ends up producing diverse representative skylines. This is why its quality decreases as significance becomes more important than diversity. The behavior of Threshold
is the same as already indicated with respect to Figure 6.17a. As a final note,
Figure 6.17b (λ = 1.0) emphasizes how our approach behaves similarly to the
Distance method when no additional knowledge is available and improves significantly when significance is also considered. At the same time, our method
is scale invariant, whereas Distance is sensitive to changes of the axes.

Real data
Figures 6.18 and 6.19 show results for the NBA and BBR data. For the NBA
data, containing statistics for all players and regular seasons since 1979, we
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computed a skyline maximizing attributes points, rebounds, assists, steals,
blocks, field goals, free throws and three points (per game). We then constructed a set of preferences giving more focus to certain attributes (rebounds,
blocks, and also points and field goals) corresponding to a specific player role (a
center) and set up both our methods and the Threshold method with these.
We then ran each method given varying knowledge of user preferences. Note
that Threshold is only included when we have information about user preferences, since it does not function without. For our snapshot of the BBR data,
containing real estate data for all of Denmark up to 2005, we computed a skyline maximizing attributes size, #floors, #rooms, #toilets, #bathrooms and
minimizing public valuation. We then constructed preferences giving more focus to size, #toilets, #bathrooms and public valuation, roughly corresponding
to a common family sized apartment.
For the NBA data, Figure 6.18a shows that even given no knowledge at all,
our methods still produce about 10% improvement over the baseline. We remind the reader that in absence of any other information extracting k random
points already provides a very competitive baseline. In Figure 6.18b, where we
still have 10% ignorance of preferences, we see that our methods outperform
existing methods and produce improvements of over 20% over the baseline.
This confirms the results from Figure 6.17a, that the quality increases when
given knowledge of preferences, while still being significantly better than the
baseline even under complete ignorance. Similar outcomes are also visible for
the BBR data (Figure 6.19), where the small size of the skyline makes most
of the methods perform similarly in absence of information on preferences
and where we can see a significant improvement when partial information is
exploited.

Representative size and dimensionality
Figure 6.20a shows that Regret does not scale well with respect to k. In fact,
Regret’s complexity depends on k 3 according to the authors [88], as confirmed
by our results. We can furthermore observe that all the other algorithms are
practically almost unaffected by the increase in k. This is an interesting result,
given that the Distance method is in fact quadratic in k, showing however a
small constant factor.
Finally, in Figure 6.21 we see the effect of increasing dimensionality d in
terms of efficiency and quality. All methods scale with regards to dimensionality. In fact even skylines with d = 50 do not pose any problem, consistent with
our theoretical analysis showing the linear dependency of these methods on
dimensionality. Only Regret shows a substantial increase in execution time.
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Summary of experimental results
These experiments confirm that our algorithms generally produce representative skylines of significantly higher quality than existing methods in an efficient
and scalable way with respect to all the tested parameters, including data and
representative skyline size, knowledge of the preference function, λ (i.e., impact of diversity and significance) and dimensionality, also on real datasets.
Under specific situations, our approaches may generate results comparable
with those of existing algorithms, e.g., Distance (when significance is not
considered) and in some cases Regret, which achieves the best average quality among the other methods we considered. At the same time, our algorithms
are consistently much faster than Regret, which does not scale with regard
to several of the tested parameters, and they produce results whose quality is
in most cases significantly higher than the Distance approach.
However, one important consideration is that neither our work nor existing
proposals have been evaluated in a real data retrieval task with real users. We
think this will be a necessary advancement to validate research results on
the representative skyline problem, and we have taken a first step in this
direction in [77]. At the same time, we also think that our work and the other
papers mentioned in the next section have the important role of defining the
theoretical setting enabling future experiments in real contexts.

6.5

Related work

The skyline operator was proposed in [17] as an alternative to ranking when
the record scoring function is unknown [50]. In reviewing related work on skylines in this section we focus on the following comparison criteria: significance,
diversity, stability, scale-invariance, monotone-robustness, and inclusion of
partial knowledge of the scoring function. We show that no other method
satisfies all these criteria. Table 6.1 summarizes the state-of-the-art methods
tested in the previous section according to these properties. Y indicates that
the criterion is satisfied, N means that it is not satisfied, P indicates partial
satisfaction (e.g., considering a significance function but not for all records in
the result). Letter I marks the cases where the criterion is only implicitly considered, meaning that diversity is not present in the objective function but we
may expect the result to be partially diversified. Finally, (–) means that the
criterion does not apply to the method because explicit significance functions
are used.
In the remainder of this section we provide a review and discussion of
existing approaches with respect to these criteria. We have classified existing
works according to the general approach they use to reduce the size of the
skyline. Three main approaches consist in relaxing the dominance relation so
that more records are filtered out, maximizing the diversity of the records in
the representative set, and incorporating user feedback. In addition to these
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Table 6.1: Tested methods according to six evaluation properties: Relevance,
Diversity, Stability, scale Invariance, roBustness and representation of partial
Knowledge
Method
Distance
Regret
Threshold

R
N
P
P

D
Y
I
I

S
Y
Y
Y

I
N
Y
(–)

B
N
N
(–)

K
N
N
P

ref.
[120]
[88]
[101]

approaches, progressive algorithms have also dealt with the computation of
skyline records one at a time. This feature can be used to control the size of
the result, stopping the computation after k records have been returned.

Progressive and sort-based skylines
The first implicit treatment of the representative skyline problem can be found
in early works on progressive skylines. Their main objective is to return skyline
records as soon as possible after a query has been issued [56, 90, 91, 118]. As
a consequence, records are returned one at a time. To reduce the result size
the first k records can be used. However, the main focus of these works is
on efficiency, therefore the problem of finding k representative records is not
discussed. However, one of the properties enforced by [56, 90, 91] is not to
favour specific dimensions. This can be seen as an attempt to avoid results
clearly not representative of the whole skyline, e.g., the k skyline records with
the highest values on one specific attribute. In addition, the order in which
records are retrieved can be modified assuming complete knowledge of a record
scoring function [90, 91].
The progressive approach has been later applied to other contexts: partially ordered domains [19], peer-to-peer systems [67], Web-based data [71],
skyline-join queries [97, 98] and interactive systems [76]. In this last work
the concept of diversity has been used as an objective function driving the
search for new skyline records. This approach cannot be described as purely
progressive, because e.g. the k records in the result can change over time as
the algorithm analyzes larger portions of the data, and records not belonging
to the skyline can also be returned.
Sort-based skyline algorithms order the records using some sorting function
so that skyline records are more likely to be found at the beginning of the
relation. They were first introduced in [29] and then developed exploring
alternative sorting approaches like in [65] where Z-ordering is used. Also in
this case the algorithms return skyline records in some order that can be
used to compute k skyline elements, but without any attempt to identify
representative results.
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Relaxing the dominance relation
The main idea behind the following approaches is to relax the dominance relation to reduce the size of the skyline. A formal analysis of possible relaxations
of the dominance relation is reported in [141], including two special cases of
our general monotone-robustness.
In the approaches described in the following, relaxation is either based on
distances, which makes the corresponding methods not scale-invariant, or on
properties of the skyline itself, which can lead to instability.
Distances have been used to reduce the size of skyline queries in [54, 116,
124, 133]. These approaches, e.g., -skylines [133], filter out records if they are
dominated by other boosted records, where a record is boosted by multiplying
all its attributes by some constant value . In this way, dominance occurs more
often and more records are removed from the result, reducing its size. These
methods do not consider diversity and are not scale invariant. In addition, no
direct support is provided to compute exactly k records — the  parameter is
used instead, and a specific value of  does not correspond to any pre-defined
number of records.
The idea of coupling skyline and distances to relax the dominance relation
was used in the definition of thick skylines [51] to extract more records than
the ones in the skyline — this problem has also been addressed in [47, 74],
where additional skylines are computed if the skyline is too small.
A second popular option to relax the dominance relation consists in using
characteristics of the skyline itself. [20] introduced the concept of skyline
frequency as the percentage of subspaces where a skyline record is in the
subspace skyline. This approach does not consider diversity and does not
provide support for partial knowledge of the scoring function. A similar idea
is exploited to define k-dominant skylines [21], later extended in [109]. The
k-dominant skyline contains those records that are in the skyline of at least
one subspace of size k. Here, the parameter k is not used to constrain the
number of records.
In [135] the authors present algorithms for the top-k dominating queries
introduced in [90] and also studied in [55] for the case of streaming data. In
particular, they focus on how to return the k points dominating the highest
number of records. This approach is not stable and does not support partial
knowledge of the scoring function. Top-k can be also used in combination
with group by to further reduce the size of the skyline [75].
[126] recursively defines the significance of a record on the basis of how
many significant skyline records are dominated by it, where significance depends on the number of subspaces where the dominance holds. This approach,
called skyrank, does not consider diversity – on the contrary, records close to
a significant record are also likely to be significant.
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Maximizing diversity
Some works propose to compute sets of diverse records to provide a good
overview of the whole skyline. These methods do not focus on the significance
of the single record, but try to maximize the representativeness of the whole
result set. Also these approaches are based either on distances or on properties
of the skyline itself. The general concept of diversity has been subject of
several studies in the field of Information Retrieval, and [46] presents the
formal properties regarding the maximization of significance and diversity. A
survey of existing approaches – not related to skyline algorithms – can be found
in [82], while [15] presents an application of traditional skylines to multimedia
object retrieval. In the following we focus on skyline-specific approaches.
In [120] a method to minimize the distance between a non-representative
skyline record and its nearest representative is proposed. This approach does
not consider significance, does not account for partial knowledge of the scoring
function, and is not scale-invariant.
[69] proposes to identify k skyline records such that the number of records
dominated by them is maximized. This approach is not stable, does not
support partial knowledge of a scoring function and is not based on a notion
of significance.

Approaches based on (partial) user modelling
Some works have considered how to exploit partial knowledge of the record
scoring function. [88] assumes they can be described by linear utility functions
and focuses on the extraction of k representative records when these functions
are not known. The same authors developed a method based on step utility
functions [101]. These approaches do not consider the overall significance of
all representative records, [88] works only in absence of information about the
record scoring function and [101] needs a sample of preferences. [13] proposes
to infer missing scoring functions for some users by looking at other similar
users.
The idea of asking for user feedback to guide the computation of the skyline
is exploited in [10], which also discusses the option of retrieving diverse records,
in [72], where users are required to explicitely choose preferred records among
pairs of similar but incomparable ones, and in [62, 83, 84, 142] where user
feedback is used to elicit preferences. Finally, in [61, 63] users are required
to specify a partial order over data dimensions, so that some combinations of
them are first used to compute small skylines, and additional dimensions are
included only if more records are required.

Applications to specific data
Recently, the idea of computing representative or top-k skylines has been
applied to the discovery of Web services [112] and extended to the case of
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uncertain data [68, 140].

6.6

Concluding remarks

In this paper we considered the problem of selecting a small number of representative skyline records. We presented an objective function, capable of
taking both significance and diversity into account and applicable even given
only partial or no knowledge of user preferences. We proved the intractability
of the problem and introduced approximation methods to solve it efficiently.
Finally we compared our methods to state-of-the-art approaches on real and
synthetic data. Here we showed that our approach of exploiting both significance and diversity yields substantially higher quality representative skylines,
while being efficient even for large datasets.
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6.8

Proofs

Proof 8 (Proof of Proposition 1) To prove stability we simply notice that
div does not use non-skyline records in their definitions. To prove scaleinvariance we notice that in case of complete ignorance E(σ(p)) = 12 , and
δ(p, q) is not affected by attribute re-scaling because the actual values are not
used in its definition. Therefore, the value of the objective function does not
change after re-scaling.

Proof 9 (Proof of Proposition 2) We show that δ(r, t) + δ(t, s) ≥ δ(r, s).
This holds when t = r because δ(r, t)+δ(t, s) reduces to δ(r, r)+δ(r, s) = δ(r, s)
and δ(r, r) = 0. Similarly, it holds when t = s. When t 6= r, s we verify that
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for each dimension i we have:
|{o ∈ sky(R) | (r.i ≥ o.i ≥ s.i) ∨ (s.i ≥ o.i ≥ r.i)}|
≤
|sky(R)| − 1
|{o ∈ sky(R) | (r.i ≥ o.i ≥ t.i) ∨ (t.i ≥ o.i ≥ r.i)}|
+
≤
|sky(R)| − 1
|{o ∈ sky(R) | (t.i ≥ o.i ≥ s.i) ∨ (s.i ≥ o.i ≥ t.i)}|
+
|sky(R)| − 1
This is done by noting that if a record o belongs to the left hand side expression
it also belongs to at least one of the two sets in the right hand side expression.
Proof 10 (Proof of Proposition 3) In general, the expected value of a function
g where the probability density of x is f (x) is given by the integral
R
g(x)f (x)dx computed between −∞ and ∞. In the specific case of sigmoid
functions, having a probability density function for the thresholds (let us call
it f ) we can precisely write the expected value E(σ(r)) of the significance of
a record r as follows (in the following equations we omit the normalization
factor for simplicity)7 :
P

i∈[1,d]

R b.i
1
lim
−r.i+t.i f (t.i) dt.i
a.i→−∞,b.i→∞ a.i 1+e

d
Starting from this, we can compute the expected value according to our
actual knowledge. If we do not know anything about f we may use a uniform
probability distribution:
P

i∈[1,d]

R b.i

1
1
−r.i+t.i b.i−a.i
a.i→−∞,b.i→∞ a.i 1+e

lim

dt.i

d
and if we are able to further restrict the possible thresholds inside d intervals [a.i, b.i], i ∈ [1, d], we can express the expected significance as:
R b.i
1
1
i∈[1,d] a.i 1+e−r.i+t.i b.i−a.i

P

dt.i

d
1
This expression can be treated analytically: the terms b.i−a.i
do not de1
pend on r.i and the logistic function 1+e−x has indefinite integral ln(1 + ex ).
1
Therefore, we can move b.i−a.i
out of the integral and solve it by substituting
x = −t.i + r.i. We obtain:
1
i∈[1,d] b.i−a.i (− ln(1

P

+ e(r.i−b.i) ) + ln(1 + e(r.i−a.i) ))
d

7
Notice that our integration variable is t, i.e., the thresholds of which we do not know
the exact values
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Proof 11 (of Theorem 8) We want to prove that the problem in Definition 9, that we call here Rep-Skyline(R, k, λ, δ, σ), is NP-hard. For convenience, we repeat the definition of Rep-Skyline: Let R be a relation, k an
integer constant, λ a real number in [0, 1], δ a function assessing the diversity
of two records and σ a function assessing the significance of a record. We
notate the skyline of R as sky(R) and its subsets of size k as Pk (sky(R)). We
want to find:
λ

arg max
S∈Pk (sky(R))

X
r∈S

min δ(r, s) + (1 − λ)

s∈S\{r}

X

E(σ(r))

r∈S

To prove NP-hardness, we provide a polynomial time reduction of the problem known as Remote-Pseudoforest(R, k, δ) to RepSkyline. The Remote-Pseudoforest
problem is the following: Let R be a set of d-dimensional points, δ be a distance function and Pk (R) indicate the set of subsets of R of size k. We want
to find:
X
arg max
min δ(r, s)
S∈Pk (R) r∈S s∈S\{r}

The Remote-Pseudoforest problem has been proven to be NP-complete [23].
To solve Remote-Pseudoforest(R, k, δ), first we map R into a new set
0
R where for every d-dimensional record x = hx1 , . . . , xd i in R we have a
2d-dimensional record x0 = hx1 , . . . , xd , −x1 , . . . , −xd i in R0 . We also define
0
0
a new distance function δ : R0 → [0, 1] such that δ (x0 ) = δ(x), i.e., δ is
computed on the first d dimensions of x0 . This transformation guarantees that
all points in R0 are in the 2d-dimensional skyline and preserves the distance
between all pairs of points x, y before and after the transformation (δ(x, y) =
0
δ (x0 , y 0 )).
Now we can solve the problem of Remote-Pseudoforest(R, k, δ) by solving
0
Rep-Skyline(R0 , k, 1, δ , 0)8 and mapping the result of Rep-Skyline back to
the d-dimensional space. In fact, if we set the values R0 , 1, γ, δ and 0 in the
Rep-Skyline we obtain:
arg max
S∈Pk

(sky(R0 ))

X
r∈S

0

min δ (r, s)

s∈S\{r}

where sky(R0 ) = R0 .
As a result, as we are solving Remote-Pseudoforest by calling Rep-Skyline
as a sub-procedure and only applying a transformation of the input that is linear on the number of records and dimensions, we can state that Remote-Pseudoforest
is not more difficult (≤p ) than Rep-Skyline. Because Remote-Pseudoforest
is NP-complete, we can conclude that Rep-Skyline is an NP-hard problem.

8
0 indicates the null function, returning 0 for all input, but any significance function can
be used because with λ = 1 its contribution to the sum is 0
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Figure 6.15: Efficiency and quality results for increasing datasize (k = 10,
d = 10, λ = 0.5)
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Chapter 7

CrowdFilter:
Semi-Automated
Multi-Criteria Filtering in the
Open World
Abstract

Multi-criteria filtering of mixed open/closed-world data is a timeconsuming task, requiring significant manual effort when latent openworld attributes are present.
In this work we introduce a novel open-world filtering framework
CrowdFilter, enabling automatic UI generation and label elicitation
for complex multi-criteria search problems through crowdsourcing. The
CrowdFilter system is capable of supporting both criteria-level labels
and n-gram rationales, capturing the human decision making process
behind each filtering choice.
Using the data provided through CrowdFilter we also introduce
a novel multi-criteria active learning method; capable of incorporating
labels and n-gram rationales per inclusion criteria, and thus capable of
determining both clear includes/excludes, as well as complex borderline
cases. By incorporating the active learning approach into the elicitation
process of CrowdFilter, we are able to significantly limit the number
of crowd annotations needed to produce a high quality multi-criteria
filtering.

7.1

Introduction

Data sources have increased significantly in their size, availability, richness
and dynamics over the past decade. Never before have users had so much
information readily available. This motivates the need for new approaches to
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navigating such data, and more specifically for filtering corpora to identify
instances that possess a set of sought after data attributes.
Due to this deluge of data, users often spend a huge amount of time wading
through search results to find specific information of interest. This is further
exacerbated by the inherent closed-world assumption behind data sources (i.e.,
that all relevant criteria are modeled as attributes) meaning that attributes
of interest to a specific user in the open-world may not be modeled in the
data (i.e. a latent attribute), making it impossible to filter data automatically
as a function of such attributes. For example, searching for houses with 2
bathrooms is trivial; searching for houses with a green front lawn, however,
requires manually perusing all house listings.
These issues compound further when considering multi-criteria searches,
as in inclusion criteria described by more than one requirement or concept.
For example, pictures of cats may be easy to find, but less so for pictures of
brown cats with fluffy fur and a sad expression. In general, finding objects that
exhibit specific latent/non-latent attribute combinations and relations is difficult regardless of the medium (e.g., text documents, images) and completely
modeling all potential latent attributes in the closed-world is infeasible.
At current, to accomplish a complete filtering for a set of criteria on mixed
latent/non-latent attributes, users must: (1) Issue one or more initial searches
to construct a set of potential candidate instances (e.g., by using modeled
attributes, constraints, unstructured keywords/patterns, categories etc.). (2)
Manually screen these results (candidate instances), keeping only those satisfying all search criteria and filtering out the rest.
For some complex tasks, step (2) may even involve several complete filtering passes evaluating different attributes. For example, consider the literature
identification step of systematic reviews performed to support Evidence-Based
Medicine [52, 85, 130]. Such reviews aim to inform clinical practice by summarizing the entirety of the published evidence relevant to a specific clinical query.
To conduct a systematic review, medical researchers issue a broad literature
search through a citation search engine (e.g., PubMed), retrieving thousands
of potentially relevant articles. This initial search is intentionally designed to
maximize sensitivity, because it is important that reviews are exhaustive, i.e.,
do not overlook relevant evidence. Reviewers must then manually determine
whether each article satisfies a set of non-trivial, clinically salient inclusion
criteria, first by only reading the abstract to filter out clear false positives
and subsequently by reading the full articles of the remaining potentially relevant articles. In total, likely only 5 − 10% of the initial set of articles will
have abstracts that imply relevance for the systematic review and even fewer
(0.5 − 4%) will satisfy the inclusion criteria when the full text is read. Thus
having experts manually peruse all articles is very laborious.
Existing techniques from information retrieval and machine learning can
alleviate some of this manual work. Take, for example, active learning [4]
and active dual supervision [96] for text classification. Such techniques rely
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on continuous human instance and/or feature labeling of selectively chosen
instances, in order to quickly train a classifier with limited training data. As
a person filters candidate results in step (2), we can treat their classifications
as training data and naively train a classifier to filter some candidate results
automatically. However, while applicable, existing approaches are ill-suited for
the scenario of multi-criteria filtering and imprecise annotators (e.g., a crowd),
since multi-criteria filtering usually means significant class imbalance (i.e., a
small fraction of includes) and real human annotators are fallible, leading
to hasty classifier generalizations and poor performance for standard active
selection strategies (e.g., uncertainty sampling).
In this paper, we propose a novel human/machine hybrid approach to
filtering instances with respect to multiple criteria. Specifically, we propose
soliciting labels for each criterion from the crowd along with rationales capturing the pattern that led the crowd-worker to her label; effectively modeling the
collective decision-making process of crowd annotators. Using these criterialevel labels and rationales, we train a classifier for each criterion and use their
combined predictive power to automatically categorize crowd-unseen instances
with respect to each criterion, thus enabling automated filtering after a limited
amount of manual work.
Few existing approaches have studied the utilization of rationales from the
crowd in semi-automated filtering and none have considered the implications
of multiple criteria, nor integrated the rationales gathered into the active
selection strategy. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to study
efficient multi-criteria human/machine hybrid filtering through the crowd.
After presenting the problem and some background concepts in Section 7.2,
we make the following contributions.
• We introduce an extensible multi-criteria filtering framework CrowdFilter,
enabling efficient auto-generation of complex multi-criteria filtering tasks
for crowdsourcing, with both criteria label and rationale solicitation.
(Section 7.3)
• We introduce an interactive, semi-supervised learning approach, exploiting instance labels from crowd-workers and the rationales for their decisions regarding each of the criterion of interest. (Section 7.4)
• We propose a number of optimizations, including heuristics for choosing
rationales; techniques for UI-based collaborative filtering; and the active
selection strategy Confirmation Sampling incorporating both criterialevel labels, document-level labels and human rationales. (Section 7.5)
Finally we present preliminary experimental results and future work in
Section 7.6, followed by a discussion of related work in Section 7.7.
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D
C
W
L
DL
wj (di )
w(di )
w(ciz )
lC (di )
lC (ciz )
wj ({rzi })
w({rzi })
Rz
Rz+
Rz−
lT (di )
lT (ciz )

Multi-Criteria Labeling notation
A corpus of documents, {d1 , . . . , dn }.
A set of criteria, {c1 , . . . , ck }.
A set of workers, {w1 , . . . , wm }.
The set of all worker labels for D.
The subset of D currently labeled by the crowd.
The set of worker wj ’s label decisions for di , in the
form of k labels wj (ciz ) ∈ {0, 1}.
The set of all worker label decisions for di .
The set of all worker labels on ciz for di .
The crowd-determined document-level label.
The crowd-determined criteria-level label.
The set of rationales chosen by worker wj for wj (ciz ).
The set of all worker rationales on ciz
The set of rationales over all di ∈ D for criteria cz .
The set of positive rationales in Rz .
The set of negative rationales in Rz .
Performance Measure notation
Ground truth label on di .
Ground truth label on ciz .

tpC , tnC

True positives/negatives induced by the crowd.

f pC , f nC

False positives/negatives induced by the crowd.

tpP , tnP

True positives/negatives induced by the classifier.

f pP , f nP

False positives/negatives induced by the classifier.
Table 7.1: Notation

7.2

Multi-criteria filtering with the crowd

In this section we formally define our problem as well introduce the relevant
background concepts.

The Impact of the Open World
The closed-world assumption in databases stipulates that any influential decision factor is modeled in the underlying data and that all other factors are
of no concern. For example, a closed-world housing database includes all attributes a user might want to filter through and no values are missing in the
model.
In contrast, the open-world assumption, exemplified in Figure 7.1, assumes
that the closed-world only represents part of the factors on which a user makes
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decisions. In an open-world we have several potential sources of missing data:
(1) Rows may be missing known unknown values for individual attributes, for
example, Price ($) in Figure 7.1 for 5 Oak St.. The term known unknown
refers to the closed-world model being aware that the value is unknown, e.g.,
if the source used is incomplete. (2) Entire unknown unknown rows may be
missing, where unknown unknown refers to the closed-world’s inability to infer
directly that a missing row exists. (3) Entire unknown unknown attributes may
be unknown or ignored in the closed-world model despite the user being aware
of them, e.g., Property taxes and whether the house has a green front lawn.
(4) Finally, a subset of the unknown unknown attributes in the open-world
may in fact be latent attributes, where a user wants to filter through those
attributes, but they do not exist in the closed-world model. I.e., in this case
Green front lawn and Curve appeal Figure 7.1.
Missing data in the open-world can severely limit the usefulness of many
query processing and data mining techniques. Take for example multi-criteria
filtering. Assume a user wants houses with at least 3 rooms, built after 2001,
for no more than $400,000, with a green front lawn and with no more than
$2000 in annual property taxes. Such a user could use closed-world semantics
to eliminate 1 Maple St, since it’s built before 2001, and 6 Elm St, because
it only has 2 rooms. However the user is not able to eliminate 18 Birch St
or 5 Oak St. since they satisfy all criteria on the closed-world attributes
and the open-world ones are unknown, thus requiring manual filtering for all
remaining latent attributes and known unknowns. On top of this, the user
may be missing certain unknown unknown homes matching the criteria, simply
because the database does not contain information about those homes.
Known unknowns have been extensively studied over the past decades
as uncertain and incomplete data, while the extent and impact of unknown
unknowns has only recently been studied and quantified with respect to aggregate queries [30]. In this work we focus on the adaption to latent attributes
in order to facilitate semi-automated filtering for multi-criteria filtering tasks
using the crowd. All data is assumed to be free of both known and unknown
Latent attributes

Known unknown
House

# rooms

# bathrooms

Year built

Price ($)

6 Elm St.

2

1

2005

240,000

18 Birch St

4

2

2007

300,000

5 Oak St.

5

3

2011

1 Maple St.

4

1

1975

Property taxes

Green front lawn

Curve appeal

220,000
Unknown
unknowns
(rows)

Unknown unknowns (attributes)

Figure 7.1: Missing data in the open world.
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unknowns. If not free of such issues, existing approaches can be utilized before
applying our methods.
While we utilize a crowdsourcing approach to facilitate annotation in this
work, the use of crowdsourcing is mainly for practical reasons; any alternative
human annotation medium could be adopted instead.

Problem Setting & Notation
In this section, we introduce the relevant notation and definitions needed to
fully grasp the contributions in Sections 7.3–7.5. The full notation is summarized in Table 7.1
Multi-criteria Crowd Labeling
Given a corpus of documents D = {d1 , . . . , dn }, a set of criteria C = {c1 , . . . , ck }
and a set of workers W = {w1 , . . . , wm }, a multi-criteria filtering decision by
worker wj on document di is denoted:
wj (di ) = {wj (ci1 ), . . . wj (cik )}
where wj (ciz ) refers to the label determined by worker wj for criteria cz on
document di . For the sake of simplicity, we assume each label is binary, i.e.,
wj (ciz ) ∈ {0, 1}, although the methodology could be easily extended to multiclass labeling. Individual criteria can also be unlabeled, i.e. wj (ciz ) = ∅.
We denote the collection of all worker labels on document di and criteria
i
cz respectively as:
w(di ) = {wj (di ) | wj (di ) 6= ∅}

(7.1)

w(ciz ) = {wj (ciz ) | wj (di ) ∈ w(di ) }

(7.2)

And the collection of all worker labels:
L=

n

w(d1 ) , . . . , w(dn )

o

Note that Equation 7.2 includes empty answers, i.e., wj (ciz ) = ∅, as part of
the collection of answers, while Equation 7.1 does not. This is important
because a lack of a worker-provided criteria-level label may mean the criteria
is irrelevant for document di , but it may also mean the actual label can be
inferred through other means, e.g., if the label on cz can be inferred by the
label given to cz−1 , thus not requiring the worker to explicitly provide it. This
will depend on the specific filtering problem.
Given the crowd labels in L, the resulting multi-criteria filtering label as
determined by the crowd for document di is:
!

lC (di ) = δ

lC (ci1 ), . . . , lC (cik )
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Where δ is a document-level inference function taking the results of each
criteria-level label into account. Each criteria-level label is then determined
as follows:


lC (ciz ) = χ w(ciz )



Where χ is a criteria-level inference function taking several, potentially noisy
and conflicting, worker labels into account. Both the χ and δ function will be
covered in more detail in Section 7.3.
The collection of documents for which a labeling decision lC (di ) exists is
then denoted:
DL = {di ∈ D | lC (di ) 6= ∅}
where DL ⊆ D.
Worker Rationales
As mentioned in the introduction, we do not simply rely on criteria and
document-level labels, but instead also ask the worker to provide rationales
for each of their filtering decisions. For the purposes of this work we focus on
text-based rationales, although other sources of rationales are possible, e.g.,
highlighting areas of an image as a rationale. Extending our approach to such
alternative mediums is left for future work.
A rationale rzi is an n-gram, chosen by the worker as one of the keywords
or keyphrases that made them conclude their criteria-label for ciz . The set of
all rationales chosen by worker wj when labeling criteria ciz is denoted
wj ({rzi })

(7.3)

where each rzi ⊆ di , i.e. the keywords and keyphrases exist, as is, in di .
Note that Equation 7.3 describes a set of rationales per criteria, rather than a
single rationale. Thus for any criteria ciz on document di , the set of rationales
can be any portion of the document, i.e., 0 ≤ {rzi } ≤ |di |.
Mimicking the notation in Section 7.2 the set of all worker rationales on
criteria ciz is then:
n

w({rzi }) = wj ({rzi }) | wj (di ) ∈ w(di ) , wj (ciz ) 6= ∅
and the set of all rationales for criteria cz over all documents is:
Rz =

n
[
i=1

w({rzi })

o
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Finally, since we require workers to provide rationales that are indicative of
their labeling decisions, we define positive and negative subsets of Rz , denoting
the set of positive (negative) rationales on criteria cz respectively.
n

o

n

o

Rz+ = rzi ∈ Rz | ∃wj ∈ W : wj (ciz ) = 1
Rz− = rzi ∈ Rz | ∃wj ∈ W : wj (ciz ) = 0

Hence, rationales in Rz+ can be said to indicate lC (ciz ) = 1, while rationales
in Rz− indicate lC (ciz ) = 0 for criterion cz in document di .
Label & Prediction Accuracy
We define lT (di ) and lT (ciz ) as the true labels of document di and criterion ciz
relative to the multi-criteria filtering problem.
We denote tpC , tnC , f pC , f nC as the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives, respectively, induced as a result of
the crowd labeling:
X

tpC =

[lC (di ) = lT (di ) = 1]

di inD

tnC =

X

[lC (di ) = lT (di ) = 0]

di inD

f pC =

X

[lC (di ) 6= lT (di ) ∧ lT (di ) = 0]

di inD

f nC =

X

[lC (di ) 6= lT (di ) ∧ lT (di ) = 1]

di inD

and equivalently tpP , tnP , f pP , f nP as the number of true positives, true
negatives, false positives and false negatives, induced by the predicted labels
lP (di ) and lP (ciz ) using some classifier.
The distinction between crowd label accuracy and prediction accuracy
is important, since unlike the annotators in most existing works, the crowd
annotator is not infallible and can induce false negatives and positives.

Performance Evaluation
The goal of any filtering is to achieve no false positives and no false negatives.
However, for crowd-provided and classifier-predicted labels, this is often infeasible in practice. Instead we rely on a performance measure to capture the
quality of our filtering relative to the ground truth labels.
There are a number of existing measures for performance evaluation of
class imbalanced annotation and prediction (e.g., the F2-measure), however
none of these consider a scenario with both noisy annotation and noisy prediction, and most do not provide flexibility with regards to varying focus on
reducing the manual filtering burden and ensuring a low false negative rate.
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As a result, we create an extension of the Utilityβ measure, introduced
in [130]. The Utilityβ measure strongly penalizes misclassifications of the
minority class, while aiming to reduce the annotation burden. It is defined
through the concepts of yield and burden, introduced in [129]:
tpC + tpP
tpC + f nP + tpP
tpC + tnC + tpP + f pP
burden =
n
yield =

These two measures roughly correspond to sensitivity and specificity, except burden is a negative measure (and thus should be minimized) and they
both take annotator effort into account, by incorporating the number of true
positives and true negatives provided by the annotator. The Utilityβ measure [130] is defined as:
Utilityβ =

β · yield + (1 − burden)
β+1

Note, that this is a partly adaptive measure since by setting, e.g., β = 19,
we penalize misclassifications of the minority class 19 times harder than the
majority class.
While suitable as a performance measure with expert annotators, the
Utilityβ measure does not consider the possibility of an annotator misclassifying a document, nor does it adapt to a situation where limiting the annotation burden is more important than correctly classifying all of the minority
class. To address these concerns, we introduce two new performance measures,
Regretλ and CrowdRegretλ , both based on Utilityβ .
Regretλ = 1 − λ · yield + (1 − λ) · (1 − burden)



CrowdRegretλ = 1 − λ · yieldC + (1 − λ) · (1 − burdenC )



The Regretλ measure roughly corresponds to a negated version of Utilityβ ,
except it allows a more flexible re-prioritization based on whether high yield
or low burden is most important. Instead of a scalar factor β, the parameter
λ is a unit interval, such that β = 19 for Utilityβ roughly corresponds to
λ = 0.95 for Regretλ .
The CrowdRegretλ measure is equivalent to Regretλ , except it utilizes
different yield and burden definitions, taking the fallible crowd into account.
tpC + tpP
tpC + f nP + f nC + tpP
tpC + tnC + f nC + tpP + f pP + f pC
burdenC =
n
yieldC =
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Hence with CrowdRegretλ , requesting extra crowd labels may actually
simultaneously reduce yield and increase burden, because the crowd-annotator
could be wrong.
Whether one should evaluate performance based on Regretλ or CrowdRegretλ
depends on the specific filtering problem. The CrowdRegretλ measure represents the most accurate view of result quality compared to an optimum oracle
producing true labels, however in many cases there is no alternative to using
the crowd as annotators. Hence the crowd labels become the optimum quality
achievable and Regretλ represents a measure of how close a prediction is to
that optimum.

Problem Statement
Given the concepts introduced above, the problem we study in this work is as
follows.
Problem Statement (Semi-Automated Multi-Criteria Filtering).
Given D, C, W , and a predictor trained on DL , request criteria-level labels
and n-gram rationales from workers in W , for all k criteria in some di ∈ D,
such that CrowdRegretλ or Regretλ is minimized, while |DL | < |D|.

7.3

The CrowdFilter System

In this section we introduce the CrowdFilter system; an extensible multicriteria filtering framework, enabling efficient auto-generation of complex multicriteria filtering tasks for crowdsourcing.

Framework Architecture
The CrowdFilter system is a framework that enables developers to describe
their multi-criteria filtering problem through a simple experiment configuration. With such a configuration, the system generates a complete interactive
UI for use on Amazon Mechanical Turk or for manual annotation locally, e.g.,
with domain experts. The framework is illustrated in Figure 7.2.
Given a multi-criteria filtering problem over a set of criteria C, the developer is instructed to construct pattern matching or information extraction
questions matching the individual criteria. Consider once again the issue of
filtering houses based on closed-world and latent attributes, introduced in
Section 7.2. In this case one possible inclusion criteria could be whether the
house has a south-facing patio. Such a criteria is not determinable through
closed-world data, however every realtor in the world will make it determinable
through reading the sales description. Thus a pattern matching question to
match this criterion could be: Does the sales description imply the house has
a south-facing patio?, which (1) would be determinable by the crowd for each
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Experiment Configuration

Multi-criteria filtering problem
decomposed into k questions.
(Pattern matching / Information
extraction questions incl. types,
rationales, dependencies and any
supporting definitions)

Experimental parameters
(Database information,
organizational details, qualification
tests, hidden control tests, fault
tolerances etc.)

Auto-generated Interactive
CrowdFilter UI

Amazon Mechanical Turk (or Manual Annotation)

Figure 7.2: The CrowdFilter framework

house, (2) could be documented with n-gram rationales indicating inclusion
(e.g. patio, south, sun-soaked patio, roof-top patio, afternoon sun etc.), and
(3) could be used as training input for a classifier.
Other questions could include information extraction questions asking for
numerical or textual data, e.g., How many parking spaces does the lot have?,
What are the amenities of the property? or What material are the windows
made of?. In some cases this information will be usable for automatic filtering
(e.g., amenities) and in others it will simply compliment the filtering by enriching the closed-world model and thus enabling partial ranking of included
alternatives later on, e.g., houses with any number of parking spaces may be
acceptable, but those with more than one could be preferred.
Upon creation of a set of k questions matching the multiple inclusion
criteria, the developer decides the accepted answer types for each question;
decides whether to require rationales for each question; includes any definitions
or restrictions for complex questions; and documents any dependencies, e.g.,
if one question asks if a house has a pool and the next asks what size it is, the
second question becomes irrelevant if the answer to the first was No.
Dependencies are ideal for annotation with high-efficiency/low-cost demands, since the CrowdFilter system will encode this information into the
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Figure 7.3: Filtering New York crime stories using CrowdFilter (Screenshot)
interface and automatically skip the dependent question, if a negative answer was provided. As a result, multi-criteria filtering problems with strict
AND inclusion between criteria can use this to enable Short-cut evaluation, i.e.,
evaluation where a document is eliminated upon determining any non-satisfied
criterion.
Finally, the developer provides a set of experimental parameters including
such things as the experiment title, organizational details, logos, database
connection, required qualification tests, hidden control tests, fault tolerance
on tests, etc. A screenshot of a generated CrowdFilter interface is shown in
Figure 7.3; here for a case of filtering news stories on crime in New York City.
The source code for the CrowdFilter framework, including example configurations, is available at https://github.com/illio/CrowdFilter.

Annotation with the CrowdFilter UI
For each HIT or manual annotation with CrowdFilter, some document di ∈ D
is shown to the worker, along with the set of k questions. Question 1 is displayed initially, while the others are collapsed/minimized in the interface (so
as to avoid cognitive overload). As the worker answers each question in order, she may be instructed to click the keywords or keyphrases (i.e., n-grams)
that led her to conclude each answer; thus documenting not only her filtering
choices but also the reasoning behind those choices. Clicking on any keyword
highlights it with a color corresponding to the current question. Clicking adjacent keywords creates a keyphrase and clicking a keyphrase decomposes it into
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Freddie Gibbs alleges he was target of shooting outside
Rough Trade NYC
Freddie Gibbs claims to have been the target of a shooting outside of Rough
Trade NYC early on Tuesday morning. An unidentified man reportedly fired into
Gibbs’ car, wounding two men understood to be members of his entourage.
“They tried to kill Tupac [and] they tried to kill me,” Gibbs told the New York
Post. “But I’m still alive.” Asked why he had been targeted, the 32-year-old said
it was because “I’m Freddie Gibbs”.
The incident took place in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, just after Gibbs’ appearance
at the Rough Trade music shop and venue. As the rapper and his crew
departed in a black GMC Denali, a gunman in a dark hoodie reportedly ran up
alongside and fired several shots into the vehicle. According to reports, Gibbs
jumped out the other side and ran back to Rough Trade; his assailant also fled.
Two victims were apparently taken to hospital: one with a gunshot to his hand,
the other with an injury to his leg. Both are expected to recover.
According to police investigators, the shooter can be seen in CCTV footage
from the earlier Rough Trade event. He was allegedly hanging around Gibbs
and his group, trying to seem as if he knew them. There was even a moment
inside the building when the attacker was standing directly beside Gibbs.
Interviewed by officers, Gibbs said he didn’t recognise the gunman or another
man, thought to be his partner.
“#StillLivin,” Gibbs tweeted later in the day. “I’m good ... I didn’t get shot.”
A king of mixtapes and a celebrated member of the contemporary rap
underground, Gibbs has collaborated with artists such as Young Thug, Danny
Brown and Raekwon. His first studio album, 2013’s ESGN, reached No 17 on
the US rap chart, while a recent team-up with Madlib, Piñata, peaked at No 7.

Q1: Yes

Q2: Yes

Q3: No

Q4: No

Figure 7.4: Annotation Example - Filtering New York crime stories

independent keywords again. For certain questions, rationale selection may
be disabled (e.g., for information extraction questions) and for some questions
the provided answer may disable later questions due to dependencies. When
the worker has answered all non-disabled questions, she submits her work and
is presented with the next document. If, upon submission, questions that expected rationale selection do not have selected rationales, the worker is asked
to provide a reason. This requires either a free-text answer or pressing a
checkbox saying The lack of keywords/keyphrases is indicative of my answer;
which can often occur for No answers.
Consider again the New York crime stories filtering task shown in Figure 7.3. The questions posed there are:
(1) Does the story pertain to specific events in New York City?
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(2) Does the story describe one or more specific shootings?
(3) Does the story imply any of the involved parties were under 21?
(4) Does the story imply there were any fatalities among involved parties?
These questions correspond to a multi-criteria filtering problem of determining news stories about fatal shootings in New York City involving kids;
either as an assailant, victim, or innocent bystander.
Figure 7.4 shows a real news story from this dataset, including the answers
to each question and a set of possible rationales for each answer (color-coded as
in the CrowdFilter UI). The story describes an alleged incident in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, which is in New York City; hence the selected rationales and
the Yes answer to question 1. The incident in question is an alleged shooting,
hence the Yes answer to question 2 and the various rationales indicating that
answer. Finally, the answers to questions 3 and 4 are both No since the story
does not involve anyone under the age of 21 and there were no fatalities; only
injuries.
Notice that all occurrences of a rationale are highlighted in Figure 7.4. This
is default behaviour in CrowdFilter, where it treats the rationale as an n-gram
independent of context. Alternative rationale settings are unigram selection
(i.e., each keyword is independent) and contextual selection, returning both
the n-gram selected and its position in the document.
Benefits of Decomposition
The example shown in Figure 7.4 is typical for the type of documents one
must filter when searching based on a mixture of closed-world attributes and
keywords approximating latent attributes. Some of the inclusion criteria are
satisfied, yet when fully annotated only 2/4 questions indicate relevance. Presumably the document was included in the initial search results due to truly
relevant keywords for questions 1 and 2, while the name Young Thug likely
indicated relevance for question 3 and the word kill indicated relevance for
question 4.
A case like this highlights the benefits of decomposing multi-criteria filtering tasks, rather than using only a single label for the full set of inclusion
criteria. Apart from the obvious benefit of reducing cognitive load for annotators, decomposing the inclusion criteria enables us to better document
borderline cases. A single document-level label will determine this document
irrelevant, while our decomposed criteria-level labels will indicate relevance on
two criteria, but irrelevance overall. This is crucial, since only telling a classifier that this document is irrelevant is equivalent to telling it documents with
words like shooting, shooter, NYC, Brooklyn, gunman, etc., are more likely to
be irrelevant in a search for crime stories about shootings in New York. Instead, by decomposing the inclusion criteria, we enable one classifier to learn
this document is about events in New York, while another learns that this
document is not a story about a fatality. Their combination thus becomes
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the learner on the full inclusion criteria, capable of understanding both full
inclusions and borderline cases.
Another issue with a single-label strategy is that it is ill-suited for rationales. Consider again the example in Figure 7.4. If the 4 questions were
instead represented by one big set of inclusion criteria and the question Does
the story satisfy the inclusion criteria noted above?; how would the annotator choose rationales in this case? She is not able to choose the same set
of rationales, because now these would contradict the single label given. Instead she is forced to only report the small subset of rationales that are truly
indicate of irrelevance. In this case 32-year-old, expected to recover and possibly wounding; thus missing an opportunity to use an irrelevant document to
better predict relevant ones.
Section 7.4 provides further details on how to utilize criteria-level labels
and rationales from CrowdFilter for active learning.

Criteria & Document-level Label Inference
Since annotators provide multiple, possibly inconsistent, criteria-level labels
for each document, we introduced the χ and δ functions respectively for criteria
and document-level label inference in Section 7.2.
The determination of the χ and δ functions ultimately depends on the
specific filtering problem, since some problems will require a focus on reducing
the manual filtering burden, while others focus on the minimization of false
negatives.
The most standard approach to determining worker quality and inferring
labels is the Dawid&Skeene approach [33], with which the criteria-level label
lC (ciz ) could be determined. Since no existing works have considered multicriteria filtering with criteria-level labels, no dedicated approach to determining the document-level label lC (di ) exists. However two straightforward
general options include a majority-based label inference and a consensus-based
label inference (i.e., lC (di ) = 1 iff @ lC (ciz ) = 0)
In general, label inference is a well-studied problem in crowdsourcing (e.g.,
[33, 35, 108]) and is orthogonal to the problems considered in this work.
Also, as we will show in Section 7.4, we largely avoid the issue of choosing the right χ and δ functions, as our active learning approach enables the
classifier to do it for us.

Quality Controls
Apart from the criteria and document-level label inference functions, concerns
about malicious and low-quality workers is a reality of crowdsourcing that
must be addressed.
In the CrowdFilter system, we support two forms of quality control: Qualifications Tests and Hidden Control Tests.
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Qualification Tests are a well-known Amazon Mechanical Turk mechanism,
allowing you to subject potential workers to an unpaid test, before they are
allowed to do any work on your actual HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks).
While natively supported on Amazon Mechanical Turk, their built-in test
formulations are too restrictive. Instead we enable the developer to define a
set of qualification test configurations, such that the worker can be subjected
to several different CrowdFilter problems. As a standard set of tests we have
multi-criteria filtering problems on movies, literature, news, movie reviews and
scientific text. These are included on the CrowdFilter repository.
Hidden control tests, or "honeypots", are another commonly used form of
quality control. A hidden control test is a document for which all criteria
labels are known, such that a correctness score can be computed based on
the crowd answers. The CrowdFilter system supports such tests and allows
the developer to seamlessly inject them into normal HITs with some predefined probability. If the worker fails the hidden control test, the CrowdFilter
system can be set to inform workers of their failure and provide information
on what the correct answers were and why they were correct. If the worker
fails too many tests, compared to some predefined fault-tolerance per worker,
the system enables automatic blocking of said worker and re-issuing of any
completed HITs. For each hidden control test shown, the system also re-issues
that HIT, so as to ensure the predefined replication factor is achieved for each
document.

7.4

Learning with CrowdFilter

In this section we discuss how to use CrowdFilter with Active Learning and
present models specifically tailored for learning based on criteria-level labels
rather than document-level labels.
Given a set of documents D and a set of labeled documents thus far DL , we
define the pool of crowd-unseen documents as U = D \ DL . Each iteration of
the active learning process has the following steps: (1) Select a document di ∈
U based on an active selection strategy utilizing current classifier predictions
(discussed in Section 7.5); (2) Get one or more workers in W to provide
criteria-level labels w(ciz ) and rationales w({rzi }) for di . (3) Re-train the
underlying classifier and produce new predictions. (4) Repeat steps 1-3 until
satisfied with current predictions or U is depleted.
Notice that the AL process we envision is a finite pool active learning process [130], where the universe of possible instances is limited to D. This means
that, unlike many existing approaches, we are not primarily concerned with
building generalizable discriminative models, capable of accurately predicting
an infinite universe of instances similar to those in D; we primarily care about
accurately labeling crowd-unseen instances in U , hence viewing the classifier
as a means to an end, rather than the goal in itself.
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For step 4 above, quantifying when predictions are satisfying is not a trivial
problem, however stopping conditions for active learning have been proposed
(e.g., [125, 143]).
For performance reasons, steps 1 and 2 in active learning may often process
more than one document (i.e., a batch) before a re-training is initiated. This
can be a beneficial strategy, e.g., when re-training requires more computation
time than it takes for the next annotation to arrive.
For our case specifically, a limited amount of batching also enables us to
utilize rationales more efficiently, as we will discuss in Section 7.5.

Learning-Based Criteria-Level Label Inference
As we mentioned in Section 7.3, given our use of classification with CrowdFilter
we avoid setting explicit criteria-level and document-level label inference functions χ and δ, and can instead rely on the classifier to do the inference for
us.
Specifically, for criteria ciz and document di we can produce training examples for each individual worker:
n

ciz , wj (ciz ) | wj (di ) 6= ∅


o

n

di , lC (di ) | wj (di ) 6= ∅



o

where lC (di ) = 1 iff ∀cz ∈ C : wj (ciz ) = 1 for worker wj .
Hence, given a replication factor of three, we get three, potentially inconsistent, training examples per criteria or document. When given to the
classifier as training input, it then determines a weighting of these examples
based on its confidence in them (e.g., based on worker quality estimates from
Dawid&Skeene [33]).

Incorporating Rationales
To incorporate rationales into classification, we use the Annotator Rationales
framework proposed by Zaidan et al. [137].
This approach entails constructing contrast examples of all documents containing each provided rationale by copying the original example and removing all occurrences of the rationales. These pseudo-instances are then added
to the training data. The intuition is that the model ought to classify the
pseudo-instances (which do not contain the text marked as supporting the
classification decision) as less positive (or negative) than the corresponding
original instance, which does contain the rationales.
Operationally, this can be realized by augmenting the objective function
being minimized with an additional component corresponding to the rationales
pseudo-instances. Specifically, we follow prior work [137] and augment the
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objective of a regularized linear model. Specifically, consider as a starting
point the following standard objective:
|DL |
X
1
argmin kwk2 + C
w(cz ) 2
i=1

X

L(w(cz ) · di , y)

(7.4)

y∈ w(ciz )

Where L is the loss function (e.g., hinge- or log-loss) and we are minimizing
over one specific criterion cz to identify a corresponding weight vector w(cz ) .1
C is a hyper-parameter trading regularization strength against loss minimization. We assume that y ∈ {−1, +1}, and convert any 0 entries in w(ciz )
accordingly.
The annotator rationales extension introduces an additional term into the
objective that considers the scalar of the weight vector and psuedo-instances,
i.e.:
w(cz ) · (ciz − vij )
We associate with these instances an additional hyper-parameter C2 which
encodes the emphasis to be placed on classifying positive (negative) examples
sans rationales as negative (positive) instances. This gives rise to the following
objective:
|DL |
X
1
argmin kwk2 +
w(cz ) 2
i=1

C2

X

{C1 · L(w(cz ) · di , y)+

y∈ w(ciz )

X

·L(w

(cz )

(7.5)
· (di − vij ), −1 · y)}

j∈rci z

Where rci z denotes the set of rationales provided for instance i and criterion cz .
Note that in the second term, we ‘flip’ the label because if, e.g., y is positive
(1), then we should classify the instance as negative (-1) when stripped of the
supporting rationale(s) provided.
In practice, we use the log-loss and find an approximate minimization of
the above objective using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). We perform a
coarse grid search over the hyper-parameters C1 and C2 , maximizing for an
appropriate metric.
We know from related work that using rationales in learning can be beneficial, especially for early-stage learning where there is only a limited training
set available [37, 104]. Incorporating rationales not only increases accuracy, it
also limits the amount of training data needed and enables dual verification of
predictions, e.g., in active selection strategies and with collaborative filtering
(see Section 7.5)
1

Here we elide the bias term, tacitly assuming it is within w(cz ) .
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Figure 7.5: CF-Stacked classifiers

CF-Stacked
In order to incorporate criteria-level labels into learning and produce a classifier capable of detecting both full includes and borderline cases; we introduce
the general stacked classifier approach CF-Stacked.
The basic CF-Stacked learning process is illustrated in Figure 7.5a. By
using the criteria-level labels and rationales (if provided), we train k classifiers
matching each of the k questions approximating C (or the subset on which
one can train a text classifier). Using these k classifiers we now predict training document di ’s probability of inclusion for each criterion, forming a k-sized
feature vector and adding a concatenated interaction feature as the (k + 1)th
element. The purpose of the interaction feature is to inform the classifier of
the connection between the individual criteria, in representing the full concept
being learned. This feature vector is then replicated for each worker anno-
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tating di , along with the per-worker derived label discussed in Section 7.4.
Together these replicated feature vectors become the training input for the
top-level stacked classifier for document di , enabling it to adapt to worker
quality estimates and saving us from having to explicitly determine a shared
lC (di ).
Figure 7.5b shows the variant CF-Stacked-BoW, which works as the standard CF-Stacked classifier, except it learns on the data twice. First, on the
criteria-level, and second, on the top-level by concatenating the criteria-level
generated feature vector with a bag-of-words representation of the document.
Both approaches are trained based on criteria-level labels without explicitly setting a document-level label, and both approaches enable classification
of full includes and partial includes; making it easier to detect and document
borderline cases.
The decomposition into criteria-level classifiers also means we can utilize
both a higher number of rationales and a higher quality, in that each rationale
will be more specific than if given for the full set of inclusion criteria.

7.5

Strategies & Optimizations

In this section we introduce a number of optimizations, extensions and strategies aimed at enhancing the solutions described in Sections 7.3 and 7.4

Choosing the Best Rationales
The Annotator Rationales [137] framework, used in CF-Stacked, enables us
to introduce human decision making (i.e., rationales) into the classification
process. However, it does so at a cost.
For each new wj (di ) submitted to CrowdFilter, the maximum number of
contrast examples we can theoretically induce is:
k
X

!

|wj ({rzi })|

· |D|

z=1

This is because for each rationale introduced (excl. stop-words), the framework finds all documents with that n-gram and constructs a contrast example.
While it is unlikely for one (relevant) rationale to exist in all documents, we
may still see that even a small number of rationales can induce many contrast examples, requiring both processing time for creating these examples
and more time-consuming parameter tuning by the classifier.
These prohibitive performance issues motivate the need for approximation,
which in this case is most easily done by only sampling a small set of the best
rationales. Beyond sheer performance, there are many other good reasons
to filter the rationales workers provide, since not all submissions will be of
equal quality. Generally speaking, a good rationale will: (1) Be recognized by
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several annotators (esp. high quality ones); (2) Improve classifier performance;
(3) Strongly indicate one label; (4) Be hard for the classifier to automatically
determine as label-indicating; and (5) Correct hasty generalizations by the
classifier.
Note that while certain n-grams may be obviously indicative (e.g. New
York for the crime stories in New York filtering problem) they may also be
less interesting as rationales, since they are so frequent that the classifier is
easily capable of determining the indication of them on its own. Instead we
are mostly interested in rationales that inform or correct the classifier.

Rationale Selection Heuristics
With the characteristics of a good rationale in mind, we propose a number
of rationale selection heuristics. These heuristics aim to not only sample a
smaller set of rationales for performance, but also to choose the sample most
likely to benefit the learning process. For each heuristic we assume a batch
B = {d1 , . . . , dh } of newly annotated documents, both to limit re-training
cost, but also to provide a better basis for determining rationale quality. We
denote members of B as normal (e.g., di and ciz ) and sets based only on B
with a superscript (e.g., RzB as the set of rationales over all di ∈ B for criteria
cz ). For simplicity in presentation we assume no overlap between rationales
in RzB and Rz .
As baselines we suggest IncludeAll, which naively includes all rationales;
and k-Random, which randomly samples k rationales from RzB for each criterion cz , and then uses only those rationales for training (with the corresponding, potentially inconsistent, criteria-level labels determined by the workers).
We now propose the following two improvements on these baselines.
(1) k-MostFrequent - As k-Random, except it chooses the k most frequently reported rationales in RzB for each criterion cz , rather than sampling
at random.
(2) k-MostIndicative - Given the set of labeled documents DL so far, we
determine the top-k rationales that are most indicative of either the positive
+
or negative class. Specifically, for each criterion cz , let DL
(z) = {di ∈ DL |
−
∃wj ∈ W : wj (ciz ) = 1} and DL
(z) = {di ∈ DL | ∃wj ∈ W : wj (ciz ) = 0}. We
now compute an indicator score for each rationale r ∈ RzB :
P

Ind(r) = log  P

∈ di ] + 1



[r ∈ di ] + 1



+
di ∈DL
(z) [r

−
di ∈DL
(z)

(7.6)

A rationale r minimizing Ind(r) provides strong evidence for negative indication, while a rationale maximizing Ind(r) provides strong evidence for
positive indication. Finally, we return the k rationales maximizing |Ind(r)|
for each criterion cz , keeping track of the class indication and only introducing
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the rationale with worker-provided criteria-level labels if the class predictions
match.
For each of these heuristics, we will conduct a thorough experimental evaluation, highlighting both the benefits and possible faults of each approach.
Note that while simple, k-Random may represent a very competitive baseline,
since it will provide a diverse coverage of the different rationale options, while
still favoring the more frequent rationales.

UI-Based Collaborative Filtering

← Classifier predicted answer (Confidence 52%)

Figure 7.6: Classifier-to-Worker - Prediction confirmation.

+

-

Figure 7.7: Worker-to-Worker - Rationale confirmation.
Apart from sampling the best set of rationales, CrowdFilter also enables
us to employ a collaborative filtering approach, making workers produce better
rationales and guiding them in making filtering decisions.
Specifically we propose using a set of UI-Based collaborative filtering tools
to enable Classifier-to-Worker confirmation of predictions and Worker-toWorker confirmation of rationales.
Consider the question display mock-up in Figure 7.6. Here we see a question posed to the worker with the current classifier prediction and prediction
confidence made explicit. By doing so, workers will be inclined to try to either confirm or disprove the classifier. This is likely a more efficient filtering
approach, since determining if a solution is correct is easier than describing
the correct solution from scratch. Thus we expect incorporating classifier predictions into the interface will reduce the number of annotations needed and
increase both annotation and prediction quality.
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Figure 7.7 shows a section of the document text for a CrowdFilter annotation session; here for the crime stories in New York dataset. Since we have
several independent crowd-workers annotating documents at any given time,
we can utilize their combined filtering power to regulate each other. Specifically, we suggest highlighting tentative rationale selections for a document,
when it is yet to have been annotated by all required workers (relative to some
expected replication factor). Subsequent workers are thus shown the rationale
selections of earlier workers and can confirm, deny or ignore rationales (corresponds to saying the rationale is indicative, but not highly indicative). In this
case, if 25 years was selected as a rationale for answering the story involved
kids, a subsequent worker could deny this rationale since it constitutes an error. On the other hand the worker could confirm dismembering as a rationale
for the story describing a fatality.
We will thoroughly evaluate both of these collaborative filtering approaches
as part of a later live experiment with CrowdFilter and Active Learning.

Confirmation Sampling
Active Learning and Active Dual Supervision relies on an active selection strategy in order to facilitate effective learning. Without an effective active selection strategy, active learning becomes equivalent to standard passive learning
performed incrementally.
The existing literature has proposed many different varieties of active selection strategies, tailored for different problems. Among the more standard
are Uncertainty sampling and Certainty sampling. Uncertainty sampling selects for labeling those instances closest to the current separating hyperplane,
i.e., those for which the classifier prediction indicates they are borderline. Certainty sampling works opposite of this, by selecting those instances for which
the classifier is most certain. While this may seem like an inefficient approach,
it can be beneficial if one has secondary information, e.g., labeled features, as
with active dual supervision.
In this section we propose the active selection strategy Confirmation
Sampling. This approach works by selecting those instances for which the
classifier is most certain of its prediction, but where the rationales we have
currently do not support it. The approach is similar to the CoFeature approach in [130], however unlike them (1) we do not have all our rationales a
priori; (2) our rationales are not produced by experts; and (3) we do not aim
to find the pairs of most disagreeing prediction and rationale sets, but rather
those documents for which the classifier is most certain about its prediction,
but our current rationales do not support the certainty.
We care less about a theoretical situation where the classifier is certain
about its prediction, while the current rationales contradict it. Because if
the classifier is certain despite the rationales, then we would trust the classifier more than we do a noisy crowd annotator. Instead we focus on the cases
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where the classifier produces a closed-world generalization on its own, without
any human input, such that human input (i.e. rationales) can be introduced,
potentially changing the classifier’s mind and avoiding hard-to-catch false negatives or false positives.
There are many benefits to this approach.
(1) Through a λ parameter, we can enable adaption to changing demands
for reduced annotation burden and minimization of false negatives. Specifically, if we care most about reducing burden, we select those documents
where the classifier is most certain about inclusion, but where the rationales
do not support the certainty. If instead we care most about minimizing false
negatives, we select those documents where the classifier is most certain of
exclusion, but where the rationales do not support the certainty.
(2) The approach constitutes a human-based open-world confirmation of
closed-world classifier generalizations before they are actually used to include/exclude documents; leading to fewer false negatives and/or false positives;
(3) If the classifier turns out to be correct, we have some rationals that
are not currently known and should be included for future classifications;
(4) If the classifier turns out to be incorrect, the workers will overrule the
classifier and possibly include new discriminating keywords that correct the
classifier behaviour for other documents.
This active selection strategy will be formulated further as part of future
work and evaluated against common strategies (e.g., Uncertainty, Certainty,
etc.) as well as competitors like the CoFeature approach.

7.6

Preliminary Results & Future Work

In this section we present preliminary experimental results obtained thus far.
Keep in mind that this publication is set for submission to KDD in February
2016, so experimental results are potentially unstable at this point and one
should refrain from drawing any strong conclusions based on these results. We
include both negative and positive experimental results and discuss where to
go from here with regards to completing this manuscript.
At the time of writing, we do not have active learning results with rationales, since the computational demands of simulating active learning with
rationales requires approximation and we did not have time to implement this
before the thesis submission deadline. Results with rationales will of course
be included in the final publication.
Figure 7.8 shows active learning results with the Regretλ measure on the
Appendicitis dataset [40]; an Evidence-Based Medicine systematic review with
1674 title & abstract pairs as documents and a set of complex inclusion criteria.
Of the 1674 documents, 242 are lvl1 includes, corresponding to only 14.5%.
A lvl1 include is a document that has been determined potentially relevant
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Figure 7.8: Active learning results with the Regretλ measure. (|B| = 25,
Initially |DL | = 100, AL: Uncertainty)

by an expert, based on abstract and title alone. Of these 242 lvl1 includes,
only 61 are actually in the systematic review and referred to as lvl2 includes,
corresponding to only 3.6% of documents.
To conduct these experiments we formed k questions matching the inclusion criteria for Appendicitis and then used CrowdFilter to annotate all
1674 documents with both criteria-level labels and rationales. With this data
available offline, we can now simulate active learning, by iteratively sampling
from the set of annotated documents based on some active selection strategy,
obtaining a batch B of annotations for each iteration, and then re-train our
classifiers to produce new predictions. To provide the active selection strategy
with initial predictions, we initially annotate 100 random documents, adding
them to DL . All results shown are averaged over the same 20 runs, where
each run has a different initial random sample.
The classification methods presented in Figure 7.8 are CF-Stacked and
CF-Stacked-BoW from Section 7.4; CF-Recomposed, which is a baseline using
a single classifier with a document-level label per worker, but based on our decomposed data; and finally CF-Composed, which is exactly like CF-Recomposed,
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except its labels are gathered in a completely separate experiment where the
only change to the question formulation was grouping the multiple criteria
into one question, asking if each document satisfied the inclusion criteria and
asking for rationales supporting this decision. This experiment was conducted
with a separate set of equally trained crowd workers to avoid introducing any
bias towards decomposition.
We remind the reader that Regretλ captures the classification performance
relative to manually filtering everything, rather than relative to the ground
truth labels (i.e., crowd-annotators are assumed to not produce false negatives
or false positives). Looking at the figure, we see CF-Stacked-BoW almost
consistently outperforms the other methods in all cases. Note that it may seem
like CF-Composed is better in Figure 7.8d, but it is in fact just because it has
limited discriminative power and thus includes almost all documents; hence
maximizing yield, which is valued 20 times higher than burden for Regret0.95 .
The figure also shows, that while CF-Stacked-BoW is capable of swiftly
improving predictions in all cases, the basic CF-Stacked is not. This implies
that learning a top-level stacked classifier on criteria-level predictions alone, is
not sufficient information to produce a discriminative model. The combination
of the document-level and criteria-level predictions, as in CF-Stacked-BoW,
seems to be a much stronger approach and also superior to learning based on
document-level labels alone as with CF-Recomposed.
These results are also partly confirmed by looking at the ROC curves
shown in Figure 7.9 for each classifier, evaluated through cross-fold validation
on all available data.
As we can see, CF-Stacked-BoW does seem to have the most discriminative power, with CF-Recomposed as second in line. The relatively good
performance of CF-Recomposed here is surprising, since when looking at the
active learning results, the performance gap between CF-Recomposed and
CF-Stacked-BoW is significantly bigger. This may however be a simple accumulative effect, making CF-Stacked-BoW significantly better after some number of annotations have been introduced.
Also note that while CF-Recomposed ignores criteria-level labels, its documentlevel labels are still based on the criteria-level labels, which is also what workers provided. When asked to provide document-level labels instead, the ROC
curve for CF-Composed indicates that workers are incapable of performing a
quality filtering.
Figure 7.10 shows the same active learning experiment as before, but this
time evaluated with CrowdRegret0.50 . This result indicates that while promising, the CrowdRegretλ measure is currently too crude.
Firstly, the measure currently penalizes false negatives/positives equally
whether they are predicted or annotated. This may not be reasonable, since an
inaccurately predicted document is hard to catch, while an inaccurately crowdannotated document is likely a borderline case, with some crowd-workers as-
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Figure 7.9: Classifier ROC results

signing a positive label and some assigning a negative one. Such borderline
cases can be detected by post-processing the submitted training data.
Secondly, the false negatives for this experiment are relative to lvl1 includes
rather than lvl2. Since the expert annotators could have included more lvl1
documents than needed, some of these excludes may be entirely justified based
on the title and abstract. More experimental results are needed to reach any
conclusion on this question and to see if CrowdRegretλ should be able to
distinguish between different types of annotated false negatives.
Thirdly, if one plots the combined number of both annotated and predicted
false negatives (Figure 7.11), it becomes clear that there might be a break-off
point where it is actually better to predict the remaining documents, than
it is to request more labels. The CrowdRegretλ measure should capture this
point, since this could be crucial for performance of the system in practice.
Before the completion and submission of this work to KDD, several open
challenges need to be addressed and solved. Among these are: (1) The implementation of approximation algorithms for rationale inclusion; (2) The implementation of the Comfirmation Sampling strategy; (3) The implementation
of the UI-based collaborative filtering tools; (4) The investigation of explicit
criteria-level classifier weights when dealing with uneven training bases (e.g.,
with short-cut evaluation); and (5) A thorough experimental evaluation on
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Figure 7.10: Active learning results with the CrowdRegret0.50 measure (|B| =
25, Initially |DL | = 100, AL: Uncertainty)
several datasets of varied domains, with both simulated active learning and
a live experiment evaluating contributions we cannot simulate (e.g., UI-based
collaborative filtering).
Several of these points are currently being addressed. E.g., the ground
truth annotation of the New York crime stories dataset by two journalists, in
order to enable evaluation of our methods on a significantly different problem
domain than scientific text. The journalists were not able to complete a full
ground truth labeling before this thesis deadline, making it impossible to
reliably evaluate any produced results for the dataset. Hence we leave this
with the remaining challenges to be addressed between now and the KDD
deadline.
Given the KDD deadline is over 3 months away at the time of this writing,
we expect the above to be easily achieved in the time available.

7.7

Related work

Active learning with the crowd The concept of involving humans in
classifier learning was introduced in [4], by letting the classifier query the
human with class membership and object equivalence questions. Since then,
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significant bodies of work have studied the active learning problem for a variety
of different problem domains, applications and research focuses; see [103] for
a survey of active learning research up to 2010.
Recently, several works have studied active learning using a set of independent annotators (i.e., a crowd), rather than single experts. [18] studied active
learning for sentiment analysis using a small group of known volunteers (a local "crowd") and a diversity-based active selection strategy. Given the nature
of their volunteers, common crowd-based quality controls were not considered. [58] proposed an approach to active learning with an anonymous noisy
crowd, specifically Amazon Mechanical Turk. Uncertainty-based active selection, instance annotation and classifier re-learning were all done in parallel for
efficiency, while quality control was ensured through trust-weighted majority
voting. [87] proposed a generalized framework for scaling active learning in the
crowd to very large databases. The paper introduced a set of active learning
DBMS components for crowd-enabled databases, e.g., classifier-independent
active selection strategies; worker-adaptive replication budgeting based on
worker quality estimates; as well as controls for enforcing quality, cost and
time requirements.
All of these approaches do not consider human-labeled features (e.g., rationales), multi-criteria search problems nor enable any worker-to-worker or
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classifier-to-worker correction feedback. One of the active selection strategies
in [87], MinExpError, bears some similarity to our Confirmation Sampling
strategy, in that they target instances where the classifier is certain but where
the cost of misclassification could be high. However, their approach is solely
based on classifier determined certainty from labeled instances, while ours exploits the open-world knowledge in the provided rationales, along with the
labeled instances. This enables us to correct misclassifications due to faulty
generalizations and undiscovered borderline cases early on, while their approach is limited to the already labeled instances.
Finally, [9] studies how to use the crowd to train a classifier to avoid
unknown unknowns, i.e., situations were a classifier is certain, but wrong.
The motivational context being high-regret misclassification scenarios, e.g.,
classifying a website to not include hate speech, while in reality it does. Their
approach utilizes a game-like interface, where crowd workers submit URLs
of sites they believe would be misclassified. If the classifier disagrees and an
expert determines the worker was indeed correct, they are awarded a bonus
and the faulty classifier behaviour is corrected. In this approach, there is
no active selection strategy, since workers provide new instances, rather than
label existing ones. Also their approach does not consider labeled features,
multi-criteria search problems, enable worker-to-worker feedback or enable
any classifier feedback other than the decision on their submissions. The
inner knowledge of the classifier is never exposed to the worker.
Learning with labeled features Independent of instance-based active
learning, another research direction studies how to use feature labeling, e.g.,
explanations or rationals, directly in the learning process. Several existing
works have studied classifiers capable of incorporating feature labeling into
early learning [5, 32, 37, 44, 80, 113, 117, 136, 137], while others have studied
the limitations of such approaches, e.g., [6], and non-human alternative ways
of generating and utilizing feature labels alone [134] or with instance labels
from the crowd [110].
All these approaches are orthogonal to our work, since our contributions
are independent of any specific classification method. While we use an SVM
with Annotator Rationals [137] as a black box, the presented contributions
could easily be modified to use any other feature-label enhanced classifier.
Active dual supervision [96] were the first to suggest actively learning
on both features and instances simultaneously. Their approach requests instance labels (actively chosen through uncertainty sampling) and presents a
list of features determined by the classifier using information gain. Annotators are then asked to label the instance and choose features indicative of
this class. [95] increase the accuracy of this approach by incorporating feature labels through scaling and soft-labeling, rather than just scaling. [111]
studies active dual supervision in a graph-based transductive model, while
[8] assumed a pooling multinomials classification model. Both approaches
interleave feature/instance labeling and present annotators with classifier de-
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termined features rather than let annotators point out which features are most
relevant for the class. [8] also introduced the active selection strategy Expected
Feature Utility, which calculates the expected classification improvement from
learning any given feature label and outperforms both uncertainty, certainty
and random sampling. [107] presents an extension of the Expected Feature
Utility active selection strategy, however their approach is limited to the TriNMF model and thus not applicable in this context. [7] studies how to best
interleave labeling on instances and features using a cost-model. [130] obtains
general class rationales from experts prior to learning and then incorporates
them into the classifier and active selection strategy. Their active selection
strategy CoFeature selects those documents where the expert-provided rationales are most at odds with the classifier prediction and then lets the expert
correct the classifier.
All of these approaches assume expert annotators or oracles, rather than
an anonymous noisy crowd; do not consider multi-criteria search problems;
and do not support any worker-to-worker or classifier-to-worker correction
feedback. All but [130] also force annotators to label features determined by
the classifier, rather than tell the classifier which features are most relevant;
and all but [96] and [95] do not request instance and feature labels simultaneously, but rather construct the actions as two separate tasks, in some cases
forcing annotators to evaluate the same instances twice.
[104] introduce the interactive DUALIST system for active dual supervision where instances and features are labeled simultaneously. The system
presents an instance, a list of all keywords (unigram features) in the instance
and a text field for injecting keywords indicative of the determined class, yet
not present in the current instance. Active selection of instances is based
on uncertainty sampling, while features are ranked using an information gain
metric. Initially only evaluated on a small group of volunteers, it was later
extended in [105] with an evaluation on Amazon Mechanical Turk. While related to our work in this paper, their approach does not consider multi-criteria
search problems; does not support any worker-to-worker or classifier-to-worker
correction feedback; and limits annotators to only choosing unigrams as their
rationals, rather than n-grams; thus limiting the ability of the method to
handle differing contexts.
Finally, [106] recently introduced a classifier-independent active dual supervision method utilizing rationales, but do not consider multi-criteria search
problems; they limit rationale feedback to a maximum of one unigram per
document; they do not support any worker-to-worker or classifier-to-worker
correction feedback; and they utilized a purely simulated crowd. Their active
selection strategy uncertain-prefer-conflict (UNC-PC) uses uncertainty sampling and then uses rationales to prioritize the most uncertain in the following
order (1) documents with at least one positive and negative rationale. (2)
documents with no negative or positive rationale. (3) documents with exclusively either positive or negative rationales. This bares some resemblance
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to our Confirmation Sampling approach, in that instances and rationales are
used to guide selection, however their approach is not capable of catching a
certain, but incorrect classifier generalization and cannot adapt to varying
sensitivity/specificity tradeoffs.
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Chapter 8

Crowdsourcing Citation
Screening for Systematic
Reviews
Abstract
Importance Systematic and scoping reviews are increasingly used to
inform decisions about health, but are expensive to produce.
Objective We explore the use of crowdsourcing (distributing tasks to
low-cost untrained workers via the Web) to reduce the cost of screening
citations for inclusion in systematic and scoping reviews.
Design We used Amazon Mechanical Turk as our crowdsourcing platform. Four previously conducted systematic reviews were used as examples. One review was used to develop our approach, and three others to
test the approach in different areas. For each citation in each review,
crowd workers had to answer four or five yes/no pattern-matching or
information-extraction questions that were together equivalent to the eligibility criteria. We created a small amount of training documentation
for workers and a qualification test to evaluate workers’ ability to answer
these questions. To provide continuous quality feedback to workers, and
to detect and block low-quality workers, we created hidden control tests
with ground truth answers for a subset of citations (“honeypots”).
Main Outcomes and Measures We acquired responses from multiple workers for each citation and aggregated them into an overall decision
to include or exclude the citation using one of nine algorithms. We compared the performance of these algorithms using as a reference standard
the corresponding decisions of trained experts.
Results The most inclusive algorithm for combining decisions from
crowd workers (designating a citation as relevant if any crowd worker did)
was able to identify 95 to 99 percent of the citations that were ultimately
included in the reviews (across the four topics) while correctly excluding 68 to 82 percent of irrelevant citations. Other algorithms increased
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the fraction of irrelevant articles excluded at some cost with respect to
their inclusion of relevant studies. Excluding project preparation, crowd
workers completed tasks in 4 to 17 days, costing approximately $460 to
$2,220 (across the 4 reviews), representing a cost reduction of up to 88
percent, compared to relying on trained experts.
Conclusions and Relevance Crowdsourcing may represent a useful
approach to reducing the cost involved in identifying literature for systematic or scoping reviews.

8.1

Introduction

Systematic and scoping reviews synthesize the available relevant evidence on
a topic. These reviews inform all levels of decision-making about health, from
personal decisions to policy-making. However, conducting systematic reviews
is laborious and hence expensive: producing a single review can require thousands of person-hours.[3] The exponential expansion of the biomedical literature base has imposed an increased burden on reviewers, who have to screen
more citations to find relevant articles, thus multiplying costs. Researchers can
no longer keep up with the primary literature, and this hinders the practice
of evidence-based care.[14] This has motivated interest in methods to modernize certain aspects of the systematic review process (e.g., via automation).
[89, 123, 128]
Citation screening is the tedious yet critical step of winnowing down the
large set of citations retrieved via a broad database query to those eligible for
inclusion in a systematic review. Typically this involves screening thousands
of citations (titles, abstracts, and keywords) to identify the small subset of
potentially eligible studies to be considered further for inclusion. Citations
screened in at this phase are subsequently evaluated in full-text. Methods for
semi-automating this step using data mining have been proposed as a potential
means of reducing the workload.[89]
In this article, we investigate the potential of crowdsourcing to reduce
the workload involved in citation screening for systematic reviews. We refer
to crowdsourcing as relying on a group of individuals to complete ‘microtasks’ (usually via the internet) that are perhaps too difficult for a computer
to accomplish with current artificial intelligence methods. Amazon (creator
and owner of the Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing platform) refers to this as
“artificial artificial intelligence.”
In our experiments, we used citation data and screening decisions from
four previously conducted systematic reviews. We hired crowd workers to
make screening decisions for citations after they had been given a brief explanation of the task and criteria. Workers on Mechanical Turk are unlikely
to have any prior experience with or knowledge of evidence-based medicine.
Despite this lack of familiarity, we found that crowd workers had relatively
high screening accuracy, demonstrating the potential of crowdsourcing to fa-
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cilitate evidence-based medicine. Ultimately, we envision hybrid approaches
that combine crowdsourcing and automated methods to enable fast, comprehensive, and accurate reviews at low cost.

8.2

Methods

Overview
Figure 8.1 outlines the crowd sourcing experiment. In brief, multiple (usually
five) crowd workers who passed a qualification test were independently tasked
with making decisions about citations with respect to review relevance criteria.
These responses were then aggregated to form final relevance decisions. Note
that screening in this paper throughout refers to assessing relevance at the
citation (title, abstract or keyword) level.
workers

…
qualification
tests

Q

Q

✓ ✓ ✓✓ ✓ ✓ o✓ ✓✓ ✓✓ ✓✓

Q

Q

✓ o ✓ o ✓ o ✓ o ✓o ✓ o ✓o

HP

✓✓✓ o✓o

bundle 1

✓oo

tasks

bundle 2
bundle 3

HP

✓✓✓ o✓o ✓✓✓

✓oo
✓oo

o✓o ✓✓o ooo

bundle 4
bundle 5

failed
qualifying
test

✓o ✓

HP

✓o✓ ✓✓o
o✓o ooo o✓✓
✓✓✓ o ✓o

…
bundle N

✓✓o

✓oo

Aggregate when all labels
have been collected.

o ✓ o

We use 9 diﬀerent
algorithms for this.

failed 2/3
honeypots;
labels
excluded

Figure 8.1: A schematic of the crowdsourcing process used for this work
Abbreviations are as follows: X’s and o’s represent positive and negative responses from workers, respectively; these are colored to indicate correct
(green) and incorrect (red) decisions with respect to decisions made by an
expert. Before undertaking screening tasks, workers had to pass four “qualification tests” (Q), and only workers who passed these tests were subsequently
tasked with screening. Early in the screening process, up to 10 “honeypots”
(HP) were inserted into “bundles” of three citations comprising tasks; these
provided ongoing, automatic evaluation of worker competency. If a worker
failed two or more out of three honeypots (as in the penultimate column), she
was excluded from the task and her labels were ignored. Once all (typically
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5) labels were collected for a citation, we aggregated collected responses via
several methods (see Table 1). We note that in practice, decisions were collected for individual questions about citations (whereas for simplification we
here depict labels on citations). For more details, see Appendix E.

Datasets
Because our goal was to explore the potential of crowdsourcing to facilitate
systematic reviews, we used convenience samples of the citations screened for
four completed or ongoing reviews conducted by our teams at the Center
for Clinical Evidence Synthesis at Tufts Medical Center and the Center for
Evidence-based Medicine at Brown University. Specifically, we examined only
citations with PubMed records, which were returned from searches pertaining
to one of several key questions in a systematic review or to update of the
original search; see Appendix A, Table 8.3.
One review – on charged-particle radiation therapy for cancer [121] – was
used to test and develop the final experiments by running seven limited-scope
pilot experiments to refine the format of the questions posed to workers, as
well as to address whether to provide training or supplementary information,
whether to use quality control measures, and how much to compensate workers (see Appendix C). We refined these items by examining responses to posed
questions and analyzing direct feedback provided via emails and indirect feedback through monitoring comments about our projects on online discussion
and review boards (e.g., mturkforum.com and turkopticon.ucsd.edu). The
other three systematic reviews pertained to the diagnosis of acute appendicitis [40]; use of decision aids by people facing screening and treatment decisions
for early cancer [122]; and associations of omega-3 fatty acid intake and cardiovascular disease risk factors and outcomes. [38]
We selected these four topics because they span different questions (treatment versus diagnosis; cancer versus infection versus cardiovascular disease;
radiation therapy versus quality improvement intervention versus nutrient intake) and thus may pose different degrees of difficulty to non-expert workers.

Crowdsourcing setup and evaluation
We conducted experiments using the industry-standard platform Amazon Mechanical Turk (http://www.mturk.com/). This platform provides easy access
to a large pool of available workers, has built-in payment and worker systems that make managing and compensating workers easy, has an extensive
application programming interface (API), which enabled us to add functionality by incorporating quality controls, qualification tests, provide additional
information on demand, and more.
Work on Mechanical Turk is organized into sets of human intelligence
tasks (HITs). Crowd workers can search for and accept work on sets of HITs,
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some of which may require passing a qualifying test. Once they are deemed
qualified to perform the task, they are presented with a set of HITs to complete
sequentially. In our case, each HIT comprised a bundle of three citations to
be screened. When workers submit each HIT, their answers are sent to the
work provider (the requester) who may either accept the answers if they meet
the HIT instructions or reject them if they do not. Accepting the answers
results in a payment to the worker for that HIT. Mechanical Turk provides
automatic acceptance mechanisms and other quality control measures.
This study was not deemed to constitute research on subjects, and thus
did not require institutional review board approval or informed consent from
crowd workers. Crowd workers were informed that the work they were doing
was part of a study. To guide the development of fair work requests on Mechanical Turk, we relied on the guidelines for academic requesters document
developed by crowdsourcing researchers.[1]

Citation screening HIT structure
In recent years the Mechanical Turk worker population has shifted from a
primarily U.S.-based moderate-income population towards an increasingly
international group, including young, well-trained people from developing
economies.[99] We conjectured that most Mechanical Turk workers are unlikely
to have substantial medical expertise. We therefore had to take some care in
designing HITs for this specialized task. It was unlikely that simply providing
inclusion criteria and asking for an overall decision on each citation would
work. Instead, we decomposed the eligibility criteria for each review into sets
of simple successive pattern-matching and information-extraction questions
regarding independent sub-criteria. Questions were devised so that they required minimal understanding of the contextual or methodological (e.g., study
design) issues. These simplifications effectively corresponded to a (slight)
broadening of the citation screening criteria as compared to screening criteria
employed by trained experts.
For example, for each systematic review, we first asked workers to infer
whether the abstracts implied that the corresponding article was a primary
study of humans or not. The possible responses were Yes, No, and I Cannot
Tell. Yes and I Cannot Tell indicated possible inclusion, while No indicated
definite exclusion, regardless of answers to subsequent questions. If a worker
answered No for any question in a particular citation, she was not asked any
additional questions about that citation. If she answered Yes or I Cannot Tell,
the next question was presented until a question was answered with a No or
all of the questions had been answered. We ordered these sub-questions in
(estimated) descending order of prevalence, such that common reasons for exclusion were encountered first, thereby economizing worker effort by minimizing the number of questions considered per worker. Because worker screening
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decisions are inexpensive and perhaps noisy (prone to error), we collected five
independent label sets for each citation.
To support workers in making their decisions, we provided definitions of
technical terms and created illustrative positive and negative examples of subcriteria (see Appendix B). Using these materials we attempted to explain the
necessary concepts with as little medical jargon as possible, ideally by identifying terms that workers could look for in the abstracts (without necessarily
understanding their full meanings).
We “bundled” three citations into a single HIT to minimize the time lost
in switching between HITs, and to increase the reported compensation per
HIT. We paid $0.15-0.21 for each bundle of 3 citations.

Quality controls
To encourage quality responses and limit unconscientious workers, we relied on
two standard quality control mechanisms: qualification tests, an internal Mechanical Turk mechanism, and hidden gold-standard control tests, commonly
referred to as honeypots.[36]
Qualification tests are natively supported by Mechanical Turk and involve
tasking workers with a set of unpaid representative tasks that evaluate their
ability to answer the HITs correctly. In our experiments, we provided workers
with four citations to screen, ranging in difficulty from clear-cut cases to challenging, borderline cases. Workers were expected to answer all of the questions
correctly, although they were allowed multiple attempts with occasional manually provided feedback. Upon completion of the qualification test, workers
were allowed to work on all future citation screening HITs, including HITs for
other systematic reviews.
We also injected hidden control tests, commonly referred to as honeypots,
among regular citations in HITs early in the screening process, to identify and
eliminate unconscientious workers. (We provide technical details on the acceptance, rejection and injection of honeypots in Appendix E). The honeypots
were citations for which we had domain experts provide answers to each question. These were used to automatically evaluate worker performance against
the supplied answers. If a worker answered all honeypot questions correctly,
screening continued uninterrupted (and the worker was never made aware of
the honeypot). If, however, they answered one or more questions incorrectly,
they were informed of their error, what the right answer was (and why that
was the right answer), and they were warned that additional failed honeypots may result in exclusion from participation in our HITs. Workers passing
at least two of three honeypot tests were allowed to continue; others were
disqualified.
While this approach to quality control may seem aggressive, workers generally spoke positively about the training and automated feedback benefits of
the honeypot testing. For selected comments from workers, see Appendix D.
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We did not use honeypots in the charged particle radiation therapy dataset,
as our interpretation from the pilot experiments suggested that they were superfluous. Upon analysis of the results from this dataset, however, we realized
that we had received a significant amount of careless, wrong responses (i.e.
No to the first question regardless of content) from a small subset of workers.
Therefore, we decided to include honeypots for the remaining three full-scale
experiments. Potentially malicious workers were subsequently blocked and
their responses excluded.

Example: Systematic review on the diagnosis of acute
appendicitis
We performed experiments for the four datasets summarized in Table 1. The
following subsection presents an example of citation screening for the Appendicitis dataset. For each HIT, workers were presented with a bundle of three
citations, accessible through the tabs at the top of the interface window in
Appendix A, Figure 8.3.
Upon completion of all three bundled citations in a HIT, workers were
shown a submission page. This page allowed workers to provide feedback
if anything was unclear. If none of the citations were an injected honeypot
(or if the worker passed the honeypot), then the answers were sent to us.
If, however, the worker failed a honeypot, the answers were sent to us and a
message regarding the mistakes was shown to the worker along with a warning
to avoid similar errors in the future or risk being blocked from working on the
remaining HITs. We show an example of such a honeypot in Appendix A,
Figure 8.4, where a worker answered questions incorrectly.
After we had collected five crowd responses for each citation, we examined nine aggregation strategies for deriving final answers regarding citation
relevance. Results for blocked workers were removed before their application
(Table 8.1). The first eight aggregation strategies consider each question separately:
Majority - For each question, choose the answer the majority of workers
assigned.
1p - For each question, assume Yes if at least one worker says Yes or I cannot
Tell.
2p - For each question, assume Yes if at least two workers says Yes or I cannot
Tell.
3p - For each question, assume Yes if at least three workers says Yes or I
cannot Tell.
4p - For each question, assume Yes if at least four workers says Yes or I
cannot Tell.
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5p - For each question, assume Yes if all five workers says Yes or I cannot
Tell.
Champion - Works the same as the Majority rule, except that the majority
decision is based solely on those who actually answered each question.
For example, workers answering No to question 1 are not assumed to
have also answered No to subsequent questions.
Champion (DR) , that is Champion rule with decreasing requirements Works the same as the Champion rule, except that for each question
we reduce the requirement for inclusion (i.e., assuming five workers, we
required three Yes or I cannot tell answers for question 1 (majority),
two answers for question 2, and one answer for questions 3 and 4 (again,
ignoring workers who did not evaluate later questions because of an early
No answer).
The ninth strategy ignores stratification of responses by question and examines
responses of all raters to all questions together:
Majority question - Consider all answers together regardless of the questions, and include those citations where the majority of answers are Yes
or I cannot Tell. Workers who answered No to an early question are
assumed to have answered No to any subsequent questions (which, by
design, were not posed to them).

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Citation
screened
in?

W1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

W2
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Crowd workers
W3
W4
Yes Cannot Tell
Yes
No
Yes
–*
No
–*

Yes Yes No

No

W5 Majority p1 p2 p3 p4
No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
–*
Yes Yes Yes Yes No
–*
Yes Yes Yes Yes No
–*
No Yes Yes No No
No

No

Aggregation strategy
p5 Champion Champion (DR)
No
Yes
Yes
No Yes**
Yes**
No Yes**
Yes**
No Yes**
Yes**

Yes Yes No No No

Yes

Yes

Majority Question
12 Yes or Cannot
Tell / 20 maximum answers**

Yes

Table 8.1:
Example clarifying the nine the aggregation strategies.
Q1-Q4: Question 1 through 4. W1-W5: Crowd workers 1 through 5.
In this example, using the p1, p2, Champion, Champion (DR) or Majority Question aggregation algorithms would have resulted in the citation
being screened in. Using p3, p4 or p5 would have led to exclusion.
* Question not posed because a previous answer was No
** Imputing No for the questions that have not been posed because of
a previous No answer
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Measuring performance
In using crowdsourcing to facilitate citation screening, there are two objectives.
The first is to maximize the proportion of identified citations among those
that were included in the systematic review by trained experts (our reference
standard). We quantify this objective as the sensitivity of the crowdsourcing
strategies to identify relevant citations with respect to full text screening, and
call it yield. The second objective is to minimize the proportion of irrelevant
citations that an expert would have to review in full text. This is the complement of the specificity with respect to title/abstract/keyword screening, a
quantity we call gain.
We also compared the cost of obtaining crowdsourced decisions using each
of the nine aggregation strategies with an approximation to the actual cost
incurred using trained experts to screen the same number of citations at the
citation level. We calculated the cost of using trained experts, assuming that
it takes them 30 seconds on average to screen a citation (an estimate based on
observations from our own experience), and using approximate hourly costs
commensurate with the salaries of the systematic reviewers who performed
the majority of the citation screening in each project. Costs have not been
translated to 2015 U.S. dollars and are only approximately comparable. We
report figures both including and excluding fringe costs.

8.3

Results

We achieved high yield for relevant articles using crowdsourced decisions (compared to manual screening), though at some cost in gain. Figure 8.2 shows
these results graphically for the nine aggregation strategies. The most conservative approach (1p rule, in which we consider a citation relevant if any of
the five workers screened it in) achieved a yield range of 95 to 99 percent with
corresponding gain ranging from 68 to 82 percent. Less stringent criteria for
exclusion increased gain but decreased yield. For example, taking a simple
majority vote for citation relevance across workers (Majority rule) lead to a
yield of 74 to 95 percent and a gain of 86 to 99 percent (and Appendix A,
Table 8.4 and Figure 8.5).
As can be seen in Table 8.2, crowdsourced screening decisions were relatively inexpensive compared to the usual screening process. Furthermore, as
illustrated by Appendix A, Figure 8.5, leveraging the crowd can enable relatively rapid screening decisions. For example, within 100 hours approximately
15,000 screening decisions were made by crowd workers for the Omega-3 review. We note that the DST and Omega-3 HITs were made available on Mechanical Turk semi-concurrently, which may explain the slower pace of screening for the former (presumably because Omega-3 paid a bit more). Once the
Omega-3 project was completed, we saw a sharp rise in crowd responses per
hour for DST.
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Figure 8.2: Results on each dataset using the nine aggregation strategies.
Points correspond to different strategies for aggregating the answers of five
crowd workers per citation. Points align along an efficient frontier along which
yield is traded off by gain.
The plateau effect seen in Appendix A, Figure 8.5, when screening approaches completion, is due to workers evaluation of their potential maximum
payment. If there are only a few HITs available, many workers invest their
time elsewhere.

8.4

Discussion

Crowdsourcing may represent a useful approach to reducing the workload
involved in conducting systematic and scoping reviews. By collecting redundant decisions for each citation and aggregating these, we were able to derive
relatively high-quality screening decisions at low-cost. As the numbers of published articles continues to explode, evidence syntheses are going to become
increasingly important, but also increasingly expensive and time-consuming.
Text mining and crowdsourcing methods that reduce the financial and time
burden of the more mundane, but still critical, aspects of systematic review
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Dataset

Worker salary
(with Amazon fee*)

Proton Beam
Appendicitis
DST
Omega3***

$1,187.25
$416.00
$2,017.75
$2,020.90

($1,305.98)
($457.60)
($2,219.53)
($2,222.99)

Approximate cost of
experts’ screening
(with fringe**)
$6,859.67 ($8,917.57)
$3,034.23 ($3,944.50)
$6,173.75 ($8,025.88)
$8,776.79 ($11,409.83)

Experiment running time
(after task setup)
4 days, 21 hours and 36 minutes
5 days, 10 hours and 58 minutes
16 days, 20 hours and 11 minutes
6 days, 16 hours and 17 minutes

Table 8.2:
Costs and duration of each crowdsourcing experiment.
* At the time we ran our experiments, Amazon Mechanical Turk charged a 10% commission fee on each HIT, with a
minimum payment of $0.005 per HIT; this has since been increased
to
20%
(https://requestersandbox.mturk.com/pricing).
** Fringe benefit costs are estimated here to be 30% of
salary,
reflecting
(roughly)
the
true
costs
at
the
institutes at which this work was performed (Tufts and Brown).
*** Due to the higher complexity of questions for this review, worker
compensation was increased from $0.15 to $0.21 per HIT
production will be increasingly valuable as they are developed, improved, and
eventually adopted in practice.
This study presents the first empirical evaluation of crowdsourcing citation
screening for eligibility in a systematic review. It includes reviews for which
we have domain expertise, so we are able to provide detailed explanations and
feedback to workers as questions arose. We also ran preliminary tests to refine
our instruction sets, which required time, knowledge, and expertise.

Study Limitations
Our study also has several limitations. Although we selected the four systematic review datasets to be diverse, the number is still small to generalize
results. We used a systematic convenience sample of the citations screened
in each systematic review. For each project, we examined only citations with
PubMed records, the subset of citations identified during the updating phase
of systematic reviews, or the citations pertaining to one of several key questions. Our intent was to limit the number of citations that had to be screened
and thus to cap the amount of money spent for crowdsourcing in this first
experimental foray. However, we cannot identify a plausible mechanism by
which these choices systematically bias our results. The four topics were examined sequentially, and know-how from the first (proton beam) was used in
the setup of the other three, corresponding to differences in the execution of
the three experiments. Nevertheless, we refrain from making strong claims
about how these results generalize.
Crowdsourcing using the nine aggregation strategies failed to identify all
the papers that were eligible upon full text screening (yield was less than
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100%), which is concerning given the emphasis on comprehensiveness in systematic reviews (although we note that human screeners are not infallible).
In looking at the citations that were consistently missed by all screeners, we
found no obvious explanation as to why the citations were incorrectly labeled
as irrelevant. It may be that the questions, which had been simplified to
make them more accessible to lay evaluators, were not clear enough to distinguish borderline includes, or that instructions to include when in doubt
were not stated clearly enough. Further redundancy (i.e., more workers per
citation) could potentially have caught these false excludes, as could the use
of human-machine hybrid approaches.
It is conceivable that combining our approach with text classification approaches for semi-automating citation screening[89] could yield greater sensitivity, because a computer model could determine strong inconsistencies between worker answers and model expectations, indicating borderline citations
in need of expert annotation. However, several strategies showed high sensitivity (above 90%) across all 4 topics, and this performance may be good
enough for scoping reviews, in which it is expected to identify the majority of
but not necessarily all relevant papers.

Related work
As far as we are aware, this is the first study to investigate the use of crowdsourcing citation screening to laypersons. However, members of the Cochrane
collaboration have investigated leveraging volunteers to identify randomized
controlled trials and (in a small pilot of 250 citations) to screen citations for a
diagnostic test accuracy review.[2] For the latter work, 92% of the workers had
some knowledge of the subject matter, which contrasts to the use of laypeople
in our project. A strength of Cochrane’s work on screening for Randomized
Control Trials is its reliance on volunteers drawn predominantly from the
Cochrane Collaboration, who donated their time in the interest of evidencebased medicine. This is more of a “citizen science” approach, in which interested crowd workers donate their efforts for a larger cause or out of interest in
the subject.[131] Successful projects like Galaxy Zoo[70] have demonstrated
the promise of such approaches for other applications, and evidence-based
medicine may be a field that can attract a large number of volunteers, thus
driving down costs.

Future research
Given the relatively high accuracy and comparatively low cost of crowdsourced
screening over these four systematic review projects, further research is warranted. Future research should focus on replicating these findings on other
data sets, as well as looking at human-machine hybrid screening processes.
Studies where the crowd functions as a second screener to validate the trained
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reviewer screening or studies that evaluate a combination of crowdsourcing
and text classification methods to improve citation screening performance will
likely be most useful.
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8.5

Appendix A - Tables and Figures

Systematic Review Dataset
(reference)

Citations selected in the
Number of citations
experiment.
Honeypots,
screened in full reDescription
number
view, N
Number,

Proton beam (pilot review): Comparative effectiveness and safety of charged 5,208
particle radiation therapies
for cancer[121]
Appendicitis: Diagnostic
performance of tests in patients with right lower quad- 21,650
rant pain suspected for acute
appendicitis[40]
DST: Comparative effectiveness and safety of decision aid
interventions in people facing 15,515
screening and treatment decisions for cancer[122]
Omega-3: Association of
omega-3 fatty acids intake
9,676
with cardiovascular disease
risk factors and outcomes[38]

With PubMed records
n=4,749

0*

With PubMed records,
identified in updating
10
and published in 2013
n=1,664
With PubMed records,
identified in updating
and published between 10
2012 and 2014
n=8,071
With PubMed records,
pertaining to the updated outcomes from
a previous report and 10
published between 2002
and 2015
n=5,774

Screened in at
title/abstract/keyword
level (% of n)

Screened in based on
full text (% of n)

243 (5.1)

22 (0.5)

242 (14.5)

61 (3.7)

183 (2.3)

46 (0.5)

310 (5.3)

144 (2.5)

Table
8.3:
Description
of
systematic
review
datasets.
* No honeypots were used for quality control in this first review (see
text).

Figure 8.3: Appendicitis review, citation screening HIT interface
Consider Figure 8.3. The first question we asked for each citation was:
1. Does the abstract imply that the paper describes a primary study involving
human beings? We provided definitions of a primary study and exceptions
for studies on parts of humans (e.g., previously removed appendixes). If the
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worker answered Yes or I cannot tell, the next question was displayed. If the
worker answered No, the interface immediately switched to the next citation.
The remaining questions for each citation were, in order: 2. How many humans were involved in the study?, 3. Does the abstract imply the patients had
right lower quadrant (or abdominal) pain of less than seven days duration, had
suspected appendicitis, or underwent treatment for appendicitis? and 4. Does
the abstract imply that the paper studies testing/diagnosis methods rather than
treatments? Again, definitions and exceptions were provided for each concept.

Figure 8.4: Appendicitis review, honeypot failure with feedback for workers

Dataset
Majority
Proton Beam
Appendicitis
DST
Omega3

0.95; 0.86
0.92; 0.97
0.80; 0.99
0.74; 0.93

Performance of aggregation strategies for crowd worker answers (yield; gain)
Champion
1p
2p
3p
4p
5p
Champion
(DR)
0.95; 0.82 0.86; 0.92 0.86; 0.93* 0.86; 0.93 0.86; 0.93 0.95; 0.85 0.95; 0.85
0.97; 0.87 0.93; 0.95 0.89; 0.98 0.80; 0.99 0.64; 1.00 0.93; 0.96 0.97; 0.92
0.98; 0.78 0.91; 0.96 0.76; 0.99 0.57; 1.00 0.22; 1.00 0.93; 0.91 0.93; 0.91
0.99; 0.68 0.93; 0.85 0.71; 0.94 0.38; 0.98 0.13; 0.99 0.93; 0.84 0.94; 0.82

Majority
Question
0.95; 0.78
1.00; 0.64
0.93; 0.91
0.92; 0.80

Table
8.4:
Experimental
results
for
the
nine
aggregation
strategies
across
the
four
datasets.
* Lack of improvement after 3p due to a small number of unconscientious workers in the pool. In the proton beam dataset we did not use
honeypots as a quality control mechanism (see text).
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Figure 8.5: Time elapsed (hours) v. number of crowd screening decisions
received

8.6

Appendix B - Citation screening crowd
questions

Proton beam
Primary study on humans
A study reporting data from an experiment or from observations on a group of
human beings (i.e. not just human cells, eyes etc.). Note that a review is not a primary
study, even if describing observations on a group of human beings.

1. Does the abstract imply that the paper describes a primary study involving human beings?
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Conditions considered Cancer

Treatments
considered
External
radiotherapy using charged particles

The operational definition of cancer
includes histologically malignant tumors. A machine shines a beam from outside the patient’s body. The beam consists
Examples are:
1. Liver, lung, prostate, breast etc can- of charged particles, examples of which
include:
cer.
2. Ocular (eye) melanoma == uvular
melanoma

1. Hydrogen ion == hydrogen nuclei
== protons

3. Head and neck cancer

2. Helium ions == alpha particles

Conditions NOT considered Cancer:

3. Heavier ions such as carbon-, neon-,
silicon-, ferrous4. Hadrons, is another synonym

1. arteriovenous malformations
2. benign meningiomas
3. benign schwannomas

Treatments NOT considered External radiotherapy using charged particles

4. craniopharyngioma
5. age-related macular degeneration

1. Non-external radiotherapy such as
brachytherapy, i.e., implantation of
radioactive seeds in or next to the
tumor
2. External radiotherapy with noncharged particles, e.g.,
a. Neutrons (particles, but not
charged)
b. Photons, e.g., gamma rays
or X-rays
c. Electrons
d. π-mesons

2. Were people treated for cancer with external radiotherapy using charged
particles?
Treatment harm

Clinical outcomes

Harms that are related to the treat- Examples include death, survival, rement. Examples include nausea, vomiting, currence, local tumor control, change in
hair loss, colitis, dry mouth, blood ab- symptoms.
normalities, secondary cancers, growing
redundant body parts (e.g., a second
head)

3. Does the abstract imply that the paper reports clinical outcomes or
treatment harms?
4. How many humans were involved in the study?
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Appendicitis
Primary study on humans
A study reporting data from an experiment or from observations on a group of
human beings (i.e. not just human cells, eyes etc.). Examples of things that are not
primary studies, even if describing observations on a group of human beings: Reviews,
editorials, guidelines.

1. Does the abstract imply that the paper describes a primary study involving human beings?
2. How many humans were involved in the study?

Appendicitis
Appendicitis is an inflammation of the appendix, a finger-shaped pouch that
projects from your colon on the lower right side of your abdomen. The appendix
doesn’t seem to have a specific purpose.

Appendicitis causes pain in your lower

right abdomen. However, in most people, pain begins around the navel and then
moves. As inflammation worsens, appendicitis pain typically increases and eventually
becomes severe. Although anyone can develop appendicitis, most often it occurs in
people between the ages of 10 and 30. Standard treatment is surgical removal of
the appendix through an appendectomy.

(Source: http://www.mayoclinic.org/

diseases-conditions/appendicitis/basics/definition/con-20023582)
Right lower quadrant (or abdominal) pain
The human abdomen is divided into quadrants to localize pain and tenderness,
scars, lumps and other items of interest. The quadrants are referred to as the left lower
quadrant (LLQ), left upper quadrant (LUQ), right upper quadrant (RUQ) and right
lower quadrant (RLQ). Example mentions of RLQ (or abdominal) pain include: right
lower quadrant pain, right upper quadrant pain, abdominal pain, pain in the abdomen,
stomach pain, tummy pain and pain in the midriff

3. Does the abstract imply the patients had right lower quadrant (or abdominal) pain of less than 7 days duration, had suspected appendicitis
or underwent treatment for appendicitis?
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Testing/Diagnosis methods
Any method or procedure meant to enable a diagnosis of a new case of appendicitis. Exclude recurrent/repeat appendicitis, e.g., in people who have already been
treated for appendicitis with conservative (non-surgical) interventions.
NOTE: For the purposes of this review, we consider Laparoscopy and Laparotomy as diagnostic procedures. A laparoscopy is a type of surgical procedure in
which a small viewing device (laparoscope) is inserted in the abdomen through small
incisions. This allows the doctor to examine the abdominal and pelvic organs on a
video monitor connected to the tube. Laparotomy involves a larger incision so that
the surgeon can examine the appendix without a camera and viewing tube.
(Source: http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/laparoscopy)

4. Does the abstract imply that the paper studies testing/diagnosis methods rather than treatments?

DST
Patient types
We are interested in the following patient types:
1. Patients with early stage cancer considering treatment
2. Healthy patients considering screening
3. Very high risk patients considering treatment for genetic syndromes like: BRCA
genes (breast cancer), Lynch syndrome, MMR genes (colon cancer), FAPC (colon
cancer)
4. Patients with family histories suggesting any of the above mentioned genetic
syndromes

EXCLUDE abstracts which study: Hypothetical scenarios/patients, advanced
cancer stages (only if explicitly mentioned as advanced. If in doubt, include), end of
life decisions, palliative care (relief treatment)
Primary study on humans
A study reporting data from an experiment or from observations on a group of
human beings (i.e. not just human cells, eyes etc.). Examples of things that are not
primary studies, even if describing observations on a group of human beings:
Reviews, editorials, guidelines.

1. Does the abstract imply the article is a primary study on patients of
any of the above mentioned types, OR, alternatively, a primary study
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of providers of care for these patients?

RCT - Randomized controlled trial
A study in which a number of similar people are randomly assigned to 2 (or
more) groups to test a specific drug or treatment. One group (the experimental group)
receives the treatment being tested, the other (the comparison or control group)
receives an alternative treatment, a dummy treatment (placebo) or no treatment at
all. The groups are followed up to see how effective the experimental treatment was.
Outcomes are measured at specific times and any difference in response between the
groups is assessed statistically. This method is also used to reduce bias.
(Source: https://www.nice.org.uk/glossary?letter=r)

2. IF this study is about patients, is it a randomized controlled trial (RCT)
with at least 10 participants in each group, OR, IF the study is about
providers, is it a study with some form of a comparison aspect (e.g.
RCT, but also non-randomized groups, before/after comparisons etc)?

Special case exclusion
Please exclude studies about methods to increase screening participation rates
in a population.
Shared decision-making
Shared decision-making is a model of patient-centered care that enables and
encourages people to play a role in the management of their own health. It operates
under the premise that, armed with good information, consumers can and will
participate in the medical decision-making process by asking informed questions and
expressing personal values and opinions about their conditions and treatment options.
(Source:

https://cahps.ahrq.gov/Quality-Improvement/Improvement-Guide/

Browse-Interventions/Communication/Shared-Decision-Making/index.html)

3. Are the participants facing a decision about whether to get screening or
treatment, OR is the study about a provider-targeted intervention to
increase shared decision-making?
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Decision Support Tool (DST) / Decision Aid
Decision Support Tools (DST) provide information on the options and the expected relevant outcomes and implicit methods to clarify values. It may also include
information on the health condition, personalized probability estimates, costs per
option, explicit elicitation of values, information about others’ opinions, coaching on
decision theory concepts, personalized recommendations, a formal decision analysis, or
other components.

4. IF this study is about patients, is there at least one Decision Support
Tool/Decision Aid mentioned, OR, IF the study is about providers, is
there an intervention to increase the use of a DST or increase shared
decision-making?

Omega3
Patient types
We are interested in the following patient types:
1. Patients who are healthy
2. Patients who have diabetes, metabolic syndrome or hypertension
3. Patients who have dyslipidemia (high cholesterol or triglycerides)
4. Patients with existing or previous cardiovascular/heart disease, including heart
attack (myocardial infarction), atherosclerosis, stroke, arrhythmia, heart failure,
etc.
5. Patients with symptoms of any of the above mentioned conditions

EXCLUDE: Patients selected for having a non-cardiovascular disease, OR, a
non-diabetes related disease (e.g. cancer, gastrointestinal disease, dialysis, chronic
renal failure, rheumatic disease), OR, a condition (e.g. pregnancy).
Primary study on humans
A study reporting data from an experiment or from observations on a group of
human beings (i.e. not just human cells, eyes etc.). Examples of things that are not
primary studies, even if describing observations on a group of human beings:
Reviews, editorials, guidelines.

1. Does the abstract imply it describes a primary study with adult patients
(>= 18 years old), who fit the patient types described above?
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We are interested in the effects of omega-3 fatty acids. Synonyms of “omega-3 fatty
acids” include “n-3 fatty acids”, “(long chain) PUFA”, “(long chain) polyunsuturated
fatty acids”.
Supplements, diet plans and foods that contain omega-3 fatty acids
1. Fish oil (Incl. menhaden oil, sea mammals, marine, seaweed)
2. ALA oils (Incl.
flax seed, linseed, walnut, butternut, pumpkin seed,
canola/rapeseed, soy, wheatgerm mustard seed)
3. n-3 components (Incl. EPA eicosapentaenoic acid, DHA docosahexaenoic acid,
ALA alpha-linolenic acid, DPA docosapentaenoic acid, SDA stearidonic acid)
4. Fish-rich diets or Mediterranean diets, of “Food frequency Questionnaires”
(FFQs) (ONLY IF the paper describes the average daily amount of omega-3
rich foods consumed, e.g., 300g of fatty fish/week, or 250 g of walnuts per week;
or translates food intake to the corresponding omega-3 fatty acid intake)

2. Are patients receiving any of the above mentioned supplements, diet
plans, or fortified foods?
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Outcome & Study type table
Looking at the table below, each column describes a factor to look for (e.g.
the study type) and the entry in each row describes which values are acceptable for
that factor, assuming the other factors were acceptable in the same row. E.g., If an
abstract described a Cardiovascular disease outcome, had a follow-up duration of 2
years and was conducted as a RCT (Randomized controlled trial), you would answer
Yes, since you could answer Yes to all factors in row 1 of the table.
Accepted outcome types
Cardiovascular
disease outcomes
Blood pressure or lipid
outcomes
Adverse
events (only
from
intervention
studies
of
supplements)

Minimum
follow-up
duration

Minimum
number
of participants

Accepted study types

1 year

none

We are interested in studies that:

4 weeks

none

1. Allow a comparison between different levels of omega-3 fatty
acid intake, e.g., fish oil vs no fish oil or placebo, or fewer fish/week vs
more fish/week
2. Follow-up people over time

any

100

Examples of eligible studies
Randomized controlled trial RCT
A study in which a number of similar people are randomly assigned to
2 (or more) groups to test a specific drug or treatment. One group (the
experimental group) receives the treatment being tested, the other
(the comparison or control group) receives an alternative treatment, a
dummy treatment (placebo) or no treatment at all. The groups are followed up to see how effective the experimental treatment was. (Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Randomized_controlled_trial)
Non-randomized comparative trial
An experimental study in which people are allocated to different
interventions using methods that are not random.
(Source:
https://ccg.cochrane.org/
non-randomised-controlled-study-nrs-designs)
Retrospective or prospective cohort
In a retrospective cohort study, the medical records of groups
of individuals who are alike in many ways but differ by a certain characteristic are compared for a particular outcome (Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retrospective_cohort_study)
A prospective cohort study is a cohort study that follows
over time a group of similar individuals (cohorts) who differ with respect to certain factors under study, to determine
how these factors affect rates of a certain outcome (Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prospective_cohort_study)
Nested case-control study
A nested case-control study uses data previously collected from a
large cohort study to compare a subset of participants without the
outcome with participants who developed the outcome. (Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nested_case-control_study)

Examples of non-eligible studies
Case-control study
A case-control study is a type of observational study in which
two existing groups differing in outcome are identified and compared on the basis of some supposed causal attribute. (Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Case-control_study)
Cross-sectional study
A cross-sectional study (also known as a cross-sectional analysis,
transversal study, prevalence study) is a type of observational study
that involves the analysis of data collected from a population, or
a representative subset, at one specific point in time. (Source:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cross-sectional_study)
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Cardiovascular disease outcomes
• CVD-related (myocardial infarction, stroke) death
• non-fatal CVD events (myocardial infarction, acute coronary syndrome,
stroke/CVA, TIA, unstable angina, amputation 2◦ PVD)
• coronary/cardiac disease
• peripheral vascular disease (PVD)
• congestive heart failure (CHF)
• pulmonary edema
• ventricular arrhythmia (tachycardia, tachyarrhythmia, fibrillation, bradycardia)
• sudden death
• atrial fibrillation
• supraventricular tachycardia
• cardiovascular invasive interventions (revascularization, CABG (bypass), PCI
(coronary angioplasty), vascular (arterial) surgery (carotid, peripheral), Thrombolysis (eg, tPA to dissolve clot))
Blood pressure or lipid outcomes
• blood pressure (new-onset hypertension, SBP, DBP, MAP)
• Key lipid values (HDL-cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL:HDL,
TC:HDL)

3. Can you answer ’Yes’ or ’I Cannot Tell’ to all 4 columns in a row, in the
outcome and study type table above?

8.7

Appendix D - Anonymized worker satisfaction
responses, reviews etc.

The following statements are a selection of real statements provided by workers
either via email, through the Mechanical Turk messaging system or on the
review site Turkopticon (https://turkopticon.ucsd.edu/ADWWO1HSTPYS5).
“I have been doing quite a few of your HITs recently (Worker
ID: XXX), and I would like to say you are a truly outstanding
requester. I genuinely appreciate your feedback with control questions, and I hope I have provided useful data for your research.”
Andrew, Mechanical Turk worker
“You have some of the most engaging hits on MTurk.”
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Phillip, Mechanical Turk worker
“This is a genuinely phenomenal requester. I’ve done over 500
HITs without a rejection- they pay and approve promptly. When
you are doing a task incorrectly they implement control questions
and give you feedback on how to improve your work- something I
GREATLY appreciate.”
Anonymous worker on Turkopticon
“So happy I stumbled on this requester. The HITs are very
engaging for me”
Anonymous worker on Turkopticon
“I would recommend these if you are interested in science and
are willing to learn a bit. Definitely do not attempt these if you
want to do something flippantly, these require concentration and
critical thinking.”
Anonymous worker on Turkopticon

8.8

Appendix C - Experiences from early
experimental iterations

The following subsections describe lessons learned from each experimental
iteration of citation screening the Proton beam dataset. The final interface
(shown in Figure 8.3) as well as processing and quality controls, were developed
over several months during the summer of 2014.
We note that this preliminary work was necessary because no prior work
on crowdsourcing citation screening existed. Once we settled on our setup
and interface, comparatively little effort was needed to begin acquiring crowd
labels for citations from new datasets.

Pilot 1 experiment
Pilot 1 was our first naive attempt to crowdsource citation screening. For this
we created 7 separate questions with possible answers Yes, No, Maybe and
NA. The interface showed one citation at a time, there were no qualification
tests or honeypots, and all definitions were displayed together at the bottom
of the page. Payment was set to $0.50
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Lessons learned
• Quality controls are needed to avoid spamming (i.e., low quality, “bare
minimum” responses issued to receive payment).
• Answering 7 questions took a lot of time even when the answer to one of
the first questions was “No”, which immediately precluded the citation
from inclusion, anyway.
• When asking for numerical facts, we can more easily detect errors (and
thus spam) by asking for the number rather than a Yes/No answer regarding the number.
• Workers did not understand the point of the NA answer.
• Workers had to scroll down to read definitions often, hurting efficiency
and result quality.
• The payment was unnecessarily high.
• Workers lacked a means of providing feedback.

Pilot 2 experiment
Pilot 2 was a reiteration of the first kickoff experiment with payment reduced
to $0.20. Apart from a slightly decreased completion speed, there was no
discernible quality degradation. A few workers did remember being paid $0.50
before and were upset. In hindsight explaining the reasoning behind reducing
payment would have been beneficial.

Exp 1 experiment
Exp 1 was the second large iteration, addressing some of the issues discovered
after our pilot experiments. The number of questions was reduced to 4 by
combining some concepts and the possible answers were changed to Yes, No,
I cannot tell and The study did not involve humans (for all but the first question). A qualification test was introduced. Definitions were moved in before
the questions they were relevant for. Questions concerning numerical facts
were changed to ask for the number rather than ask if the number satisfied
our constraints (i.e. “How many humans were involved in the study?” rather
than “Does the study include at least 10 humans?”). Payment was reduced to
$0.10 and a field was added at the end to enable workers to provide feedback
if anything was unclear.
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Lessons learned
• Reducing the payment from $0.20 to $0.10 increased the response time,
but did not reduce quality.
• While Question 2 (Q2), “How many humans were involved in the study?”,
was easy to answer, very few citations were excluded with this question.
Most citations were removed with Q1 followed by Q3, Q4 and finally
Q2.
• The interface was hard for workers to read, since it lacked structure.
• While the qualification test reduced the amount of spam, some workers
passed the test but still later provided poor-quality responses.

Exp 2 experiment
Exp 2 addressed the lessons learned from Exp 1. reducing the payment further
to $0.05, adding titles before each question, changed the order of questions
and introduced honeypots as an extra quality control.
Lessons learned
• Response was slow, likely partly due to qualification requirements and
payment.
• Honeypots drastically reduced spam incidents.
• Workers still reported lack of structure in the interface

Exp 3 experiment
Exp 3 mostly reiterated Exp 2, except that we reduced the payment further
to $0.03 and removed the qualification test to improve response time.
Lessons learned
• The payment of $0.03 was too low, resulting in significant worker backlash both directly and on the Mechanical Turk review site Turkopticon
(http://turkopticon.ucsd.edu/).
• Removing the qualification test did not have a significant impact on
response time from quality workers, but did induce significant cost for
three honeypots per spammer, which was needed to determine if a worker
should be blocked.
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Exp 4 experiment
For Exp 4 we completely reconfigured the interface into the one shown in
Figure 1. This interface focuses especially on optimizing efficiency and minimizing cost. Instead of one citation per HIT, each HIT had three citations,
thus reducing time lost in the Mechanical Turk submission process. The qualification test was re-introduced alongside the honeypots. Automated logic was
added to the interface such that answering No to any question automatically
redirected the worker to the next citation. Likewise answering Yes or I cannot
tell brought the worker to the next question, showing only definitions relevant
to each question at a time. Payment was set to $0.10 given the optimizations
and bundling of 3 citations.
Lessons learned
• Despite the optimizations improved worker income per hour, the payment was still too low. As a result similar worker backlash occurred and
response time was poor.
• Some workers were reading the citations in full before giving responses,
thus heavily impacting response time. Some even tried to understand
each medical concept before answering, to avoid making mistakes.
• Instructions for how to complete the citation screening were not clear
enough and left too many details up to the worker (e.g. how to quickly
determine a firm No to a question).
• Instructions gave no insight into the mechanics of citation screening,
thus making workers fear many citations were actually relevant, despite
the worker thinking the answer to a question was No.

Exp 5 experiment
Exp 5 addressed the lessons learned in Exp 4. Specifically we expanding on
task background descriptions (e.g. “Only 5-10% of abstracts are likely includes”), displayed tips for working efficiently (e.g. “Only read enough to answer each question in order”, “Don’t try to understand the concepts, try instead
to look for textual patterns”). We also increased the payment to $0.15 and
explained that including a citation incorrectly was significantly better than
excluding a citation incorrectly. Finally, to ensure transparency, we added a
Brown University logo as well as direct contact and affiliation information.
Lessons learned
• The price point of $0.15 improved response time again, however some
workers were still not performing efficiently enough, resulting in low
hourly pays for those workers.
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• Some workers still did not understand what we were studying and questioned the purpose of the work.

Proton beam – Full-scale experiment
At this point the changes needed from Exp 5 were small enough to merit issuing the full-scale experiment with 4749 citations. For the full-scale experiment
we added a more thorough explanation of citation screening in the context of
evidence-based medicine, the purpose of our research and how to do the work
efficiently with “dos and don’ts”.
We also removed the honeypots to cut costs, because the last few initial
experiments showed no situations in which workers were being blocked by
these hidden tests. The logic was, that since we had run several iterations,
all the spammers had already been blocked and most of our workers were
recurring, with the remaining being deterred sufficiently by the qualification
test and our achieved reputation on Turkopticon.
Lessons learned
• Removing the honeypots was a mistake. Knowing no hidden tests were
present, a few workers began providing erroneous responses, and began
answering No to Q1 on all citations because that made finishing HITs
as quick as possible.
• These spamming workers were subsequently blocked and we reintroduced honeypots in subsequent full-scale experiments.

Suggested future improvements
Based on worker feedback on our full-scale experiments, a few suggested future
improvements can be identified.
• The explanation in the beginning of each HIT is useful when the worker
is not aware of the purpose. After having read it a few times however,
it just clutters and creates the need to scroll for each hit. Removing it
will improve response time further.
• Some workers have expressed a wish to be re-trained when sufficient time
has passed between experiments. One possible option here would be to
introduce a non-paid training step in the start of each experiment cycle.
This would give experienced workers the opportunity to have their skills
refreshed before working on actual citations.
• Some workers have misunderstood our auto-approval of their HITs as a
seal of approval of the correctness of their answers. A better description
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of the purpose of honeypots and the approval process could possibly
solve this issue.
• Some workers have expressed disapproval with the conditional questions
in our DST experiment. Specifically they found the bundling of several
questions and conditionals into one question confusing, e.g., “IF this
study is about patients, is it a randomized controlled trial (RCT) with at
least 10 participants in each group, OR, IF the study is about providers,
is it a study with some form of a comparison aspect (e.g. RCT, but also
non-randomized groups, before/after comparisons etc)?”
A conditional interface, dynamically showing the relevant questions depending on worker answers, may be a solution.
• To further avoid low-quality workers, one could automatically flag a
worker as questionable if his/her completion time per HIT is unrealistically low. Such a flagging could be used to temporarily block the worker
until answers have been evaluated manually.
• Our current blocking mechanism uses the Mechanical Turk Block API
function. This has been criticized since a worker can be banned from
Mechanical Turk if she receives too many blocks. As a result, the blocking mechanism should be changed to using custom qualifications with
a numerical value signifying Not qualified, Blocked and Qualified. For
more information, contact the Amazon Mechanical Turk support team.

8.9

Appendix E – Honeypot details

This Appendix details the acceptance, rejection and injection of our hidden
control tests, commonly referred to as honeypots.

Injecting honeypots into HITs
Whenever a worker accessed a HIT, there was a chance that one of the 3
loaded citations was a honeypot, i.e. a citation for which the system knew
both all the correct answers and why these were the correct answers. If the
worker was unknown to us, there was a 30% chance of a honeypot. If the
worker had been subjected to at least 3 honeypots, there was a 20% chance.
Finally, if the worker had been subjected to at least 6 honeypots, there was a
10% chance, up until the worker had been subjected to all 10 honeypots.

Accepting/Rejecting honeypots
When a worker submitted a HIT with a honeypot loaded as one of the three citations, the answers for that honeypot was sent to our server using a JavaScript
callback (via AJAX) before sending the full data to Mechanical Turk. Our
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server then determined whether the answers were correct and if not, to which
degree they were incorrect.
If the answers were correct for all questions, an “OK” message was sent
back to the frontend and the HIT submitted without the worker being aware
of the presence of a honeypot. If the answers were not correct, a per question
response was generated for the worker, such that each wrong answer was shown
along with the right answer and the reason for it being the right answer. These
explanations were written before the experiment and stored with the honeypot
answers. Upon completion, the generated response would be presented to the
worker, asking to confirm by pressing an “OK” button, which then submitted
the answers to Mechanical Turk as-is.
For honeypot responses to workers we distinguished between two situations: Corrections and Failures. A correction was when the worker had less
than 50% of the answers incorrect, i.e., such that the answers would not sway
a majority decision strategy. In such a case, the error response to the worker
was displayed, but the worker had not failed the honeypot and was informed
of that fact. A failure on the other hand was when at least 50% of answers
were wrong. In that case the error response was shown to the worker and the
worker was registered as having failed the honeypot.
If any worker failed more than 1/3 of all honeypots, counting from having
finished at least three, the worker was blocked from any future work on that
set of HITs.
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